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Cold Tonight,
Continued Cold
Wednesday

Big Demand for
Baby Articles. Use
A Classified Ad

Engineer Cant
Erase Memory
Of Ship Fire

DOWNED ON THE FARM . . . Three
young sharpshooters, who preferred to remain anonymous, drove into Peterborough,
Ont., Canada, Monday with a two-year-old

wu

steer strapped to the roof. What happened?
They said "it looked like a deer." They
bought it from the farmer who owned it after
they shot it (CP Photofax)

STAY. . ¦

.

MIAMI, Fla. (ft - T h i r d
engineer Harry Sophios of the
muse ship Yarmouth Castle
hasn't slept for two nights —
and he is wondering if he will In
the weeks ahead.
His new assignment: Crew
member on the Yarmouth, sister ship of the Yarmouth Castle.
"I don't know if I will ever
erase the memory of those
flames," he-said..—
Sopirios, 42, interviewed In
Nassau, leaves the Bahamas
today aboard the Yarmouth.
Eighty-one passengers and
two crewmen are believed to
have perished when the Yarmouth Castle went down Saturday off Great Stirrup Cay,
about 60 miles northwest of
Nassau.

Savage Battle Near
Cambodian Border

IA DRANG VALLEY, South
Viet Nam (AP) - Men of the
U.S. 1st Air Cavalry Division,
holding theiiLground inJhe biggest battle American troops
have fought in Viet Nam, threw
back two new assaults today by
North Vietnamese regulars

from hillside entrenchments
above them.
A military spokesman said
869 Communist have now been
killed, and confirmed by body
count, in the savage struggle of
the last three days in the central
highlands near the Cambodian

U.S. Stands
Against Red
China in U.N.

frontier. American losses were the advantage because they held
reported to remain moderate. the high ground — a chain of
mountains that stretches into
Dag In around a helicopter neuralist Cambodia,
six miles
landing zone in the Ia Drang away. The Communists have
Valley, the troopers were ex- been digging in across these
pecting another attack.
mountains for years and know
The North Vietnamese have them intimately.
Intelligence officers said there
are possibly four or five regiments from the 235th North
Vietnamese division in the
mountains. They originally had
believed the division to be the
304th.

Passenger Norman Lehr of
Miami Beach died of burns in a
Nassau hospital, His body will
be flown to Miami in a private
plane. Many survivors said there
was no warning as fire swept UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
By LEW FERGUSON
with the team for a squad meet- 9:30 p.m. Monday, or about 12 the ship, that the water sprin- (AP) - The United States
hours after Van Brocklin an- kler system didn't work, fire sought today to make sure Red
MINNEAPOLIS «">— Minneso- ing at 10 a.m.
nounced to three reporters his hoses lay unused on the deck,
ta Vikings Coach Norm Van The general manager said decision to quit after four and and that only 4 ot 14 lifeboats China is barred from the United
Nations for another year by
Brocklin changed his mind about Van Brocklinwould not be avail- one-half years as field boss of were lowered.
quitting as bead coachTuesday able for comment until 3 p.m. the Vikings.
But a Coast Guard investigat- calling on the General Assembly
and rejoined his team.
or said Monday the Yarmouth
today because of the urgency of "There was an indication on Castle passed a Coast Guard to hold to its stand that admisGeneral Manager Jim Finks
sion of Pelting requires a twothe telephone that ho had
said at a press conference short- making preparations for Sun- changed his mind," Finks said. safety check three weeks before thirds majority.
ly before noon that "I am very day's National Football League "He said he wanted to see me. she sailed.
happy to report that Norm has game here with the Green Bay When I got there (to Van Brock- Third engineer Sopirios said The United States and nine
the alarm went off in the forreconsidered and currently is Packers.
Jin's home in suburban Medi- ward section and he spread the other countries introduced the
with the football team."
Finks said Van Brocklin call- cine Lake) told me he realized alarm to the crew sleeping be- resolution Monday night as the
117-natlon assembly wound up
Finks said Van Brocklin met ed him at-the Viking office at he had made a mistake and low deck.
wanted to come back to work
its annual debate on the China
"The Are never reached the question.
at 8 o'clock this morning."
engJneroom or the crew's quar, Finks said the Vikings had no ters," he explained. "I think it Tbe American resolution recontact at all with Van Brocklin started somewhere in one of the called that the assembly ruled
from shortly before noon Mon- more expensive forward cabIn 1961 that the issue was suffiday until" the Dutchman tele- ins."
ciently
important to require a
Monday
night.
phoned Finks
He said hose pipes and life"It certainly wasn't anything boats in the forward section two-thirds majority and requested that the world forum
I said or did," Finks said. were burned.
stick to this position.
"Norm
realized
he
had
made
a
Sen.
Warren
G.
Magnuson,
DWASHINGTON (AP)—Solemn-which, for the,princessand her
think he was
Wash., called for a joint Coast The move came as a surprise
;
ly, Princess Margaret of Britain hatband, the Earl pi Snowdoq, mistake. I didn't
but
obviously
this
Impulsive,
he
Guard-Department of Com- to many diplomats. U.S. represtood in windswept Arlington coinbjned hande*Bttc4a-the«ef»
"
,
fc*V ,. , .7, . i-, - 77 7 v.7 7 merce investigation of¦¦¦ the sink- sentatives had been voicing conNational Cemetery today and
' VikingsPresidentIto WJtataW ing. .
, 7' "-- -. ¦ t -;%r! - \\-: . - fidence that they had enough
history
religion,
sentlnient
,
and
placed a wreath of Ted, white
¦¦
¦
¦
"
.
¦
/
¦
sflid*
«•
.
•
-«
-.-!.
Joseph Curran, president of support to defeat Peking by a
, ; - : :¦ • 7 .
—
and blue chryaantheaaanis on WKialevents.
tbe
National Maritime Union. simple majority. Informed
re
very
happy.
Ihia
was
"We'
aw
the grave of President John F.
a hia own decision, noboby talked Said, "We think the same safety sources, however, said as inforThe fry was ^rereast
Kennedy.
mal poll of delegates indicated
It was the first event in a day motorcade incJudteg (he tatf tt to him. It gave* me a pretty regulations applying to U.S. that Peking's supporters could
apply
flagships
should
to
foreign
"
rough
two
days
and
two
nights.
'
limousine
entered
the
couples
a simple majority of
cemetery. They were greeted Asked what he thought prompt- flagships soliciting business in muster
seven or eight votes in their faby Maj. Gen. Curtis J. Herrick, ed Van Brocklin's initial decision the United States."
WAR TODAY . . . New attacks were launched today on
commanding the Washington to quit, Finks said, "He is such The Yarmouth Castle flew the vor.
U.S. 1st Cavalry positions in the la Drang valley (A), 12
Military District
a competitorthat the loss to Bal- Panamanian flag.
The poll was said to have miles west of the Special Forces Camp at Plei Me, by bat*
The princess, with the general timore just upset him terribly. Capt. Lloyd W. Sheldon, presi- been taken when Peking's back- tered elements of a North Vietnamese regiment. Sen. Richat her side, walked to the grave. He made a mistake and we all dent of the AFL-CIO Interna- ers were circulating a tentative ard B. Russell, chairman of the Senate Armed Service ComThey were followed by Lord make mistakes. Thank goodness tional Organization of Masters, resolution which called for the
said the U.S. should knock out the harbor at HaipSnowdon, Sir Patrick Dean, the he realized it as soon as he did Mates and Pilots, called for a seating of Red China but left out mittee,
(B)
to cut off North Viet Nam's military supplies.
hong
and.didn't
wait
a
month
or
so." congressional investigation.
British ambassador, and Mrs.
the usual demand for expulsion
(AP Photofax Map )
of
the
Chinese
Nationalists.
Dean. A bugler sounded taps as Finks also was asked what efCapt V. G. Niebergall, head
the wreath was placed.
fect he thinks Van Brocklin's ac- of tbe 7th Coast Guard District's
tions will have on the Viking Merchant Marine Safety DiviAhead for the princess lay vi- football team, and replied:
sion, said the finding of a pre(AP)
FT. GORDON, Ga.
- sits to Mount Vernon, to other
Doctors attending former Presi- monuments and museums and "None whatsoever. I think liminary investigation disputed
dent Dwight D. Eisenhower say to Washington^Cathedral (Epis- they'll play just as well in the complaints from , survivors that
he is doing fine after his second copal) where the historic Glas- future as they have in the past. the Yarmouth Castle was poorly
Norm felt and still thinks this
heart attack.
tonbury thorn tree—true to tra- c o u l d be a championship equipped to cope with the emergency.
Tbe Ft. Gordon Information dition—burst into bloom for the
year."
"Three weeks before the Yarofficer, Capt. Wallace Hitch- coming of British royalty.
Finks said he had no idea at mouth Castle sailed, we held a
cock, relayed this medical bulGlastonbury what time Van Brocklin actual- fire drill aboard the ship in acletin from the doctors' spokes- Washington'!
Dr.
Thomas
W.
Mattingly,
thorn
grew
from
a
cutting
given ly changedhis mind. "Obviously cordance with the international WASHINGTON (AP) man,
Joint Chiefs of Staff, said that
T> and defeat. "
late Monday afternoon:
the cathedral by British friends he hadn't made the decision by convention for safety of ships at
strategy
This
is
the
same
"we are doing better, considerU.S.
aim
in
pouring
more
and
noon
yesterday.
So
it
was some- sea," Niebergall said. "It was
in 1902. The cutting supposedly
"Gen Eisenhower Is still rest- was from the original, thorn, time between noon and when he in compliance with the interna- more fighting men and equip- which was used by the Filipinos, ably better than a few months
with American advice, against
ing comfortably and doctors which legend says sprouted called me. That's all 1 know." tional regulations.
ment into South Viet Nam is to tbe Communist Huks and by the ago when the situation was
close to critical."
continue to express pleasure at from the staff of Joseph of Ari- The general manager said Van
raise the tempo of attack to British Commonwealth forces
tbe progress made by the five- mathea who is said to have Brocklin wanted the press to "International convention alsuch a level that the Commu- against the Reds in Malaya In essence, Spivy said, "We
star general.
know "the next time he does re- lows one half hour to get lifeare holding our own and a bit
"Again this afternoon the fa- founded the first , Christian sign, he'll be within four of Bud- boats into the water. This ship nists will be put on the run and years ago.
church
in
England
at
Glastonbut the Communists are
The
three-star
general,
direcmore,
says
a
ultimately
worn
out,
boats
into
the
water
in
got
its
hours
mous patient spent the
dy Parker's record."
tor of plans and policy for the pot yet on the run."
Pentagon official.
eight
minutes.",
reading, listening to stereophon- bury.
Finks facetiously referred to
ic music and chatting with The thorn's white flowers the several resignations of form- Niebergall said testimony This outline of U.S. strategy is
members of his personal staff. have blossomed four times pre- er Pittsburgh Steeler coach Bud- from crewmen indicated that clear from statements made
the sprinkler system and other Monday night by one of the top
As yet he has not been out of viously when British royalty dy Phrker.
visited Washington
safety devices worked satisfac- military planners for the Joint
BI
.
bed."
torily.
Chiefs of Staff.
The royal couple, arriving
While doctors refuse to say here late Monday from Arizona Spellman to Visit
The Yarmouth Castle was car- "Our objective is to keep the
whether any plans have been on presidential jet plane conrying 550 passengers and crew. combat tempo at such a rate
a
,
Troops in Europe
made to move the general to
that the Viet Cong will be unagetting
a
head
start
sidered
Walter Beed Army Hospital in with a drive around the capital
ble
to recuperate," said Army
HEIDELBERG,
Germany
's
son,
Washington, Eisenhower
Lt
Gen.
B. E. Spivy in a Chica- By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS sued for central Montana with
decided
to
W)
Monday
night.
They
—
Francis
Cardinal
SpellJohn, who now lives in Phoenix- rest instead, after the five-hour
go speech.
man
of
New
York
will
visit
U.S.
deparArctic air pushed into Mon- up to 6 inches expected.
before
his
vllle, Pa., said
appear- Army troops in West Germany
ture for home Sunday night he flight and an hour-long
"We want to get and keep tana and North Dakota behind a Four Inches of snow fell at
reception and West Berlin during the
developing storm center today Great Falls, Mont., M o n d a y
hoped he could spend Thanks- ance at a jam-packed
them on the run," Spivy said.
expected. night while 2 inches accumulatgiving with his father in Wash- where they met the Washington Thanksgiving holidays, the
"In guerrilla warfare, once and heavy snow was
press
Army
announced
today.
corps.
ed in Lewistown, Mont., and 1
temperatures
Early
morning
ington.
the guerrillas are on the run,
inch at Minot In central North
at
zero
ranged
down
to
7
below
tbey are likely to run downhill
Bank , Dakota.
Havre
and
3
below
at
Cut
toward military ineffectiveness
both in Montana.
Snow also fell along the southMOSCOW tt> — T h e r e was
II«avy-snow warnings were Is- ern shores of Lake Superior.
speculation today that the imSix inches fell at Sault St. Mapending visit to Moscow of Mike Who Held the Ladder?
rie in eastern Upper Michigan.
Mansfield, the U.S. Senate maOnce you reach the top,
jority leader, may have someWarm southerly wlnda moved
thing to do with a new effort to there are lots of people
temperatures to record levels of
claim
they
held
the
who'll
end the war in Viet Nam.
the southern and central Plains
Mansfield arrives from Po- ladder for you . . . A local
Monday .
harNam
ground-to-air
missile
sites.
woman
says
her
home
is
so
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen fleet into action, mine the
land Wednesday with four other
tell
other
naair,
bor
from
the
The high of 75 at Grand Isadvocated
He
said
he
had
urged
Secretary
Richard B. Russell
senators. It has been reported full of labor-saving housetheir
ships
out
of
tions
to
keep
land,
Neb., established a record
military
U.S.
cleaning
appliances
that
her
broad-scale
of
Defense
Robert
S.
McNatoday
reliably that appointments for
out the waterfor Nov. 15 and the 85 in Lubhusband hardly has anyaction to knock out the harbor there and knock
Mansfield
with
high
Soviet
lead(AP)
mara
to
bomb
the
sites
around
Tbe
Soviet
MOSCOW
bock in northwestern Texaa set
ot Haiphong in North Viet Nam. front," he said in an interview.
Hanoi when they first were dis- ers were requested last week by thing to do . . . Someone Union declared today that Com- a record for so late in the year.
the
bombing
"I
see
no
point
in
Democrat
described a dignified dandy: munist China views the MosRussell, Georgia
of either closed but the decision went the U.S. Embassy.
"He'd be the type who cow-Peking dispute as irreconwbo heads the Senate Armed half-starved people but we against such action,
These
presumably
include
would Join a nudist camp, clliable.
Services Committee, said he Hanoi or Haiphong,
Premier
Aiexel
N.
Kosygin
and
WEATHER
of mili- Tha Georia senator, who just
believes the tide of battle in should cut off the line
Foreign Minister Andrei A. Gro- and wear spats . . . Taffy
Pravda , organ of the Soviet
enforcing
a
by
tary
supplies
is
longer
no
Nam
returned from a visit to the Do- myko. Mansfield is a close con- Tuttle tells of the day ev- Communist party, printed what
South Viet
FEDERAX FORECAST
"Russellsaid.
minican Republic and an in- fidant of President Johnson on erything went wrong : "On appeared to be the strongest So- WINONA AND VICINITY nmning in favor of the Viet blockade,"
Cong. But he said to turn it defi- "I think this would have a spection tour of Caribbean de- foreign policy matters.
the way to work, my train viet reply to continued Chinese Cold wave continuing tonight
ee
was 20 minutes late, my attacks since the fall of Nikita with clearing End wlnda dinitely for the United States the very material effect on tbe fense installations, said the sitharbor at Haiphong should be Erogress of the war without uation in Santo Domingo rebus was ten minutes late — Khrushchev in October 1064.
minishing. Wednesday fair and
Port Said to Be
knocked out
and my boss was 30 minIt was not Immediately clear cold. Low tonight 10-15, high
ringing any acceleration of the mains potentially explosive.
utes early.
whether the Pravda article was Wednesday ln 30s.
Haiphong, an Important In- conflict by our opponents. I do "I think things are becoming A Free Harbor
simply a defense or whether it
not believe tbe Chinese are more stable every day there,
aUon
popu
a
with
city
LOCAL WEATHER
dustrial
paved the way for a new Soviet
going to get into the war unless he said. "But there still is a CAIRO (AP) - The Egyptian
of about 370,000, is located In the the Russians should move in hard core of well-trained dedi- Cabinet has agreed to make
Official
observations for the
offensive
that
could
lead
to
a
Gulf of Tonkin area about 60 and that doesn't seem likely." cated Communists underground Port< Said a free port. It Is the
formal break with China which 24 hours ending at 12 m. today :
¦
V
ietnamNorth
miles from the
(For more laughs see some Westerners long have ex- Maximum, 45 , minimum, 30;
Russell aald he favors in- and the situation is fraught with northern terminal of the Suez
ese capital of Hanoi.
noon, 30; precipitation, .03.
Earl
Wilson on Page 4.)
pected.
on
the
Mediterranean.
bombing
of
North
Viet
Canal,
danger from them."
"I believe we should bring the creased

Van Brocklin Reconsiders

LBJ Giving Big
Party for Meg
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Ike Doing
Fine, New
Report Says

Sen. Russell Asks U.S.
To KO Haiphong Harbor

U.S. Hopes to Keep
Pressure on Viet Cong

Mansfield May
Be on Moscow
Peace Mission

Snow Warning
For Montana

Pravda Raps
China Stand

Communist gunfire downed
two U.S. helicopters today. The
four-man crew of one was rescued. The others are believed
dead.
Fresh American troops flew
in to reinforce the lines around
the landing zone, originally
manned by about 1,000 men of
two Cavalrv battalions.
Two Red companies came at
the Americans from one direction, while two others struck
from another. Once again the
Reds were driven back. Twentyfour enemy snipers infiltrated
the cavalrymen's defense perimeter, but most of them were
killed.
U.S. fighter-bombers pounded
the Reds without letup, but the
Communists showed no sign of
retreating. They were dug ia on
a 1,700-foot bill overlooking the
valley.
"The terrain is their own and
is favorable to their defense, a
U.S. spokesman said.
Several thousand American
troops are battling an enemy
regiment of about 1,500 men for
control of the valley. The Communists apparently have not
been reinforced since tbey flrtt
7
attadw^aind^y..,
Senior U.S. commanders say
that V.S. sad Vietnamese f orces
may have killed more than 1,200
Communist troops in the area
near the Cambodian border
since the Reds laid siege to the
Special Forces camp at Plei Me
Oct. 19. The camp Is about 12
miles east of the Ia Drang Valley and 220 miles northeast of
Saigon.
The Plei Me camp la a threat
to a major supply route from
North Viet Nam through Laos
and Cambodia.
American casualties today
were extremely light , in contrast with heavy losses Monday
and Sunday, The brunt «f the
new attack was borne by one
company of the 2nd Battalion of
the 1st Cavalry's 7th Regiment
It had only six wounded in the
action.
"They're coming, can I fire"
Lt. William Sisson of New York
shouted into his radio after he
spotted Communist troops racing toward his position.
His company opened fire with
"a wall of steel," said company
commander "Capt Myron Diduryk of Somerville, N.J.
The Communists kept coming
in waves that lasted about 10
minutes at a time, Dlduryk
said.
When an American platoon
attempted to penetrate the surrounding
jungle,
several
wounded North Vietnamese
fired on them.
Artillery and air strikes were
brought to within 50-100 jfords of
the forward position. These
killed off the few Communists
who were left in the open.
The American troops have
been defending a circular, lightly Jungled *>rea only 500 yards in
diameter since they moved into
the valley by helicopters Sunday.
There has been virtually no
attempt to enlarge the ground
the Americans control.
There also has been- no attempt to determine the effects
of the B52 raids Monday against
suspected Communist concentrations several miles from the
battle area.
U.S. Navy and Air Force
planes hammered a 1,700-footnigh hill overlooking the valley.
In tho air war , two Communist jets — apparently MIGs —
tried to attack two U.S. Air
F o r c e photc-reconnalssance
planes over North Viet Nam
Monday, a U.S. spokesman reported, but the American pilots
escaped.
It was Uie first report of Communist aircraft sighted over
North Vie( Nam since last summer.
U.S. Air Force BlOSs smashed
two key bridges in the highway
and rail network which brings
Communist Chinese military
supplies to North Viet Nam for
transshipment to the Viet Cong
and North Vietnamese u n i t s
fighting in South Viet Nam.

SERVING IN THE ARMED FORCES

Named Sailor of Month

ROBERT J. WALTER, son of fin . 15 stationed at Fairchild
Mr, and Mrs. Carlus Walter. AFB. Wash. Mrs. Griffin is the
Sugar Loaf, has been named daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jer•"Sailor of th* Month" by the rold Harvey, Pickwick.
"Naval Reserve Naval Security
•
Division 9-7 at La Crosse foa- ELEVA. WU. — Airman l.C.
David 0. Nelson, son et Mrs.
th* month of October.
Walter is a sophomore at St. Edna Nelson, has been selected
Mary's College and a seaman in as "Outstanding Maintenance
1ne Naval Reserve; The r**erve Man of the Month" for his unit
division specializes in training at Travis AFB, Calif.
of reservists for the communi- Nelson is a missile mechanic
cations technician rating and who was honored for his exemthe unit drills the second week- plary conduct and duty performend of each month at the Naval ance. He's a member of the
Reserve Trailing Center in La Strategic Air Command. A forCrosse. Its membershipincludes mer resident of rural Eau
men from lbs Winona and La Claire, Wis., be attended Eau
Claire Memorial High School.
Crosse areas.
His wife is a native of Elk
Pvt-E-2STEVE BREZ.V son Mound. Wis.
of Mr. and Mrs. Gene Breia. 63
W. BeJieview St.. has completed
basic training at Ft. Jackson,
S.C , and has been borne on a
14-day furlough prior to reporting to Ft. Ord. Calif His address will be: Co. A, 3rd Btn.,
2nd Trig. BDE . AIT, 2nd Platoon, Ft. Ord, Calif. 93941.

Aaibai

Dinting

Brew

PLAINVIEW, Minn. - Airman John F. Diming. son of
Mr. and Mrs. Leo F. Diming,
has been assigned to Lorlng
AFB, Maine, after completing
Air Force basic training.
A 1963 graduate of Plainview
Community School, he will be
trained « a fuel specialist with
the Strategic Air Command.
'

'

¦
*.

.

:
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Simpson

DURAND. Wis. — Airman Michael V. Anibas. son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence D. Anibas, Durand Rt. 2, has been selected for
technical training as an Air
Force aircraft maintenance specialist at Sheppard AFC, Tex.
He recently completed basic
training at Lackland AFB, Tex.,
and is a 1963 graduate of Sacred Heart High School. He also
attended River Falls (Wis.)
State University.
Airman Robert D. Simpson,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert J.
Simpson, Durand Rt. 3, has
completed basic training at
Lackland AFB, Tex., and will
take training as an Air Force
weather specialist at Chanute
AFB, HI.
He 's a 1959 graduate of Durand High School and received
his bachelor of arts degree in
education from La Crosse State
University.

PICKWICK, Mian. — We. Jerrold L. Haney is serving in the
Army in Viet Nam. His address
is 128th Sig. Co. D, APO San
Francisco,Calif. 96312. He's the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jerrold
Harvey. Pickwick, a ItSS graduate of Winona Senior High NELSON. Wis. - Airman EdSchool and completed a course ward C. Pabst, son of Mr. and
in industrial electronics at the Mrs. Willard C. Pabst, Nelson
Winona Area Vocational-Techni- Rt. 1. and a 5963 raduate of
cal School in 1964. He enlisted Mondovi H i g h
in the Army last year.
School, h a s
A.l.C. and Mrs. Duane Griffin completed basic
and their two children recently Air Force trainmoved to 125 B Smith Dr., ing at Lackland
Spokane,Wash. Griffin, the son Air Force Base,
ot Mr. and Mrs. WQUam Grif- Tex , and will
receive training
as an aircraft
m a 1 n t e>
nance specialist at S h e p p a r d AFB,
Tex,
Pabst
•
HOUSTON. Mlna. — Airman
l.C. Dennis C. GJedrem, son of
Mn. Carl L. GJedrem, Houston
Rt. 2, has been selected "OutstandingAirman of the Month"
in his unit at Homestead AFB,
Fla.
A graduate of Houston High
School, be is an administrative
specialist in the Tactical Air
Command.

(dart « Clart, lec.[

You're Liable
to lie Liable!

Prelect yourself with adequate liability Insurance)
•gainst costly accidents
ea yeur property. See us
soonand be t\aH you did.

Clark I Clark, lie.

H. W. CUrfc
F. W. MM*
C. C. Br*wn Jr.
117 Cente* Si.
Phew 3H4

pated in a 14-day joint ArmyAir Force exercise in Alaska.
The unit was airlifted from
Ft. Wainwright, Alaska, to King
Salmon as a part of an air
movement of personnel a n d
equipment to provide field
training for both Army and Air
Force. Storti entered the Army
II
in January 1964 and completed I in
Leonard
MMMMMMMMMMMMMM
basic training at Ft .
W W^^^
Wood, Mo. He was graduated
from Mabel High School in 1959.

MODERN STORES TO SERVE YOU
E
1 TWO LARG
ji i PRICES EFFECTIVE IN BOTH STORES THRU SAT., NOV/ 20

Hal-Rod Lanes
Asks Expansion

A Dec. 20 hearing on a petition to vacate a portion of Wilson Street was ordered by the
City Council Monday night.
The portion is a strip 140 feet
long and one foot wide, east of
the Hal-Rod Bowling Lanes
building, 403 W. 3rd St , According to the petitioners, Harold
and Roger Biltgen, the space is
needed for a proposed building
expansion.
The land involved is that lying between the present building and the
inside line of ^ ^>». x_
the sidewalk.
ClTV
legally part of

_______

right'of 'way Council
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He was a pait president of the
liH « iil«imiHii»»i.. M
Farm Equipment Institute and |.
of the Manufacturers AssociaReg. $S.93
tion of Minneapolis.
Survivors include airs. MacBATHROOM
Farlane and two sons, Warren
FOUNTAIN CITY. Wis . - C. Jr., Shaker Heights, O h i o ,
Russell J. Andress, son of Mrs. and Wayne H., Wayiata, Minn.
Wally Valentine, Is taking eight
weeks ef recruit training in the
Marine Corps at Sam Diego, Rep. Blatnik -Gets
Calif. , after enlisting for four Out of Hospita l
years.
A graduate of Cochrane-Foun- ROCHESTER, Minn. (AP ) tain City High School, Andress Rep. John A. Blatnik . D-Minn.,
will receive an additional four was checked out at Mayo Clinic
weeks ef training at Camp Pen- Monday after recuperating from
dleton, Calif., before b e i n g surgery for a stomach ulcer
granted recruit leave.
Oct , 34.
Blatnik had been recuperatingI
•
MABEL. Mlna. - Sp. 4 Dar- at Methodist Hospital.
rell F. Stortt, son of Henry E. lie left here for Washington
Stortz, Mabel Rt. 1, Minn., and ind will be on a limited work
other members of tbe 4th Bat- schedule for the next few
talion , 9th Infantry. 171st Infan- weeks, a spokesman at the
try Brigade, recently partici- clinic said.
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Former Moline
President Dies

rajnred in a 1932 accident
which killed his chauffeur, MacFarlane refused to let his handicap dull his enthusiasm for life.
He explained that "a man doesn't think with his feet."
MacFarlane drove a car,
rigged with mechanical clutch,
gas pedal and brakes. He took
a wheel chair along on his
travels around the world.
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J creme bleach | SELTZER

It e x t e n d s
from 3rd Street south to the alley on the west lide of Wilson
Street.
While raising no specific objections, aldermen wondered
about legality of the proposed
action and whether tbe city
would be liable for any future
claims that might arise in connection with the vacation. City
Attorney George Robertson Jr. f,
said that, should any nuisance
exist as a result, tine city has
power to abate it.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) Death has taken Warren C.
MacFarlane, 82, an industrialist
who kept moving even after an
automobile accident left him a
paraplegic.
MacFarlane. president of Minneapolis - MolineCo. from 1930
to 1957, died Monday night He
retired as vice chairman of the
board in 1958.
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Board Picks East End Site for Tech School

City Council

Votes Against
Business Area

Authorization for the purchase
of property near the east lim
its of Winona as a site for i
new Area Vocational - Teclinica
School building was requestei
by the Board of Education Mon
day night following a meetini
with the City Council at whicl
aldermen by a 5-3 vote express
ed opposition to selection of i
proposed downtown site for thi
new school.
_ . '
The area
sought by the ScHOOl
board for the
school — esti- Q
I
mated to cost DOdrCI
in the vicinity
of $1,350,000 - is west of Siebrecht's greenhouse, northeast
of St. Mary's Cemetery and
bounded by old and new Highway 61.

^-

THE DECISION was made
^
late Monday
by school directors
at the conclusion of a threepart meeting at which three potential school sites — the Siebrecht area, one at the east
fringe of the proposed downtown urban renewal area west
of Franklin Street , and on "Wincrest—had come under discussion.
Directors first met for about
an hour in the board room at
Senior High School to discuss
the relative merits of the three
sites and to discuss building
matters with W. Wayne Smith
of the architectural firm of WSmith Architectural & Engineering Services, retained to draft
plans and specifications for the
new building.
The board then went to City
Hall for a meeting with the
Council to obtain an expression
from aldermen on site. Returning to the board room around
10:45 p.m., directors continued
their discussionfor about a half
hour and adopted a resolution
requesting authorization to purchase property in the Siebrecht
area.
THE EXACT acreage to be
purchased was not spelled out
although in their discussion of a
school site in the past the board
members have been tailing in
terms of around 20 acres or so.
Directors didn't know exactly
how much property is in the
general area in the East End
but it probably runs to 54 acres
or more.
There are two principal property owners there. One is William S. L. Christensen, who
owns a tract embracing something more) than 17 acres, and
the other is Arthur Noeska,
whose larger parcel is adjacent
and to the west of the Christensen property.
In the resolution asking
Council permission to purchase
a site, directors also included
a request for permission to retain attorneys to handle negotiations for site acquisition.
AT THE JOINT session In
City Hall, aldermen opened with
a discussion of the relative
merits oi Wincrest and Siebrecht area sites. They noted
that engineering estimates put
cost of water and sewers at
.
$27,700 for the .
east side loca/»•.
tion and $36,VJty
000 for t h e
Wincrest site. C r u i nf W
Neither choice 1 V-aOUilUI ,
would make an
additional lift station necessary, said City Engineer James
Baird.
Aid. Harold Briesath , who expressed interest in the Wincrest choice, asked about soil
preparation costs at the Highway 61 tract. Smith said these
would total about $40,000,
Along with a complete comparative study, said Briesath,
the city should seek assurance
that a Wincrest location would
bring substantial improvement
of the Garvin Heights road by
the Winona County commissioners. He felt the downtown area
was out as a nossible site.
Aid. James Stoltman , presiding temporarily, agree*! on tbe
inadvisabillty of building downtown and asked the board for
its comments.
THE BOARD was at the polnl
where decisions must be made,
replied Board President Lawrence Snntelman, P r o g r e s s
toward solutions had been delayed , he noted, by discussion
of the downtown proposal in
various meetings of boards and
the public.
„
. ,,
Speaking solely for himself ,
the
Santelman said he law
downtovVn site as a spark that
would ifinlte the flam* of general renewal and upgrading in
the vicinity. He expressed re-

••••^•••••p ******************!^****^^
j

PROBABLE SCHOOL SITE . . . This location has been selected by the
Board of Education as its choice for a site for the new Winona Area Vocational-Technical School to be built here. The photograph was taken from the
junction of old Highway 61 and the Pleasant Valley Road , looking in a generally northeast direction. Siebrecht's greenhouse is at the right and in the
background can be seen the bridge on new Highway 61. William S. L. Christspect for the opinions of those
opposed and toid aldermen that
if "this is not the time to consider a downtown site, we will
dismiss it from our considerations."
If the council wished the board
to seriously consider tbe downtown location further, it should
say so, Santelman advised.
Even so, he added, this might
not be the final choice of the
Board.
While the Wincrest area has
good points, he said, the new
building would be a great visual
asset at the city's eastern approaches. Difficult access and a
relatively hidden location are
the chief drawbacks to the Wincrest site, he added.
WHEN BRIESATH asked the
city engineer about possible
sewer lines at Wincrest a member of the audience rose to ask
a question . Stoltman said audience participation would be out
or order unless procedural rules
were suspended by majority
vote.
On the ensuing motion, Aid.
Stoltman, David Johnston, Harold Thiewes, Henry Parks, Donald Klagge and Neil Sawyer
voted to uphold the rule. Aid.
Barry Nelson and Jerry Borzyskowski voted to suspend the
rule.
Johnston then moved that
the council rule out the downtown location. Favoring were
Aid. Stoltman, Johnston, Borzyskowski, Nelson and Thiewes.
Opposed were Aid. Sawyer,
Parks and Klagge.
Santelman thanked the council
for its decision and said present timetables call for occupation of the new building by the
fall of 1967. Its presence would
be an asset in any area, he assured Parks, and would mean
increased local traffic of 200
to 300 cars daily.
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IN THE MAIN, travel from
the east side to downtown may
be easier for those students who
must make frequent trips to and
from the school, he added .
The most important factor
was that of visibility, Nelson
concluded. The fact that the
school could be seen easily
would be a definite help in creating and keeping both public interest and enrollments high, he
stated.
Quick estimates showed that
it would cost about $26,000 more
to acquire and prepare the east
end site than the Wincrest site,
Nelson said. The cost per acre
is about the same, he told
Parks.
As the discussion concluded,
Santelman told the council the
board would bring a definite
recommendation to the next
meeting, Dec. 6.
THE SEGMENT of the board
meeting prior to the directors '
trip to City Hall was attended
by a half-dozen persons who,
although they did not address
the board, apparently were interested in any developments
that might involve a downtown
site in the proposed urban renewal area.
Most of the pre-council session was devoted to a review
of pros and cons on the three
sites which have figured most
prominently in board discussions recently.
Superintendent of Schools A.
L. Nelson reported that engineering studies recently had indicated that the need for a
sewer lift station at the Siebrecht area site might be eliminated if the elevation of the
school were raised slightly from
original estimates and a building erected in the north or
central portion of the tract.
NELSON SAID that distances
from the present Senior High
School building to Wincrest and
to the Siebrecht site had been
measured and found to be the
same, 2.8 miles. The distance to
Wincrest was measured on the
shortest route up the Garvin
Heights road. A route via West
Burns Valley came to 15 miles
and an alternate route through
Gilmore Valley also was con-

Plaintiff in a $1,600 suit being tried in District Court rested his case today at noon after
a sharp cross-examination of
the principle plaintiff's witness
continued through most of the
morning.
Donald D. Walchak, 1741 W.
Wabasha St., underwent a relentless pounding from defendant's attorney Roger P. Brosnahan as he finished testimony
in support of his suit against
Jerome J. and Jerome D. Borzyskowski, both of 827 E. 4th
St.

WALCHAK contracted to build
a 40-by 40-foot concrete block
building for the Borzyskowskis
last fall for a contract price of
$4,315. Later changes brought
the cost of the project to an
estimated $5,300, Walchak testified.
However, the contractor was
taken off the job around the
first of the year; and the Borzyskowskis hired another man
to finish the building, which then
needed a roof , glass block windows and a door.
Walchak has testified that he
was paid $1,700 but is still owed
$1,600 for his labor on the project and for the materials which
he bought himself.
Brosnahan brought out today
that Walchak had not laid footings for the front wall of the
building until some time after
the footing for the other three
walls had been put in.
Walchak maintained that this
foundation would still support a
second floor if needed, although
the two sections of footings were
not and could not be bound together.

Part of Gilmore Creek
May Go Into Culverts

Plans for enclosing parts of
Gilmore Creek in covered tile
were ordered drafted by the
City Council Monday night.
The council acted upon a recommendation by City Engineer
James Baird. The proposal called for Installation of about 600
feet of 8-foot concrete culvert to
carry the creek under Gilmore
Avenue just east of the Miracle
Mall entrance and parallel to
and north of the street for about
400 feet.
ALSO contemplated Is culvert
for the creek from Junction
Street west along Kraemer
Drive to Highway 61. This culvert would permit a wide range
of developments along adjacent
streets, Baird
,
_,
pointed
out, I
One of these
CllV
would be the
proposed wid- r*sua+ *>'a\
ening of Gil- |VnOUnCH
more Avenue
and the provision of deceleration lanes at the shopping center entrance.
It would tie in closely with
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THURSDAY , NOV. 18, 8:00 P.M.
BLICTION or OCPICIRI POD »M
Auxiliary will meet al Teamiter'i Hall,
Mn, Alfred Helverion, preildent,
HAROLD MINROW^ommandtr

eventual development of the
Kraemer Drive-Service Drive
reaches as a west-end entrance
thoroughfare, he added.
Installation of such structures
would mean that peak drainage
capacity of the creek would be
about 20,000 gallons per niinute,
Baird explained. This is the
maximum that should be allowed to flow into Lake Winona
in flood periods , in any event,
he said, since the flood control
plan of the Army Corps of Engineers specifies pumping capacity for Lake Winona outlet
of 40,000 gallons per minute.
The margin is needed to allow
for seepage in high-water periods, he said.
THE PLAN makes use of. the
existing pondage provided by
Boiler Lake, through which the
creek flows before entering the
city at the west. While present
structures at Service Drive ,
Highway 61 and Junction Street
allow much more than 20,000
gallons of flow, Baird said, the
creek itself cannot accommodate any greater flow without
flooding out of its. channel.
The state can legally permit
water in Boiler Lake to reach
a level of 662 feet , six feet higher than (he elevation attained
last April when the outlet was
stopped up and outflow regulated, Baird said . If this were not
enough protection/ the city
might negotiate with conservation agencies for construction of
retaining dams in the 9-suuareraile drainage area upstream

Winona and vicinity today escaped the blowing and drifting
snow and local blizzard conditions which are whipping across
northen Minnesota.
A cold wave warning was issued for the northern areas tonight but Southeastern Minnesota and Western Wisconsin may
escape with temperatures no

lower than 5 to 15 abova-tonight and 20 to 30 Wednesday.

THE FORECAST for this ar«a
calls for continuing cold tonight with clearing skies and
winds diminishing. Fair and
cold is the forecast for Wednesday .
Thursday is expected to be a
little warmer with little or no
Tuesday, November 16. 1965 precipitation.
The Winona temperature was
WINONA DAILY NEWS 3
dropping "steadily from a Monday afternoon high of 45. The
7 a.m. reading today was 38
but by noon the thermometer
had slid to 30.
Overnight rain measured .02
of an inch.
It was snowing at International Falls today with the temperature 26. Rochester had a morning reading of 36 after a MonA move to ease traffic con- day high of 42 and La Crossa
gestion at the post office was posted figures of 39 and 41 for
adopted by the City Council the same times.
Monday night.
Winds of up to 30 miles an
The council voted 5-3 to va- hour were reported at the North
cate three parking spaces on the Central Airlines weather stasouth side of 5th Street, direct- tion at Max Conrad Field this
ly in front of the post office, forenoon.
permitting installation of a curbHeavy fog that slowed traffic
side mailbox.
and stopped air travel in WISTHE DECISION evolved after CONSIN during the night gave
several other proposals were way today to more unpleasant
made and discarded. Aid. Barry November weather: rain, drizNelson s a i d _________ zle and occasional light snow.
Fog, however, still clung to
rush hour pile—.,
the Clintonville and Rhinelander
nps might be
L.ITV
regions at mid-morning. Light
reduced if the '
ram was falling at Wausau,
Green Bay, Clintonville, and
at the
Stevens Point and light snow
left of the oneway post office drive were was coming down in the Hurmoved to the right (south) side ley area.
and five parking stalls there A little light snow fell Moneliminated. Another drop box day in the extreme northern
could be added, he said.
part of Wisconsin. The heaviest
Aid. David Johnston asked amount of liquid precipitation
whether a box could be set up recorded was .17 of an inch at
across 5th Street for use by Superior.
traffic moving the opposite direction, or west. Nelson said the KINGSVILLE, Tex., set the
box should be where postal national high of 87 Monday and
workers do not have to cross Havre, Mont., was the coldest
busy streets for the frequent spot in the country early.today
pickups of mail. A Main Street with 7 below zero.
box is not feasible since this is
a heavily traveled thoroughfare,
he added.
Aid. Harold Briesath suggested the additional drop box be
on the west side of Center
Street where workers could
reach it directly from the post
office parking lot. A better plan
might be to eliminate free park- WABASHA, Minn. (Special)—
ing spaces on 5th Street (there A jury case to have opened in
are four between the driveway Wabasha County District Court
entrance and outlet) even though this morning before Judge Donthis means a right-side drop, ald T. Franke was settled.
said Aid. Jerry Borzyskowski.
The jury was to return at
1:30
p.m., however, to hear an
ask
NELSON THEN moved to
the postmaster to place three alleged charge of trespassing in
boxes on the curb with the un- fields by cattle. Ray Gilsdorf is
derstanding that the city would plaintiff and Donavan Erwin,
eliminate parking there. Aid. defendant.
Henry Parks objected to remov- Judge Franke has scheduled
ing the spaces since these also two divorce cases for Thursday.
are used by postal patrons, he Gary Lacey pleaded not guilty
to an amended complaint in
said.
The motion drew a tie vote. court Monday. He will be tried
Favoring were Aid. Johnston, by jury on a charge of unauNelson, Borzyskowski and Nel- thorized use of a motor vehison. Opposing were Aid. Harold cle.
Thiewes, Neil Sawyer, Donald The case settled this morning
Klagge and Parks.
was brought by Mildred HutchAsked to submit a motion ison against James L. Harlan,
designating two spaces only, both of Plainview. Plaintiff sued
Nelson declined. He subsequent- for $50,000 for neck and back
ly moved to use three spaces injuries she claimed grew out
for the approach and this car- of an auto accident occurring
ried 5-3. Favoring were Stolt- April 16. The settlement wasn't
man , Johnston, Thiewes, Nelson disclosed.
and Borzyskowski. Opposing Also settled without going to
were Parks, Sawyer and Klag- trial was Barbara Ann Butt
ge.
against James and Linda Gayle
Johnson.

Contractor Tells J ury
AboutBuilding Practice Curb Box

STOLTMAN said he would not
support a Wincrest site without
concrete assurance by the county board that a good all-weather
road would be built. Sawyer
ON REDIRECT examination
said he agreed that the east
by his attorney, William A.
end site would be of more value
Linquist, Walchak explained that
to the city and that putting the
he had not planned to put in
school at Wincrest would be
footings on the building's front
comparable to locating it at
wall
because most of the space
Rushford or Wilson, in terms
would have been taken up by
of appearances.
the three overhead doors called
On Johnston's request , Supt.
for in the contract.
A. L. Nelson reviewed pros and
When the B o r z y skowskis
cons of the two sites, as drawn
changed their minds and asked
up by the board .
for one door, taking up half the
The Siebrecht site would be
space, it became necessary to
more convenient for practical
put in footings for the substannursing students, who spend
tial portion of wall now needed
half-days at Community Memoin front, Walchak explained.
rial Hospital, he said. Soil preparation might be costlier than
He would have put solid conat Wincrest and temporary
crete piles under the posts bedikes would have to be built (Continued on Page 7, Col. 1.) tween the originally planned
in high water periods unless
ARCHITECTS
three doors, Walchak testified.
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the comprehensive flood control
system extends well to the east,
he said.
Wincrest has better subsoil
but some leveling would be
needed, he pointed out. Since
1,230 students attended night
classes last year, this is a large
part of the enrollment and students would be reluctant to
drive the long uphill road at
night, Nelson warned.

ensen is the owner of the tract of about 17 acres adjacent to the greenhouse
and bounded by the two roadways. Arthur Noeska owns a larger tract adjacent to and to the left of the Christensen property. The two tracts cover
around 59 acres. The exact location of the new school has not been decided
upon. (Daily News photo)

Area Escapes
Snow, But
Mercury Dip s

from St. Mary 's College, Baird
suggested.
COST OF the 600 feet of concrete pipe for the channel at
Gilmore Avenue would be about
$45,000, Baird estimated. State
aid funds could be used for part
of the costs in connection with
street improvements. Some
sharing of costs by the county
may also be possible, he told
Aid. Harold Briesath , since it
is a county ditch.
The creek project is not specifically budgeted in next year's
construction fund , Baird pointed out, but should be keyed to
1966 as a possible alternative.
As for street construction , fi rst
consideration should go to the
West 5th Street project from
Goodview to Broadway, already designed, and to the Gilmore Avenue project from
Junction ot Sarnia Street , Baird
recommended.

Elgin Man Better
ROCHESTER , Minn. - An fiflyear-old Elgin motorist, who
suffered head injuries in a Saturday afternoon two-car crash
near Plainview , wns listed in
satisfactory condition today in
St. Marys Hospital. Fred S.
Wandrey suffered the injuries
when his car wus in collision
with an auto driven by Donald
Zabel of Plainview nt the intersection of Minnesota 247 and
Wabasha 2 about four miles
west of Plainview.

WALCHAK told Brosnahan
that he qualifies as a journeyman mason, although he is not
a union member. He said that
he builds buildings according to
the specifications laid down by
the persons for whom he builds.
Do yeu leave them to specify
what materials you will use
and what the buildings dimensions should be? Brosnahan asked. Walchak replied that he
did.
When Brosnahan asked whether Walchak were familiar with
the Federal Housing Administration code book, Walchak answered, "I'm not an engineer."
He didn 't know whether the
Borzyskowis had consulted an
engineer beforetelling him what
kind of building they wanted,
Walchak testified.

fered to make the doorways
bigger to accommodate t h e
doors without cutting them.
Brosnahan asked Walchak
why he had laid the floor on top
of the footing in the first place.
Walchak said it was because he
had poured everything in one
slab.
Could he have done it another
way? Brosnahan asked. Walchak said he couldn't have.
"You tell me why?" Brosnahan
urged.
Walchak admitted that he had
already laid a portion of the
floor at the back of the building
before he even began to dig
trenches for the front footings.

BROSNAHAN asked whether
this didn't mean that the floor
would have come out too high
even if the Borzyskowskis
hadn't made the changes in the
front wall? Walchak replied that
when you build with concrete
blocks you can't figure out in
advance how much height you
will have for doors.
"You cannot put a floor below a footing . . . to give it a
finished look," Walchak added.
Lindquist closed out the plaintiff's case by reading a Commerce Department weather record for Winona giving the minimum temperatures for the first
20 days of December. All but
one were below freezing, and
most were well below.
Jerome D. Borzyskowski testified briefly that he and his
father had discussed between
them changes in the construction of the building. He was the
only plaintiff's witness besides
Walchak himself.

"YOU WOULD build them
anything?" Brosnahan asked.
"Anything I could build," Walchak replied.
"Even if it would fall over
the ne&t day?" Brosnahan inquired, "No," Walchak said.
"How do you know (it wouldn't
fall over)?" Brosnahan asked.
Lindquist successfully objected
that the question was argumentative.
He depended on ( City Building Inspector George ) Rogge to
tell him what kind of beams
and posts to use and where to
place them in order to properly
support the roof, Walchak said.
"That's all I am is a mason,
no engineer," Walchak repeated.
Brosnahan asked whether the
younger Borzyskowski (Jerome
D.) had told Walchak "They're
going to lien my property,
you're done"? Walchak testi- DEFENDANTS' A t t o r n ey
fied that he had learned about Brosnahan launched a slashing
a possible lien only sometime attack on Walchak's version of
after being taken off the job. events as he began cross-examination Monday afternoon.
WALCHAK said that he fig- Walchak told Brosnahan that
ures Ms profit on a job as a the $1,700 paid him in October
percentage of the total cost of and November of 1964 was for
materials and his labor. He has his labor alone. He never pays
heard quotations of cost per for his materials until after a
foot for footings and concrete job is completed, Walchak statblock walls, Walchak said ; but
he doesn't estimate job s in that
When Walchak said that the
way.
roof he agreed to put on the
Walchak admitted that he building would have been 15prevailed on the Borzyskowskis pound felt with double coverto put a shallow footing under
Brosnahan asked the cona partition wall inside the build- age,
this
ing even though he is "not , an tractor to show him where the
specification
appeared
in
engineer." He did this, the contractor said, because he knew contract.
a footing was properly needed. Walchak said that the roof
The contractor told Brosnahan materials were not specified in
that he didn't know whether his the contract. (Plaintiff's Attorcharge for laying the walls ney Lindquist had already read
comes to nearly $5 a foot. He the contract aloud in court.)
also did not know whether $2 Walchak denied that he was
a foot is a fair charge for con- paid his first $400 in order to
get the job started in early Occrete block walls.
Walchak said that the Bor- tober. This was payment for
zyskowskis had not had a sur- work already done, Walchak
vey done to place the wall lines said. He had laid out the build"while I was there. They went ing's dimensions for an excaby guess. I had to go by guess vating subcontractor.
along with them ," Walchak told
BROSNAHAN asked whether
the court,
Walchak can 't get the normal
JUDGE Arnold Hatfield sns- contractor 's discount on materitained Lindquist's objection to als if he doesn 't pay for them
Brosnahan's questions about until a job is finished? "Why
backfilling the footings where don't I?" Walchak shot back.
they were exposed along the out- Do you get the discount when
side back wall, Lindquist point- you wait? Brosnahan asked.
ed out that backfilling \s not a Walchak replied that he does.
Walchak had testified on dipart of the building contract.
On redirect examination by rect examination that he could
Lindquist , Walchak said that he not start work until early Ochad to delay putting in the con- tober because three trees on
crete floor because of the Bor- the building lot were to be takzyskowskis* request for a par- en down at tbe Borzyskowskis*
tition wall. Likewise, when they expense. This was not done unasked for changes in the over- til late September, he said.
"Would you disagree that the
head doors, he had to lay the
floor on top of the front foot- trees 'were cut Oct. 6 (after
Walchak had begun work)?
ings.
The raise of four inches in Brosnahan asked. Walchak did
the floor mado it necessary to disagree.
The contractor testified that
either cut down the doors to fit
the remaining door spaces or he didn 't ask the Borzyskowskia
enlarge the spaces by cutting for money in order to take adaway some of the concrete vantage of any discount on
block , according to Walchak. building materials.
(Walchak Inter admitted that
He had planned solid core
he had asked for some money
doors anyway, Walchak said , to buy plywood for the roof at a
because these are customary discount from a Twin Cities
for outside doors. (Brosnahan supplier. He stored the wood
had pointed out that cheaper in his gnrage nnd it was never
hoiJew core doors could not be used, ns matters turned out
,
used because they cannot be according to Walchak.)
cut to size.)
WALCHAK told Brosnahan
ON RE-CHOtiS-examinatlon. that he figures his profit on »
Walchak told Brosnahan that job by determining how much
the elder Borzyskowski told
him , "It' s good enough (the (Continued on Page IH , Col. 2.)
way it is),'.' when Walchak ofCONTRACTOR

Asked at
Post Office
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Council

Case Settled
At Wabasha

Officers Named
By Churchmen

[ BARGAIN
WEEK-END
EX CURSIONS]

65
$11

Officers were elected when
the League of Lutheran Churchmen met Sunday evening at Redeemer Lutheran Church .
Elected were: Fred Kranz , St.
Matthew 's Church, St. Charles ,
vice president; Richard EichhorRt , St. Martin 's, Winon a,
ROUND TRIP
treasurer , and the Rev. Merlen
Children 5 lo 12,Half rarer,
Wegener, St. Martin 's. Winonn ,
pastoral adviser. The vice presTO CHICAGO
ident and treasurer 's terms are
for two years and the advisFriday or Saturday
er's one.
Dae. 3-4 and 10-11
Holdovers are Melvin Brandt ,
St. John 's Lutheran Church , Oood on all tralne Including Super
Hart , president, and Earl Wach- Dome Hiawatha*. Return from
holz, Immanuel Lutheran , Silo, Chicago by midnight Monday.
secretary.
Enjoy one .two or three days In Chicago
Ernest Tews and Weldon ... see the many attraction!.. .attend
Neitzke, both of St. Marti n's, theater!., .viiit mfatives or friends.
Alto special
and Everett Rupprecht, Silo, Special low hotel ratea.
for 4-hr. lecture Qray Line sightwere elected to serve on tho rates
seeing tour (see over 500 points of
joint reformation service com- interest), only $3.50 if purchased with
mittee; Carl Peterson , St. Mar- rait ticket.
tin 's, Edwin Burfiend , Silo, and
Milwaukee Road ticket sgtnt wlB
Earl Bunke, Hart , the Luther- secure your reservations. Make them
week-end of fun.
an Hour; Norman Eggert, Hart , now for ¦
Gerhurd Rupprecht, Silo, and
PHONE 4062
Ralph Benicke, Grace, Stockton,
^
Paiienoer Statkxe
Milwaukee
*
outdoor service , and the Rev.
P. H, Doumai,A gent
Norbert Reinke and Leonard
Prigge, both of St. Charles, and
Robert Luehmann , Silo, county
fair booth, Committee members
have one-year terms.
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By Jimmie Hatlo i

They'll Do It Every Time

AUCKLAND. New Zealand
ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) - Gov. (AP) - Sooth Africa'! consul
Nelson A. Rockefeller wants the Seneral in New Zealand, Alan
State University's Board of ohn Oxley. was itaruck in the
Trustees to consider possible) eye by a club during a native
constructionof s four-war lib- dance demonstration here over
eral arts college in each of New the weekendand had to have IS
stitches taken.
York City's five boroughe.
He suggested that such col- An islander swung a club so
By SALLY RYAN
leges' might have an enrollment vigorously it parted from its
AP easiness News Writer
of up to 10,000 students in each handle, snot through the sir sad
nit Oxley.
NEW YORK (AP) - Some borough.
day tha American homemikar
may chop for the family dinner
two years ahead of time and file
it in a cabinet.
Food technologists are refining processes such as freeze
drying so that well-flavored Instant steaks, seafood and poultry in packages can be stored
indefinitely, without refrigeration.
Campers, hunters, fishermen
and mountain climbers have
been eating freeze-dried foods
for years. But only recently
have such foods moved into W
Delicious Luncheons
kitchens.
^

2 Lunatics Loose
On Hollywood Lot

By EARL WILSON
HOLLYWOOD — The new bicycles that are given to til
movie stars by their studio* were delivered to Marty Allen and
Steve Rossi a few minutes after we . finished lunch at Paramount,
and the two happy lunatics immediately began zipping around
the lot, whooping, hollering and waving "Hello, dere!" to everybody in sight.
They rode first to their newly-furnished twin dressing rooms
(as big as an apartment) m
the block alongside Natalie Dere!" signs are all over the
Wood, Kirk Douglas, Elvis lot .
Presley and Virna Lisi.
The zaniesg started Sunday
"First thing I did, " remarked night. They were to begin filmwild-haired Marty Allen, "was ing "The Last of the Secret
to bore a hole into Natalie Agents'?" Monday.
Wood's dressing room next ABOUT DUSK Sunday, Marty
door, so I could do the Peeping Allen phoned Norman Abbott ,
Tom bit. She was peeping back nephew of Bud Abbott of Abtt me."
botUnd Costello, and said, "Is
Marty
and Steve have it too early to go to the studio?"
brought an old-time madness to Next day when they began
Paramount that's been missing shooting on the "New York
since Dean Marti n and Jerry street" where Jerry Lewis shot
Lewis broke up. Paramount's most of his films, the studio
switchboard answers calls witfr grips applauded the two new"Paramount Pictures, Hello comers in a crazy chase scene
dere." The commissary menu supposedly on a Paris boulereads "Allen k Rossi 'Hello,
They are spies who are
Dere' Special" — cheese, ham- vard.
into
burger and macaroni. "Hello, wearing disguises and run .
a movie company that is shooting a World War II scene. A
ree «OAatv-wi uK
vt* to ccWl fellow with a Hitler mustache
is heiUng everybody.
Everybody was a little wild.
"This camera equipment is
pretty old," Norman Abbott
complained to one of tha grips.
"It was good enough for Doug
and Mary — it's good enough
for you," retorted the grip.
Steve in his hair done every
morning, and I have rnine undone," Marty said.
LUNCHEON TURNED Into
*^B*eTtMONm*»COMtllUVtt
lunacy, too. Bernie Donnenfeld,

••rwtt.A.ia
'aasrJ

mw&mm

W

Paramount's administrative assistant, came over .
"Did you notice Paramount
stock went up the day we started shooting?" asked Marty.
"How about a bonus?"
"And about my salary— ,"
Steve Rossi said.
It's the biggest buildup for a
couple of clowns seen here in
years.
"We'd better be a hit," said
Steve Rossi. "I'd hate to have
to turn back ray bicycle."
TODAY'S BEST LAUGH: We
overheard a girl ask at a perfume counter: "I'd like something that'll make a man turn
off a TV set."
A fellow noted that it was very
romantic during New York's
power failure : "It was the first
time my wife and 1 ever argued by candlelight." . , .
That's earl, brother.

Voice of the Outdoors
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SATURDAY ONLY

NOVEMBER 20

•
MID-NITI SHOW

11:30

wm
WITH
"WOMAN WHO
WOULDN'T Dli"

Deer checks made by
George Meyer's crew on the
Whitewater Wildlife Refuge
Saturday and Sunday showed the kill was larger than
a year ago but about normal when compared with
several past openings,

i
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ENDS TONITE
•
•
"IPCR1SS FILE"
7:«0-t:l$ • t$«45« »0,
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On Saturday 782 hunters were
checked with 189 deer. Tbe Sunday check was 662 hunters with
59 deer. In the Saturday bag
were 88 fawns and 7*1 bucks.
Hunting pressure was low Monday.

? STARTS WED •

COLUMBIA POURES eveeeree

•

MATINEI AT 1:30
WITH
"FRANCIS IN THE
HAUNTED HOUSE"

t50-Peetttd Back
Corn fed, big bucks dominated
the kill in many areas of Southeastern Minnesota on the opening day. This one, killed near
Minneiska by Marvin Fenske,
562 £. 5th St., was typical. It
weighed 250 pounds and was an
eight pointer. The fact that the
deer were in the cornfields is
one reason for the small harvest.
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Kelsons Close
The 1965 Minnesota pheasant hunting season rlosed
•t sunset Sunday. The season on Hungarian partridge
also dosed Sunday. Genetrally, reports indicated that
hunting success wai poor
to fair.

The statewide seaion on
ruffed grouse ended Oct. 31,

DEC 1-2 AT 4:00.7:4J

Jewish Education
Committee Proposed

Quiet Blend K59I

James Everson is the new
Buffalo County warden, replacing Stanley Apel who retired. Jim is living temporarily in one of the cottages at Spring Lake. He
is a Southern Wisconsin Mississippi River - warden who
moved north. His home was
in Grant County.

FARNHAM . England (AP> Pete — a parson's poodle — is
causing a financial crisis at tha
vicarage. The trouble is - the
black poodle baa starting eating
money.
Two weeks ago, the Rev.
Charles Warner, 70, caught his
dog eating one of his five-pound
— $14 — notes. He salvaged the
bill and scolded Pete. Then this
past weekend Pete swallowed a
check he found on the vicar's
writing desk. "He's proving an
expensive dog," said the vicar.
¦

CHICKEN]
BUFFET I

SERVING 5:30 to 8:30 P.M.

The annual raccoon dinner of
the Minnesota City Boat Club
will b« held at the Oaks Wednesday evening. If you don't
like coon they will also serve
ham, Serving will be 5 to 10
p.m.
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PublNheJ Sally except laturtfay and HeJIdayt bv Kepubllcen end Herald Publishing Company, 401 Franklin St.. W inona,
Minn.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Single Copy — 10c Dally, lac loneley
Deilvera* by Carrier—Pe »Veen et cents
U week! 112.75
5T weeks I25.M
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NEW YORK (AP) - The
Jewish Theological Seminary
has begun a year-long celebration of its 80th anniversary. The
seminary is the central institution of Conservative Judaism ln
the United States.
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ARE OOMINQ BAOK AQAIM and AGAIN!
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Winona Glove Go.

wlth Mashed Potatoes, Rich Gravy. Vegetable,
Cole Slaw, Dinner Holla, and Beverage . . . a_g (A
THE "ALL" MEANS ALL YOU CAN EAT. ¦
*"
Try IH
¦

4H S. 2nd •*.

Saekriltir
Ttxaoo Station
Itwieten

Anderson
Standard Station
Hoejtten
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BAKED "CHICKIN-ALL."
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BATTIR.PRIID "PISH-ALL"
wltti French Fries, Cole Slaw, Dinner Rolli,
MW AYW
end Beverage . . . THE "ALL" MEANS AIL W *
^
¦
YOV CAN EAT.

SPECIAL EVERY WEDNESDAY
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Seminary Marks
80th Anniversary
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Here and There
Jim Kincannon
, Pepin, Wis.,
warden, says that be has bad
several inquiries on the protection of white deer. The law
reads, "There shall be no open
season on white deer." The fact
that the deer is not an albino
does not make it a legal deor.
The fact that the deer is white
makes it illegal to kill it.
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Parson's Poodle
Causing Trouble

Nov. 30.
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but a second leason in
South* a s t e r n Minnesota
opened today and closes

in Fillmore, Houaten. Olmeted, winene,
MONTREAL (AP) - The res- Webeihe,
Buffalo, Jeckiete, Pepin end
olutions committee of the Trempeeleeu
counties and armed forces
Council of Jewish Federation* personnelin the conttnenlil United Itstee,
er eviraeee with APO er FPO eddreuea;
and Welfare Funds hai recom- I year
»IJ^e t mentne
«3.f0
11,14
mended the establishment of a i menlhl . MJO I month
special'Committee to strengthen
All ether eubecrlprtonai
Jewish education in North Afri- 1 month , . . . 11.(0 1 monthe .... MM
I menthi
11
.00 1 year
111.00
ca.
The resolution laid programs Bend cdenae ef eddreea, nedtese, utxleilvcopies, subscription order! end other
should be initiated to relata ered
mell Iteme te Winene Deity News. P.O.
Jewish education more directly
clsn postage osld et Winene
to Jewish Identification and B Second
70. Winona, Minn.. Wer.
Minn.
commitment.
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Kermit Bird, a U.S. Department of Agriculture economist,
estimated 5.6 million pounds ol
food were freeze-dried in 1962,
11.3 million in 1963 and 25 million last year.
The total will reach 817 mil
lion pounds by 1970, he predicted.
Already, the freeze-dried
products include coffee, chives,
parsley, pepper,^ asparagus, orange juice, macaroni, rice,
mushrooms apples pineapples,
fruit salad, ham patties, pork
chops, beef steak, pot roast,
chicken stew, shrimp,- scrambled eggs, and omelets.
They are used extensively by
astronauts and the armed
forces.
The Army used dried foods
during World War n, but tbey
had an off-flavor, caused by the Hj l Primed for great eating . . . our Famous Wednesday ¦
Night Chicken Buffet. And, you'll always find some- M
heat-drying process. Then scien- ¦
I
tists adapted the freeze-drying 1 al thing new on our buffet Still all you can eat for m \
process that had been used to I H $1.75 . . . so what are you waiting for?
M
produce blood plasma.

WINONA DAILY NEWS

The duck season closes Wednesday, but the goose season
continues to Dec. 10.

"AN EVINING WITH THE ROYAL BALLET"

•t en-'

Conveniently Located
In Downtown Winona
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¦& Quick Snacks
¦
*& Complete Dinners

f

Jr Our Wednesday Night U

At 7:M • »«-$1.«»-|1.U

IVENINOS AT 7;0O-»:45

The biggest push this year hat
been on breakfast cereals containing frseze-dried blueberries,
strawberries, apples, and now,
bananas and ice cream.
Freeee-dried fruit cereals sell
for 37 cents a box, compared to
25 cents for plain cereals.
"Currently, the cost of
production of the freeze-dried
vegetables and fruits now available is well beyond that which
would be acceptable to a broad
range of customers," says Arthur E. Larkin Jr., executive
vice president of General Foods
Corp. But he added: "The
freeze-dry technique promises
eventually to provide products
at reasonable prices."
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• ENDS TONITE •
"MAD MAO WORLD"
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Family Dinners
May Be Stored
For Two Years

S. African Envoy
Hurt in New Zeilind

More Colleges
Asked for N.Y.

Dancing Saturday Night

' ' ¦ 7.

. . '

OSSEO, Wis. (Special) Osseo High School was presented the "Freedom Shrine" by
tbe local American Legion Post
No. 324 and the Eau Claire
Exchange Club in ceremonies
at the school on Veterans Day.
Guest speaker at the presentation, attended by about 1,000,
was U.S. Sen. William Proxmire.

Three bids for accounting ma*
chines were opened Monday
night by the City Council, then
referred to its purchasing committee.
The machines are suitable for
use by the city recorder's office
in place of the present manual
bookkeeping system. The council moved early this fall, during budget hearings, to authorize the conversion in order to
allow more ef-,¦
ficient proce- l
dures in the
CltV
J
office.
«|
Bids were: r
I n t e r n a - V.OUI1CII
*~
tional B u s i ness Machines, $11,880, plus a
maintenance contract with a
first-year charge of $646.65; National Cash Register Co., $8,987,
and Burroughs Corp., $7,973.60
or, with specified alternate features, $7,792.40.
The committee will review
bids and report at the Dec. 6
meeting.

THE SHRINE consists of 28
plastic laminated reproductions
of original U.S. documents copied for the National Exchange
Club from the originals in the
National Archives, Washington,
D.C. Among the documents,
each accompanied by a certificate of genuineness, are the
Declaration of Independence,
the U.S. Constitution and Bill
of Rights.
The American Legion color
guard presented the colors to
open the program. Rex Fuller
led the pledge of allegiance and
the Rev. Max Wiihelm of Osseo
Evangelical Lutheran Church
gave the invocation.
G. E. Rodeen, superintendent
of the school, extended the welcome and thanked Carl Nelson The appointment of Allan H.
Post and the Exchange Club for Surplus as general traffic mantheir efforts in obtaining the seer of Bay State Milling Co.
shrine. The Rev. Waldo John- was announced
son, president of the Eau Claire by Paul B. Miclub, and Legion Commander ner, executive
Glen Smith made the presenta- vice president
tion to Richard Galstad, school and
general
board president.
manager.'
Linda Anderson, student body Surplus, forpresident, introducedSen. Proxmire, who, she said, was their m e r l y with ]
General MillsJ
guest on his 50th birthday.
is a native of J
SPEAKING ON "American Scranton, Pa., J
Cititenship," the senator com- and a graduate
8ared the United States witl of the Universi-'
Surplus
le Dutch boy who held his fin- ty of Pehnsylger in the hole in the dike. As vania.
fie was the only one there to Leon D. Minard, formerly
stop the. flood, Proxmire said general traffic manager, will
the U.S. has the same responsi- remain as a special traffic conbility to the world because it sultant to Surplus.
is the leading country and the
only one which can stand up Bay State has mills at Winona and Red Wing; Leavento Communism.
He also told the students their worth, Kans.; Clifton, N.J., and
responsibility and most impor- Camp Hill, Pa.
tant job at this time is to re- SCHOOL AT WHITEHALL
ceive the best possible education so they can maintain the WHITEHALL, "Wis. (Special)
peace. He expressed his respect —All schools in the Whitehall
for the men, honored on Vet- district will be closed Nov. 25erans Day, who have giventheir 26 for Thanksgiving, classes
lives for the heritage pictured resuming Nov. 29. A six-week
in the "Freedom Shrine." Sing- classroom course in driver eduing of the national anthem clos- cation for sophomores began
ed the program.
this* week with Larry Linse as
teacher. They will take their behind-the-wheel training n e x t
summer. Members of tho Girls
Athletic Association will go to
Winona Wednesday night to
swim at the pool. On Saturday
eight GAA members will participate in the area GAA play
? SOUNDS GREAT ON 4\ day at La Crosse.
SCOPITONE at
i PATIENT PROM DODGE
?

I

——- OR MORE ON

Furniture — Carpets
Appliances

Everything Goes—Cost and Below
; .

Bay State Names
Traffic Manager

t JODY <
t MILLER :
Bar:
t LANG'S
EAST THIRD
?

17»

i

DODGE, Wis. (Special)-Ann
Peplinskl, daughter of Mr, and
Mrs. Frank Peplinskl Jr., is a
patient at St. Joseph's Hospital, Arcadia.
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FREEDOM SHRINE . . . Osseo High School now has
copies of U.S. heritage docimients on its corridor walls. On
the left, Is the Rev. Waldo Johnson, Eau Claire, and right,
Commander Glen Smith, Carl Nelson Post, who presented
them. From left, Rev. Johnson, Supt Gordon Rodeen, Linda
Anderson, Sen. William Proxmire and Smith. (Mrs. James
Tilly photo)

FreedomShrine City Machine
Presented to Bids Vary
Osseo School
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CHECK THESE GREAT VALUESTHEN HURRY TO KELLY'S
WAS

HOW

Traditional Sofa, Reversible Foam Cushions

$239

$ 99

$ If

7-Pc. Dinette Set, Table & 6 Chairs

$ 89

$ 65

9

$ 2

3-Pc. Table Group, 2 Steps, I Cocktail, walnut .... $ 24

$18

Pin-Up Lamps

$ 2

50c

$39

$28

Step Tables, (Blonde) ..

$15

$ 8

King Koil Studio, Modern Style

. $139

$99

Samsonite 5-Piece Card Table

$59

$39

Sealy Full Size Mattress or Box Spring

$39

$28

$329

$179

Lamps, Modern, Colonial, Traditional

$ 24

S 8

RCA Whirlpool Electric Dryer

$139

$115

Strafo-Lounger Recliner Chair

$129

$9 7

Solid Oak Chest

$ 69

$ 49

Odd 4/6 Bed with Rails

* 29

$ 15

Solid Maple Twin Bed

$ 49

$ 29

King Koil Full Size Davenbed

$249

$177

Dixie 3-Pc. Triple Dresser Bedroom Set

$299

$198

Mr. and Mrs. Chair and Ottoman

$199

$144

WAS

NOW

94" Thin Line Modern Sofa

$199

$150

Floor Lamp ....;

$19

Odd Twin Size Headboards

.$

Ethan Allen Early American Furniture

20% off

5-Piece Dropleaf Dinette

$ 79

$59

Complete Bed with Mattress & Box Spring

$ 99

$ 68

27 x 18" Rug Samples

$

2

66c

Maple Dresser Desk

$ 49

$34

I l-Cu. Ft. RCA Refrigerator

$199

$159

12 x 13' Rug with Foam Back

$ 79

$ 59

12x12' Acrinn Carpet. Green Tweed

$199

$110

King Koil Full Size Mattress or Box Spring

$ 69

$ 49

Sofa and Matching Chair, Nylon Cover,
Brown or Beige

$169

$118

Platform Rocker, Green or Honey

3-Pc. Bedroom Set, Dresser, Mirror,

Chest Bookcase Bed

OPEN 9 A.M. TO 9 P.M. EVERY DAY -SATURDAY TILL 5 P.M.

KELLY FURNITURE
NEXT TO WINONA NATIONAL & SAVINGS BANK

NO MONEY DOWN - EASY PAYMENTS

FREE DELIVERY

Bright Future Seen
For Area 's Economy
CONSUMIR SPENDINO will spur the
American economy to new all-time highs
in 1966, according to the annual economic
forecast of one of the ration 's largest insurance companies.
It says that the public will spend an unprecedented $452 billion as average family income rises $400 to a Tecord $7,400
next year.
In the seven states served by the firra'i
north central home office (Iowa, Michigan,
Minnesota , Nebraska, North Dakota, South
Dakota, and Wisconsin) total personal income is expected to show a six percent increase over 1965 to a record high of $61 billion for 1965.
Purchases of automobiles — expected
to hit nine million units in 1966 — will be
an important stimulant to the region's
economy. More than 40 percent of the nation 's passenger cars are assembled in
Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota.
The economists also said increased
business and defense spending will bolster
the area 's economy, with building and capital goods industries benefiting from rising outlays. High farm income and the continued increase in size of farms should
spur purchases of farm equipment.
RISING FARM prices and a generally
favorable harvest gave area farmers one
of the highest realized net farm incomes
since 1953. (Farm prices should remain relatively high in 1966, and barring unfavorable weather conditions, realized net income of farm operators in 1966 should be
even higher than 1965.
Nationally, the forecast predicts a
gross national product of $714 billion for
1966, with consumer spending accounting
for 63 percent of it.
This GNP figure, total value of goods
and services produced in the United States,
is 6\a percent higher than the $670 billion
GNP anticipated for 1965. Inflation will
claim 2YA percent, leaving a healthy 4VA
percent growth in "real" output
Slimmer excise taxes, as well is fatter
pay envelopes and dividend checks, will
raise living standards and stimulate spending. Among the big beneficiaries will be
the automobile industry and color television manufacturers, wbo can expect to sell
four million sets — a 60 percent rise over
1965.
Although consumer credit will continue
to rise in 1966, the firm's economists say
no over-expansion is in sight.
"MUCH OF THE Increased borrowing
has reflected the changing age distribution
of the population. Young people, just getting started on their own, naturally borrow
mOjGP than older families already established in their careers and their homes," they
say.
The rise In consumer credit, the forecast ttatei, has also been due to a larger
percentage of families using installment
debt rather than an excessive rise in debt
per family.
Moreover, mortgage payments on the
home now take the place of rent, car payments replace railroad and bus fares, the
installments on the washer substitute for
laundry service.
"It is particularly significant to note
that many of the borrowing families have
sizable holdings of liquid assets," states
the forecast.
Although increased consumer spending
is a major economic indicator, other factors also point to another healthy year —
making this expansion the longest stretch
of peacetime economic rise in American
history.

Stat* and municipal outlays are pegged
at $73 billion next year. With the rising
rate of federal grants and aid programs to
local communities, the forecast sees acceleration of local expenditures.
Housing is expected to edge up only
modestly, with starts rising to a bit over
1.5 million units and expenditures up 5.3
percent to $29.5 billion. However , later in
this decade , housing will become "one of
Ihe truly dynamic growth industries in the
American economy" as post-war babies
begin families of their own.

India Soon May
Have Big Bomb

Price Activities
May Hurt LBJ

By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON — President Johnson may
have made in the last few days a political mistake of far-reaching importance by placing the
Democratic party in the unenviable position of
being completely responsible hereafter for the
economic well-being of industry, of agriculture
and of the individual citizen throughout the
country. By asserting as a right of the government the power to fix the price at which alum*
inum can be sold, the administration has taken
control ef the metal market and, by implication, has assumed a mastery of all the businesses of the country which produce or use tha
various commodities in the government's stockpile or are dependent on federal contracts involving tens of billions of dollars.
THE ADMINISTRATION has already been
exerting pressure on the federal reserve board
to hold interest rates down even as bank
loans are today at an unprecedentedly high level. But not until the President stepped in to
order the Defense Department to sell 300,000
tons of aluminum in the government stockpile
did it become crystal clear that the role of
government as an adviser and counsellor of
business had been expanded to the role of disciplinarian and boss.
Whether it be called an economic dictatorship of an unwarranted extension of executive
power without any specific authorization by
Congress to fix either wages or prices, the net
effect of the latest interference in the natural
operation' of the laws of supply and demand is
the same. For today the chief executive of the
United States government has become the chief
executive of what has hitherto been regarded
as a private-business system in America.
IT HAS COME AS a shock to American
businessmen, who have thought that Mr. Johnson was sympathetic with the business viewpoint, to read what he did in threatening and
then clubbing the aluminum companies into the
rescinding of price rises they had felt were
necessary te achieve a fair return on the investment of capital.
How can investors expect satisfactory dividends to flow from the initiative and ingenuity
of business management where there is a veto
power exercised against business operations
by the president of the United States? How
long will it be now before the prices of securities will be seriously affected , and will citizens
be inclined to put their savings into companies
that are limited in what they can pay in dividends?

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago . . . 1955

Eagle Scout James Williams, son of Mr
and Mrs. R. J. Williams, was selected by the
executive board of tha Garaehaven Area Council to represent this area in the national Scout
report to the Nation contest.
Bernard H. Sender, son of Mrs. Helen Semler, has been appointed general controller of
the Freeman Shoe Corp., Beloit, Wis,

Twenty-Five Years Ago . . . 1940
Madame Mady Metzger-Ziegler, member oi
the St Paul Civic Opera Co., will direct the
Winona Choral Club this year.
Mrs. C B. O'Brien has accepted an invitation to serve as Winona chairman of a committee to plan for the city's participation in
National Art week.

Fifty Yea rs Ago . . . 1915

Henry Oertli has returned from Northern
Minnesota with a big buck deer weighing 170
pounds and also a carcass of a black bear
weighing 180 pounds, which he shot on his trip
near Holloway, Minn .
At a meeting of the City Council lt was
agreed to allow the Northwestern Telephone
Exchange Co. to finish laying the conduit work
on Washington Street which was stopped by
the city.

Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 1890

The Baptist church has installed its new
BUSINESS CAPITA L expenditures, an $3,500 organ.
extremely vital segment of the economy,
It is proposed-to erect a paper mill in Wiwill increase 11 percent to $75 billion. Ev- nona, first to manufacture wrapping paper and
ery dollar that business spends for new if feasible to increase the capacity of ¦ the
¦ mill
plant and equipment produces $2 in GNP for tha manufacture of other paper. . •* during tbe 12 months following the increased spending, by stimulating other sectors One Hundred Years Ago . . . 1865
of tbe economy.
The United States Telegraph Una between
Winona and Rochester is nearly completed.
The economists cite several factors The Northwest is also putting up a line to the
pointing toward an active year in business same plpce which they expect to have comcapital spending: The momentum of capi- pleted iii a few days.
tal outlays from this year; operations near
optimum business capacity; channeling of
year-end. For 1065, inventories are pegged
dollars into modernization as well as for at $6 billion; the pace next year is set at
expansion of capacity; new products, and $4.5 billion.
planning for long-term expansion.
Foreign trade, with a $7 billion excess
A major factor in the anticipated ex- of exports over Imports this year, will narpansion is federal spending. During the past row to $5.5 billion In 1966. The slimming
two years, the federal government's con- down will be due mainly to higher imports
tribution to economic growth was a tax re- and to slower economic growth ln our exduction, rather than Increased expendi- port markets in Britain, France, Italy and
tures. In 1966, this pattern will be Japan.
¦
reversed.
Unless there is a settlement ln Viet
Nsm, we are unlikely to have any further
income tax cuts. But defense expenditures
are expected to rise some $5 billion. In addition, non-defense programs are likely to
add $2% billion to outlays, giving a $7Vi
billion upward push to all federal spending, totaling $74.5 billion in 1966.

WASHINGTO N CALLING

TODAY IN NATIONAL AFFAIRS

Therefore we conclude that a man Is Justified by faith without the deeds of the law —
Romans 3:28.
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Oppressed Americans
Find Few Jobs Open

By DREW PEARSON
(Editor 's Note: Drew
Pearson's column today
take* the form of a letter
to his two grandsons living
in California , George and
Joseph Arnold - >
Washington, D. C,
November 13, 1985
Dear Boys:
The other night at a meeting of the Maimonides Dental Society, I sat beside a
dentist named Max Garson,
who reminded me of one of
the most important traditions of America. It's a
tradition which you boys,
when you grow up, must
keep alive.
Dr. Garson was born in
Poland and during the war
was thrown into two Nazi
prison camps. This was a
terrible chapter in the history of the world, during
which some 6,000,000 Jews
were systematically murdered by Hitler merely because they were Jews.
Somehow or other Dr. Garson managed to survive the
most horrible prison camp
of all , Auschwitz, aod after
the war he came to America.
Poland had been divided
into two parts, one occupied by the Germany army,
the other by the Russians,
and Dr. Garson's wife-tobe, then a young girl, was
taken by the Russians to
Siberia. After the war she
returned, married the doctor, and they came to the
United States.
AT THAT TIME Dr. Oarson did not even speak English. He had a European
degree in dentistry, but had
to study dentistry over
again in the United States,
and went to Howard University, which, as you know,
is a Negro institution.
"I was one of eight
white students in a class of
about 50," he told me.
"Howard University has a
very fine dental school,
one of the finest in the country. The Negroes treated
me with respect and courtesy.
"When I got out of dental
school, I established an office in Waldorf , Md., just
outside of Washington, and
my landlady told me, 'if
you're going to have Negro patients, you should
have two offices.'
"But I said to myself , 'I
can't possibly do that. After
the way tho Negroes treated me. I would be ashamed
THE WIZARD OF ID

By MARQUIS COTLDS
WASHINGTON — Intelligence reports on both sides of
the Atlantic indicate that within 32 to 18 months another
applicant will be knocking on the door for admission to the
nuclear club. A sixth member with the credentials of a nuclear arms race to a new pitch of intensity.
India is believed to be working in strictest secrecy toward the completion of a nuclear device. In public Prime
Minister Lai Bahadur Shastri insists his government
To Your Good Health
will not produce a potential weapon even though
with India's advanced atomic development near Bombay this is possible in a relatively short time. Two
small reactors built by India, in addition to one provided by Canada, are judged
capable of providing sufficient plutonium.
Dear Sir: My sister
Yet, despite the official
had a jittery stomach
position in New Delhi the
and I suggested that she
surmise—it is still an inteleat one of those candyligence estimate—is for the
¦ roll antacids^ Before I
following course of events.
could get one out of the
With the perfection of a
wrapper, our housekeeplow yield device India will
er told us they were
announce that it is to be
bad, primarily made of
used in an, underground exbaking soda, and that
plosion for peaceful purthey .would literally eat
poses. Thus in the high
holes in the stomach. Do
Haraalayas a nuclear exployou think they are safe,
sion could blast out a new
or
will repeated use be
access route.
harmful — G.K.
The theory is that in this'
I don't wonder that your
way India would get the
6ister has a jittery stomach
best of both worlds. It would
with a know-it-all househave the status symbol of
keeper like that. No, occaa potential weapon, theresional use isn't harmful,
by joining the United States,
and won't make any holes in
Britain, the Soviet Union,
the stomach. I do warn
Red China and France,
against getting into a reguwhile at the same time
lar habit of taking baking
proving India's dedication
soda or other antacids heto peace.
cause excessive use throws
THIS SAME optimism Is
the digestive tract out of
not shared in the West. Inbalance, chemically, and
dia could end up with the
upsets the digestion, but
worst of both worlds — a
that housekeeper just isn't
costly experiment causing a
talking sense. Not all antashocx wave in neighboring
cid pills contain bicarbonate.
Pakistan where the Indian
claim to peaceful intentions
Dear Dr. Molner: If
would be taken as a thinly
you are never thirsty
concealed threat. Added to
and water makes you
the tide of fear and hatred
uncomfortable, should
coming out of the war
you drink it anyway? I
over Kashmir, this could
prefer soup and fruit
drive Pakistan closer to
juices. I haven't been
Red China, and it might
able to tolerate water
precipitate what has until
for years.
now been only a threat.
I am 70, have a healSo far as is known no nuthy appetite, sleep well,
clear power has supplied an
walk two to three miles
ally with nuclear weapa day and still work
ons. If Red China were to
hard. — H.G.
give Pakistan a bomb to
I suspect that your intolJpatch India this would open
erance is psychological rathe terrifying prospect of a
ther than physical; Just the
race by dissemination.'Even
same, it doesn't matter how
the announced proffer of a
you get water into your sysbomb—regardless of whethtem so long as you get it.
er it might be delivered—
Fruit juice is mostly water.
would set . off an alarm in
So's soup. How about milk,
every world capital.
tea, coffee?
What is the evidence that
India is embarked on such
sures on other nations that
a course? So far as public
could, within a comparativknowledge goes very little.
ely short time, construct s
It is known that when the
nuclear device. West Gerbrilliant physicist, Dr. Homi
man Chancellor Ludwlg ErJ. Bhabba, who heads Inhard has in his initial addia's Atomic. Energy Comdress to the Parliament in
mission was here a year
Bonn renewed the demand
ago, the possibility was
for parity in nuclear weapdiscussed of setting off an
ons control. He will presi
underwater nuclear explothis demand when he meets
sion to deepen the channel
with President Johnson
between the southernmost
Dec. 6-8.
tip of India and nearby
SHASTRI IS expected la
Ceylon. The conclusion was
Washington in late January.
that in the present state
American food shipments to
of tha science, this was
India are continuing at the
not feasible. Indian offirate of about 600,000 tons a
cials say they know nothing
month. But this is on a
of any nuclear device unmonth-to-month basis and
der development but they
Indian public opinion is conadd that if this wag being
cerned that a new long
done in secret they would
term agreement has not
not be told of It.
been signed. Could it, the
question is asked, be held
A YEAR AGO in Bombay
up to compel acceptance of
Dr. Bhabba told this reportthe American position on
er India could set off a deKashmir or to bring about
vice in 18 months. He inchanges in Indian agriculsisted his critics were
ture? Because a nuclear dewrong in saying he wanted
vice would take sizable reto rush into making bombs.
sources jn men and maBut he went on to say
terial it seems an irrational
that Red China's bomb
decision
in a country in dire
made it plain there was no
need. Given the tensions
time to be lost. Bhabba
of today's world, reason
estimated then that the
may be outlawed.
Chinese have the capacity
to make 30 to 60 bombs a
year and this apparently is
not beyond India's reach at
For Ohrlslmas
a cost under $100 million.
Unquestionably the mushTOYS...
room cloud on the Far
Eastern horizon began a
Visit our cellar. Not a
new era. However much
fancy place tut prices are
China's bomb may be disfar from fancy, tool
counted, with tha prediction that it will be 10 years
before a delivery system
B
can be developed, this was
V A S HARDWARE
an achievement of Asians
57e E. 4th St. Phono 4007
matching the West. That
psychology helped to generate the pressures on
Shastrl
If *India becomes No. «
on the club list it ia not hard
to imagine the new pres-

to have a separate office
for them.' So I established one office, where I have
treated both white and Negro patients, and it has
worked out very well."
DR. GARSON came to the
United States only a dozen
years -ago. And in that
short period of time he has
graduated from dental
school, set up a dental office, and is trying to do
his part to improve community relations.
"It could only happen in
America," he told me.
This is true. There is no
other country In the world
which has opened its doors
so generously to the downtrodden and oppressed of
other countries and given
them so many opportunities. I hope when you
grow up, you will always
keep our country that way.
Unfortunately, I have
found that the Johnson administration does not always follow these goals,
does not always give refuge to oppressed, nativeborn Americans who are
forced to leave the difficult
areas of the South.
Some time ago I met a
rabbi from Hattiesburg,
Miss.. David Ben-Ami.

who, when Protestant clergymen were arrested for
Eicketing for civil rights,
ad gone to the jail to give
aid and comfort to his fellow members of the cloth.
The rabbi's congregation
was a little unhappy about
this. They asked him if it
was his usual custom to go
to jails, and indicated that
he should stay away from
civil rights controversies.
THEY WERE even less
happy when Rabbi BenAmi helped distribute turkeys to both Negroes and
whites in Mississippi last
Christmas. Finally, they
suggested to him that he
find another congregation.
Thus, while the United
States keeps its doors open
to the oppressed of other
lands, neither Sargent
Shriver nor Leroy Collins
was able to keep the Johnson administration's doors
open to the oppressed of our
own land.
I am sure that you and
the other boys who will be
running the country when
you grow up will do better.
I hope you are studying
hard for the Thanksgiving
exams and will write me
soon about your marks.
Lots ot love,
Your Grandfather.
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"You'll just loye being a member of our bridge
club... We NEVER get around to playing!"
,

By Parker and Hart

|FINEST IN FAUCETS A
W for New Homes and OM 1

MEMBtl OP THE ASSOCIATED rRCSI

/ &r§ \ The Associated Press Is entitled
A NEUTRAL , rather than ditturbina, If «•Suit «xcleusive»ly to the use for republica) of all the local news printed in
factor In the economy ia inventory buying. w r S j C jjtion
WvW this newspaper as well as all A.P.
This year , inventories soared because of
V^jjX nnws dispatches.
the fea r of a steel plrike; a correction followed , but most of it will be behind us by 6
TucMiny, November 16 , 11)65
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ArchitectsAlready
At Work on Plans

Continued from page 3.)
siderably longer than the shortest access route.
Smith was asked about soil
conditions at the Wincrest and
Siebrecht sides. He said that on
Wincrest soil conditions would
be ideal and that some subsoil
conditioning would be required
at the East End site. Cost of
the work was estimated by the
architect to run between $30,00C and $40,000.
Jn a discussion of cost factors board members noted that
there has never been an absolute cost figure established for
any of the sites under consideration. In previous discussions
there had been estimates that
the cost of acquisition of the
Christensen property or the
tract downtown - should an urban renewal program be undertaken and the land made available for school construction —
would come to around $120,000.
SANTELMAN said that although there had been informal
discussions with Noeska on his
property at the time a Senior
High School site was under
study last year, there has never been any statement received
from the property owner as to
what he would expect for property that might be bought from
him or, in fact, that he would
be willing to sell.
Santelman turned to the visitors at the meeting and said he
assumed that they were interested primarily in any action
that might be taken relative to
selection of a downtown, site.
"The school board has never
been interested in a downtown
location if urban renewal were
not to become a reality," Santelman said. "If the Council
should feel strongly for a downtown location and commit itself
that renewal will be a reality
and the price previously mentioned would hold, then we
would giye consideration to that
sate.

"IF URBAN renewal were not
a factor, the amount of money
available to buy four blocks of
downtown property would be
such that we'd run out of money before we'd even start building a school."
Fourth Ward Director Daniel
Sadowski asked when a site
must be acquired to allow for
completion of construction of
the new school as now scheduled for the fall of 1967.
Smith said that bids should be
received by April of next year.
He said that delay in acquiring
a site has set back the timetable originally established somewhat but that work has been
done by architects during the
Interim on preliminary planning.
"SUPPOSE this urban renewal should gO through," Sadowski
commented. "I imagine all Winona contractors would be involved in it in one way or another and I wonder if this
couldn't mean that our cost of
construction might go up."
Smith said that there was a
possibility this could be a factor.
In evaluation of sites the matter of exposure was brought up.
Nelson said that "this would
he one disadvantage as far as
Wincrest is concerned. A school

should be built where people
can see it and at Wincrest it
wouldn't have the exposure of
other sites we've talked about."
It was also mentioned that the
location of the school on the
bluff site could cause a traffic
problem on the existing main
access road if 300 cars or so
were to travel it when students
reported for class sessions.
"SADOWSKI said that'in talking to the Council the board
should request that a Council
statement on site be received
by early December so that the
board could make its final decision on site selection.
Santelman agreed that the
time element was an important factor and added, "I'd say
that if tbey ask us to hold off
for a reasonable period we
should go along with it but ask
that we get a decison as soon
as possible so we can make our
decision without delaying the
project unnecessarily."
Before recessing for the session with aldermen, directors
were shown a sketch by Smith
showing proposed allocation of
space prepared for the new
school.

SMITH explained that this
was not a plan for the school;
that it was, rather, a preliminary drawing based on space requirements and relations of one
department to . another. The
plan for the new building, he
emphasized, would be determined to a great extent on the
site ultimately selected.
The sketch showed a facility
with 80,600 square feet of floor
space, divided generally into
three sections: Shop areas,
academic and administrative
areas and student commons.
Certain walls in the.building
would be constructed so they
could be moved to adapt areas
to varying conditions, reducing
or expanding individual room
areas.
There would be the opportunity for overall expansion of
the building in four directions
and there's also the possibility
of constructing a second story
over a portion of the building.
AFTER returning to the
board room after die meeting
with the Council. Santelman
asked whether directors felt
that a decision should be made
Monday night or whether the
matter of site selection should
be taken under further study
and acted on at a later meeting. V
Third Ward Director Frank
J. Allen Jr. said that as a consequence of the Council discussion he didn't think a delay
was necessary.
"I don't think it's been any
secret," Allen commented,
"that we've studied eight or
nine sites around town and that
until recently Siebrecht's was
the one that we thought was
most suitable.
"Then this urban renewal
proposal introduced the possibility of a downtown location
and along with this came the
suggestion om- Wincrest," he
continued. "After , our meeting
with the Council it seems to me
we have gotten their opinion
and I see no reason why, if
we still think the Siebrecht site
is best, we can't take action
tonight."
NELSON SAID that he felt

Six House
Permits OKed
In Goodview

NOVEMBER QUOTA . . . . These 14 men left for Minneapolis this morning for induction into the Armed Forces under
selective service, from left , front, David C. Malewicki, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Chester Malewicki, 1056 E. King St.; Ronald
D. Gimza, son of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Gimza, 614 E. 2nd St.;
Bruce J. Rinn, son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Rinn, St. Charles;
Earl W. Carney, son of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Carney, 130 Fairfax St., and Robert E. Ruhberg, son of Mr. and Mrs. Delvin
Ruhberg, St. Charles.
Standing, Thomas J. Smokey, son of Mrs. Agnes Smokey,
318 Carimona St.; John J. Schultz, son of Mr. and Mrs. Primus Schultz, 1781 W. Wabasha St.; Frank J. Gerth, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Gerth, 1032 W. 2nd St.; Ronald R. Nelson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Nelson, 426 E. 2nd St.;
Edward V. Schell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Schell, Stockthat final steps for acquisition
should not be taken until matters involving zoning have been
resolved — both the Siebrecht
and Wincrest sites are in areas
zoned residential and would
have to be rezoned, presumably, to allow for construction of
a vocational school.
Directors agreed with this
approach but felt that they
should draft a resolution of intent to purchase property in the
Siebrecht area was in order.
The resolution was proposed
by Allen and adopted without
a dissenting vote.

THE COUNCIL also approved
a display and consumption permit to Russell Hoffman at the
Music Bar. This would allow

Two Ask Trials
In City Court

Two not guilty pleas to traffic charges and continuation of
sentence on a guilty plea to a
charge of simple assault were
before Judge John D. McGill
today in municipal court.
George J. Thilmany, 21, 1775
FLEDGES . . . Several pledges of Phi les Sklader, Minneton&a, add Paul Siegert,
W. Wabasha St., pleaded guilty
Sigma
Epsilon fraternity at Winona State
Minneapolis, and standing, Randy Anderson,
to an assault charge, but his
College
participated
in
a
clean-up
day
SatRed Wing; Louis Kanavanti, South St. Paul,
$25 fine or eight days in jail
urday
in
the
city.
They
cleaned
tip
the
grounds
and Robert Armstrong, Valparaiso, Ind. This
were continued for two weeks
to allow him time to gain ad- around Somsen Hall at the college and Levee was part of the pledges' program by the fraPaxk. The students collected three large
ternity. After nine weeks, the pledges, pendmittance to a state hospital.
boxes of debris for their day's work. The
ing approval by active members, become acIf Thilmany gets in, the judge pledges from left, front row, Paul Johnson,
tive member? of the fraternity. (Daily News
said, the sentence will be sus- Minneapolis; Glen Tointon, Rochester; Charphoto)
pended. Thilmany was arrested
today at 1:01 a.m. at his home.
Jobless Compensation
Bruce A. Murray, 23, 1221 W.
4th St., pleaded not guilty to
Meerina Slated Here
a charge of speeding 45 m.p.h.
A workshop on unemployment
compensation will be held here
in a 30 zone on 5th Street from
Dec, 8.
Junction to Lee streets today at
Sponsored by the Minnesota
12:10 a.m.
Employers Association, it will
He posted $25 bail set by Forewarned that its chances ary dikes in place, he noted, in be held at Hotel Winona.
Judge McGill pending his trial are slim, the City Council case of floods next spring. The Chamber of Commerce I
moved Tuesday night to request West end dikes ___________ ^ is cooperating in arranging the I
Friday at 11 aim.
' meeting.
_.
a three-month extension of dead- will be large- 1
Allen E. Becker/ 39, East line on its claims for federal ly installed on
CltV
"
Burns Valley, pleaded not guilty disaster funds used for flood a permanent
•>¦
aasis next year /•»
to a charge of failure to yield damage repair.
the right of way. He posted $15 The dilemma was outlined by under a Corps V-OUnCII
bail pending trial Friday at Aid. Harold Briesath. The city of Engineers
0:30 a.m.
wants to keep east side tempor- contract let this year.

City Asks Extension
On Flood Repair Date

" I

\bur Buickdealer
can do more than tellyou
whythe tuned car
is a success.

Culverts Set
For Outlet
Ditch Crossing

New access to the Louisa
Street industrial area was authorized by the City Council
Monday night.
The council directed its street
department to install culvert
and fill in the Lake Winona outlet ditch , permitting traffic to
reach the former dump area
from Shive Road . The culverts
were purchased more than " a
year ago for the purpose but
have not yet been used.
The new fill and crossover
will be about seven blocks east
of Mankato Avenue, or directly
south of the .
,
present Lou•*•:*»*
V-ITy
isa S t r e e t
grade cross-

inf
» b eogri,nk I Council J
will ?

He can show you.
¦
¦
¦
1966 BuickRiviera.
_ Th^'«anaaew<^
l'*e<KO>e4e«**^ef>ou.Se»lea

\f

ton, Minn.; Robert A. Teskey, son of Mr. and Mrs. William
Teskey, 802 E. tod St.; Ronald E. Campbell, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Locksley Campbell, St. Charles; Kenneth H. Urban,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Urban, St. Charles; and Daniel
H. Ledebuhr, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ledebuhr, 1208
W. 5th St.
Two others who left for induction are not on the photograph. They are Russell J. Fisk, son of Mr. and Mrs. Russell
Fisk Sr., 58 W. Broadway, and Donald A. Evanson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Evanson, 563 W. 4th St. A 17th was
scheduled to go. All of today's inductees are 19 except Urban, who's 22, and Schell, 20. Schell is a married man who
received his call prior to his marriage and was granted a
postponement to be married. (Daily News photo)
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WALZ BUICK • 225 W. 3rd St.

Building permits totaling $66,140 and a liquor display and
consumption permit were ap?roved by the Goodview Village
ouncil Monday evening.
Among the 10 building permits approved , six were for
new houses. They are: Louis Albert, two houses, one 24- by 62foot frame house with attached garage at 615 44th Ave., estimated cost $16,000, and a 24by 44-foot frame house with an
unattached garage at 4425 6th
St., estimated cost, $15,000;
Robert Sachtschale, a 26- by
52-foot frame house with attached garage at 3872 9th St., estimated cost, $15,000; Arnie Odegaard, a 26- by 28-foot frame
house with attached garage at
625 44th Ave., estimated cost
$10,000;
Earl Boiler Jr., two 28- by 56foot frame houses with attached garages, estimated cost of
$12,000 each. One will be at
2810 8th St., and one at 4750
8th St.
Other building permits approved included one to Carl
Ziemer to move a mobile home
onto 5356 6th St. for a period
of one year; John Carroll, a 10by 30-foot addition to a frame
garage at 4345 7th St., estimated cost $40; Leo Borkowski, a
25- by 25-foot frame storage
building at 4065 6th St., estimated cost $100, and Robert McCarl, to build an unattached 24by 28-foot garage at 3856 Service Dr., estimated cost $1,000.

shortly to permit completion before the approaching freezeup. The grade
will carry a 40-foot roadway.
Action was taken after the
council heard another letter
from the Gorman Foundry Co.,
whose new plant lies south of
the Milwaukee tracks at Louisa
¦
letter noted
Street. The firm 's ¦
that on Oct. 22 a train was held
up at Olmstead Street for mere
than an hour, awaiting arrival
of the coroner after n fatal accident.
Although Louisa Street was
not blocked, the firm wrote, a
similar accident almost anywhere east of Main Street—involving a typical freight train
—would tie up all oust side
crossings unavoidably. For this
reason, the letter continued, an

SINCE THE deadline for
completion of reconstruction of
damaged public facilities and
debris removal wai set for
April 10, 1966, the temporary
dikes would come down before
then. If they did not, the city
would have to do the work
without reimbursement by the
federal disaster agency. If they
come down before April 10, federal funds can pay the cost but
the normal spring (and possible
flood season ) comes thereafter.
Thus, the city might have to
keep the dikes and forfeit the
federal funds.
For this reason, said- Briesath, the extension must be
asked.
WORK ON a permanent system of dikes for the east side
of the city is still in the planning stage by Army Engineers.
There are some fairly formidable difficulties involved in getting an extension, the Office of
Emergency Planning has advised the council. Any such request must be approved by the
agency's director, then by the
President of the United States,
before it can be granted.
Aldermen took a collective
deep breath and voted to ask
for the extension, President's
approval and all.

¦

alternate entrance to the industrial area is needed. At present the Louisa Street crossing
provides the only access.
In an effort to keep the crossing open, tho Milwaukee recently ordered train crews to
stop freights east of the crossing while picking up cars from
nearby sidings. Since the practice was begun, complaints
about standing trains on the
crossing have ceased.

him to serve setups to people
who bring their own liquor into
the establishment. Tbe bar cannot sell mixed drinks nor can it
mix the drinks for the customers. The council set a fee of
$150 for the permit. The permit must be approved by the
Minnesota Liquor Control Commission before it will become
legal.
A representative of the Water
Tower Paint and Repair Corp.,
Clear Lake, Iowa, told the council the merits of its maintenance
program for water towers. The
man presented a 10-year program to the council which was
taken under advisement. Estimated cost of the program
would be between $400 and $450
a year. The program would include inspection and inside and
outside painting of the tower.
THE COUNCIL authorized $2,.
50O to be set aside from its 1965
budget for a fund for purchase
of a new fire truck, to be put
into a deposit certificate ac>
count.
A short discussion was held
concerning the possibility of
holding future meetings in the
basement of the new municipal liquor store. No action was
taken. Bills were approved.

Accused Burglar
Waives Hearing

Dorvan D. Lande, 39, Winona,
waived preliminary hearing today in municipal court and was
bound over to District Court
under $1,500 bond.
Lande appeared with his
court-appointed attorney, Harold J. Libera, on a charge of .
breaking and enterting in connection with the alleged entry
of the Heise Clinic Nov. 5 at
9:10 p.m.
Assistant County Attorney
Richard- H. Darby represented
the state. Lande has not posted
bond.

. . . To the Prize Winners of Winona
Fire & Power's "Wheel of Fortune" Drawing
GRAND PRIZE
* (9
Motorola Portable TV
Charles Schabacher, 1013 E. 8th St.
I

*

1st Prize— Clock Radio

I

Mrs. Ted Maier, Winona

it 2nd Prize — Fire Extinguisher
Stella Rogers, Minnesota City

3rd Prize — Transistor Radio
* Ann. Arthur J. Tulius, Dodge, Wit.
We wish to thank everyone who came in and helped make this
event a big success.

Winona Fire & Power Eq. Co.

54 E. 2nd St. "Tht Business That Serv?c« Built" Phone 5061
ACROSS FROM THE SECOND ST. PARKING LOT
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DEAR ABBY:

Pros and Cons
Of Family Tree
By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY : When you suggested that asking students
to make a family tree was an "invasion of privacy," I think
you went too far. As a teacher who has taught in the public
school system of Nebraska for over 25 years , I can tell you
that this is a common assignment. In the first place, it is
for the enlightenment of the student, not the teacher. No
teacner wouia BSK ner siuaenw w mane ¦
family tree because she was curious about
their family backgrounds. Knowledge of
one's ancestors improves our knowledge of
history, geography, biology, sociology, the
arts, and I can't think of any subject (save
math) that doesn't relate to genealogy. I
think you owe that teacher an apology.
TEACHER IN NEBRASKA
DEAR ABBY: I usually see eye to eye
with you, but not on your reply to "IRATE
MOTHER," who thought her daughter's assignment to make a family tree was none
ABBY
of the teacher's business. I have taught school tor almost 20
years, and I have never heard of such an assignment being
given. However, it sounds like an excellent way to encourage
children to take an interest in their ancestors, and to link
themselves realistically to history. Thank you for the idea!
ALBUQUERQUE TEACHER
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DEAR ABBY: I am a school teacher who would like to
shake your hand for siding with "IRATE MOTHER." She objected to a teacher's "family tree" assignment. The teacher
requested such specific information as "religion, occupation,"
etc. Ancestor hunting may be "fun" for some youngsters, but
what about the many ADOPTED children who don't even
know who their "real" parents are? In my class I have a
boy whose grandfather died in prison, and his father is serving a life sentence. Also, a pair of twin girls who have no
father because he deserted their mother before they were
born. Those who are interested in becoming acquainted with
their ancestors can initiate the investigation through a
genealogist, and do with the findings whatever they please.
But eo embarrass eighth graders by asking them to dig up
information which is, in some cases, better off buried, Ts in
my judgment, unfair, unethical and unkind.
A TEACHER IN DULUTH
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DEAR ABBY : I am one mother who is anything but
"irate" with a school teacher for giving my son the assignment of making a "family tree." We didn't know much about
our ancestors, so we wrote to our relatives around the country, asking them to search in eld trunks for helpful information. What came out of it was positively thrilling. Imagine
how tickled I was when I learned that I was eligible to join
"PROUD" in Virginia
tha D.A.R. ! Sign me . . .
DEAR ABBY: In my opinion, the only person who has
the right to drag skeletons out of the closet and present
them to the classroom is my anatomy professor. Thank you.
PRE-MED STUDENT AT OREGON

Driver Charged
In Boy 's Death

MORRIS, Minn. (AP) - A
farm laborer was to be
arraigned today In the municipal court of the village of DonBelly, near here, on charges
growing from the hit-run death
ef a small boy.
Merele Stoneberg, 4«, was arrested Monday in the death of
Alvin Gulbrandson, 9, Donnelly.
James Martin, Stevens County attorney, said Stoneberg was
charged with failing to stop a
vehicle and leaving the scene of
an accident.
LeRoy, the son of Mrs. Irene
Gulbraudson, a widow, was riding his bicycle when he was hit
by a car just north of Donnelly
Sunday. His body was* discovered in a ditch about three
hours after the accident.
LAY-AWAY HOW
FOR CHRISTMAS
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Barbiturates and
Alcohol Cause in
Death of Kilgallen
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NEW YORK (AP)-The death
of Dorothy Kilgallen was caused
by the combination ot moderate
quantities of alcohol and barbiturates, the medical examiner's office reported Monday.
Dr. James Luke, assistant examiner, reported that Miss Kilgallen died of "acute ethanol
(alcohol) and barbiturate intoxication." He said the quantities
of alcohol and of barbiturates
in her bloodstream were not excessive, but said the combination caused a fatal "depression
on the central nervous system."
The assistant medical examiner said the circumstances surrounding Miss Kilgallen'e death
were "indecisive" and did not
rule on whether it was suicide
or accidental. Miss Kilgallen's
body was discovered in bed last
Monday morning by her hairdresser.
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GSA Will Sell
Chromium Metal

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
•General Services Administration has announced it wants to
sell about 33,582 pounds of
chromium metal and about 30,000- tons of chemical grade
chromite. Bids will be received
on both materials until Dec. 6.
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Fw lJime Housing
Inspector Debated

Traditional Views on
Birth Control Disputed

ular Sunday morning services
of the WUF are held.
Topic will be "The Population Explosion," which will be
introduced by Dr. M. H. Doner, chairman of WUF. Dr. R.
C. Houtz will be moderator.
Coffee will be served during the
evening.
The event is open to the public.
The purpose of the series of
Wednesday night discussions is
to provide an opportunity f o r
those Interested B discuss national and world problems.

simplified interpretations of the slavery and capital punish- with no other physical or psy- WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
Roman Catholic Church's teach- ment, and added that in a chological needs for the act, he —The Trempealeau County civings concerning contraceptives world where the population stated. He disagreed because il defense has located medical
and their relation to natural doubles'in 35 years, views on "the expression of love between supplies at Galesville and
law, an associate professor of contraceptives cannot be the husband and wife is another Strum, according to Dr. O. M.
theology and philosophy at same as in a world where the equally essential aspect of the Schneider, Blair, county mediGeorgetown University , Wash- population doubled in 1,600 marital act, even when a couple cal director.
ington, B.C. , told about 200 stu- years.
has fulfilled their child-bearing Furnished by the state- Board
dents and instructors at St. Dupre stated that the natural obligation."
of Health for emergency purMary's College Monday.
law has "universal elements," HE REFUTED traditional poses, each treatment station
Dr. Louis Dupre, appearing such as chastity, justice and
who insist that once has 25 litters and 12 cases of reas part of the college's annual respect for human life, which moralists
a
couple
is
married, the pro- lated medical needs for tempovisiting speaker program, pre- are necessary in all situations,
rary care of victims. The emer(
sented a summation of his but to become practical, these creation child-bearing) good gency need not be major in size
may
not
be
rejected,
by
replythoughts on three particular in- general principles must be speto make such supplies availterpretations which have "ob- cific in a variety of situations. ing that for those who cannot able for use. Each station is unafford
any
more
children
,
proscured the entire issue and have And the more specific a belief
ceases to be a good. der the direction of a doctor and
led to a number of misunder- becomes, the less universally it creation
"To
call
it good would be to his cadre of assistants, who are
standings."
can be applied. He cited the assume that
what is good for familiar with the contents. The
The three interpretations with precept of chastity and respect
which he disagrees state that: for life, and then pointed out the entire human race is good functioning procedure and time
for each individual couple ," he and use of supplies are. at the
• There can be no evolu- that if this issue is ignored to added.
discretion of the doctor.
tion in the natural law (natural the point where overpopulation
Dr. Elmer P. Rohde Is medHe
continued,
"To
argue
then
this
interthreatens
life,
law defined as the value structure of a free and rational be- pretation "becomes absurd." against the use of contracep- ical director and custodian of
ing). This helief holds that the "TO KEEP this second inter- tives and in favor of complete the unit at Galesville. Dr. R. L.
natural law's obligations today pretation one must disregard so continence is to deny the es- Svoma is custodian of the unit
are the same as those qf 3,000 much that he forms an abridged sential value of the second end at Strum.
of marriage, mutual love.
Nursing personnel, both active
years ago.
version of the real story," Du- "Intercourse is for the aver- and inactive, may be called upThe
law
applies
to all cases pre stated.
•
age couple the means to mutual on for additional assistance
in exactly the same way.
He rejected the third tradi- fulfillment, not an unnecessary should the demand require. Cit• The natural law is based tional interpretation — that of luxury-term which can be had
upon respect 'for man's bio- a respect only for man's bio- or omitted without jeopardizing izens were urged to make
logical nature only, rather than logical nature — because it the essential values of marri- known to their local doctor the
availability of their services for
for his total physical-spiritual tends to forget other parts of age," he said.
nature.
human make-up and assumes The dynamic decision involv- emergency purposes.
physiological integrity is the ing the value of life and the ETTRICK PATIENT
DUPRE SAID the natural ideal.
law "is a law of growth and "This assumption is refuted," value of the act itself is a deci- ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) development, not a set of in- he said, "by the fact that mo- sion which is strictly personal, Mrs. Donald Stellflue U a hosflexible imperatives." His inter- ralists today allow drastic inter- he said, and must be made pital patient at La Crosse.
pretation permits freedom for a ventions in important physio- under consideration of truth,
constructive personal decision logical processes even when it morality, personal feeling and, whereas contraception does not
more recently, economic factors
beyond the built-in norms.
is not for the preservation or which relate to the person's have that problem.
He said that although man's well-being of one's own life, pro- ability to support children.
Society has developed to
change primary, secondary and
basic nature does not change, vided there is a sufficiently
concrete applications of princi- strong reason for it. An exam- DUPRE WOULD not discuss subjective norms of our life, he
ples vary with the situation. As ple would be kidney transplant- the morality of abortion, saying said. But it has not yet reached
man develops he becomes more ation."
that it involves taking a life, into the problem of abortion.

Medical Supplies
The?secohdLio a series of discussion group meetings, sponPlaced at Strum,
sored by the WinonaUnitarian
Fellowship, wffl be held Wednesday at 7:80 p.m. at the Man is a dynamic, changing aware of human dignity and Traditional Interpretation impersonality, and as such must human problem!. Dupre cited plies that child-bearing is the Galesville by CD
his position is inspector now is relieved of the church building at East 5th and abandon traditional,
overly changed morals concerning natural end of the marital act,
Franklin streets, where the reg-

A proposal to hire a full-time
city housing inspector was referred back for further committee action by the City Council
Monday night.
Alt Neil Sawyer, who made
the proposal, said inspections in
other areas of supervision may
be suffering because the work
was parceled out among present personnel.
UNDER ITS code implementation program, Sawyer recalled, the council had given the
sanitary inspector, Roy Vose,
primary responsibility for inspections. Field work was to be
done on a time-available basis
by Vose and other city inspectors.
Two of these, the city electrical inspector and the plumbing
inspector, have been unable to
¦' . '
allot enough
time to the j ~ ' "
task, s a i d
CltV
Sawyer. They
'
are subject to s»
-i
call at a 1 1 LOUnCII
times by contractors, Sawyer said, and
should not be otherwise occupied since plumbing and electrical inspections must be made
before building operationsmake
examinations impossible.

Sawyer said
supported by the city engineer, time-consuming job of enforcto whose department the two in- ing the annual X-ray requirespectors belong. After several ment formerly in force.
conferences, said Sawyer, it ap- One of the reasons for cutpears there are four choices ting the X-ray requirements
open.
was to give the food inspector
ONE IS that code enforce- time for other duties, Briesath
ment would be relaxed and the noted.
Workable Program certification THE COUNCIL had hoped to
thereby forfeited; another that make a "token" effort at housthe present situation be contin- ing code enforcement until the
ued (an unsatisfactory solution, downtown renewal plan w a s
he said); third,) that the city prepared, Briesath said. If there
hire a full-time inspector; or, was to be no urban renewal,
fourth, that a part-time inspec- however, the city would not
tor be hired.
need a full-time housing inspecCouncil President H a r o l d tor, he continued, since the deBriesath, acting mayor in the gree of enforcement would probabsence of Mayor R. K. El- ably be less intense.
lings, asked what progress had His department had agreed
been made. City Engineer to try the plan, said City EngiJames Baird said he did not neer James Baird, but it has
know exactly how many inspec- not worked out well. Using pretions had been made but that sent inspectors for the additionthe total was "not enough."
al duty may have impaired the
Perhaps the two men could quality of inspection and regudevote a half-day each week to lation in their primary fields,
housing inspection, Briesath he maintained. Such lapses —
suggested. He added that the if they have occurred — are not
city food inspector is now avail- the fault of inspectors but raable for some duty in this field. ther of the system, Baird mainA new ordinance now requires tained.
food handlers to have X-rays In any event, Baird said, the
only once each two years, Brie- housing code ought not to be
sath recalled, and thus the food enforced as something dependent only on whether the city
undertakes urban renewal.
BRIESATH agreed that a
housing code is desirable "in
case something comes up" but
that urban renewal would probably mean stricter enforcement. He opposes "spending
the taxpayers' money for extra
employes when the city doesn't
know
whether urban renewal
istered
at
the
Minnesota
EmEmployment in Winona continued at record high levels ployment,office, Brown noted. will be adopted," Briesath said.
during October—totaling 11,296 Of this total, 235 were students Aid. Donald Klagge said he is
—the highest October ever re- and other persons seeking part- convinced the part-time system
can wort, at least for the precorded and 174 above the 1964 time work.
October total, according to R. Labor demand c o n t i n u e d sent.
H. Brown, manager of the Min- heavy, particularly in manu- Baird replied that his department had given its full cooperanesota State Employment office facturing.
tion
to the effort, as contrasted
here/
Following is a breakdown of to tbe
refusal of some others to
Despite the normal tendency employment by industries, as
any of the load. Asked
assume
to drop off in late autumn, this of mid-October:
to
identify
these, he said the
is only a drop of 63 from the
WINONA EMPLOYMENT BY
had declined to
department
fire
INDUSTRY:
any-month record of 11,359 set
Sept. Oct. Oct. accept any part of the job.
in September of this year.
1*M5 1W5 1M4
Klagge said he "could not go
4,424 4,342 4.455
THE JOB situation remained Manufacturing
41$
439 along with $5 ,000 or $6,000 of
Wholesale Trade ..... 422
1,774 1,755 . t.739 additional expense. With proper
Retell Trade
favorable, with continued heavy Service
1,754 1,7J4 U«9
labor demands and worker sup- Railroads
325
325 scheduling, I think it can be
325
457
452
420 done with present personnel,
Urllltlei
iilies continuing at an all-time Government*
920
1,000 1,006
825
775 since it's only a temporary
ow, Brown pointed out.
«01
Construction
322
302
Finance
322
Construction was the only in- Other Actlvltlee ....... 78 78 76 thing."
dustry to make sizable gains Total
rwn n.JM n.m ALD. DAVID Johnston revivin October, increasing its em- •Includee Public Schools end Stete ed the question of how many
ployment by 3 percent and College.
inspections had been made.
pushing to 825—the highest to"Are these enough for oar
total in 14 years. Manufacturneeds?" he asked.
Rochester
Man
ing and trade, although showing
Sawyer said he was not sure
small drops, continued to near Dead of Injuries
of the total or what number acpeak employments. Service,
tually would be considered aderailroads and finance groups re- ROCHESTER, Minn. (AP) — quate. The apparent reference
mained unchanged.
Charles R. Franz, 23, Roches- was to satisfying requirements
Manufacturing employment ter, died in a hospital Monday for recertification by the Houssettled back slightly because of night from injuries received in ing and Home Finance Agency
seasonal slowdowns in several a traffic accident Oct. 30.
of the city's workable program,
plants, the employment man- Authorities said Franz was on litis recertification is necessary
ager said. He noted small lay- a motorcycle that collided with if the city is to apply for any
offs in food processing, tex- a car at Rochester.
sort of federal assistance eithtiles, paper and allied indus- Minnesota's traffic toll for er in urban renewal or contries. Metal working was up. 1965 rose to 718 compared with struction of low-income housing
projects.
FOOD AND textiles dropped 740 one year ago.
Internal work by the engibecause of normal off-season
department also has
neering
production slowdowns. Paper Beatles' Cars
suffered because of the extra
and allied dropped workers bework load, Baird said. Design
cause of temporary materials Put Up for Sale
imshortage. Metal working moved LONDON (AP)-Cars belong- work on sewer and street
by
the
provements
ordered
ahead slightly because of crew ing to two of tbe Beatles are up
flood of
build-ups in chain manufactur- for sale. No prices were men- council is lagging. Tlie
last spring is only partly reing.
tioned. The garage advertising sponsible, said Baird, who addEmployers in the manufactur- them is owned by the Beatles'
ed that he had to hire three
ing group anticipate some manager.
part-time men last summer and
drops in present high levels
that his budget is therefore
•during the next 60 days, Brown
"shot."
mentioned.
Project at Weaver
Construction's big jump In
THE accelerated pace of conOctober came because of heavy WEAVER, Minn. (Special)— struction has increased the deactivity on highway and bridge Leon Joyce Construction Co., mands on inspectors , Sawyer
construction and full scale op- Rochester, is working on grad- noted. It may even be neceseration on local building pro- ing and surfacing CSAH 26 sary to hire assistant inspecjects. Retailers generally an- from 1.21 miles west of Weav- tors for plumbing or electrical
ticipate a good-sized worker er. Known as the Weaver hill examinations, he stated. Sawclimb within the next 30 days road, it is closed to traffic. yer is chairman of the engineerto accommodate the holiday Brush and trees are being cut ing committee.
and bulldozers are moving dirt. Aid. Barry Nelson, noting
season rush,
Labor supply at the end of Oc- Traffic is being r e r o u t e d that the sanitary inspector had
tober dropped to the ye ar's low. through Beaver or I n d i a n been given a salary increase
/
Only 598 applicants were reg- Creek.
to go along with added duties,
said the council should have a
progress report. Aid; James
Stoltman, temporary presiding
officer, agreed. This would help
eliminate much pointless "bantering," he pointed out.
Aid. Henry Parks then moved to refer the matter to the
engineering committee. Sawyer
Are Right for So Many Eyes
objected that it should be a
function of the health and welfare committee. Stoltman,
chairman of the latter committee, thereupon said he would
join in the study and the motion carried unanimously.

Payrolls 174
Ahead of 1964

OpikA. by. PLYMOUTH
CONTACT LENSES

| WESTER N

|

BLUE BLAZE NO. 2

FUEL OIL

Contact lenses have come a long way since they were
first Introduced to the human eye. New they are- wafer
thin and smaller than a dime. In most instances, they
give you better vision, are undetectable. Even your
closest friends won 't knov you're wearing theml
— Buy Factory Direct A Save — 145 Pair ~

Plymouth Optical Co.
71 W«»t TWrd — «3r»MindFloor — Phone VOX
i

Unitarians Set
Discussion on
World Population

.

.

.

.

¦

14'

Per Gel.

Wisconsin Librarians
Plan for Training
ARCADIA, Wis. ( Special) Mrs. Sarah Prqnschinskeof the
Arcadia public library was
among 25 librarians and trustees representing 14 libraries in
six west central Wisconsin
counties at a planning session
to complete details of a La
Crosse Area Library Development training course beginning
Thursday at the North Branch
library in La Crosse.
Other libraries represented at
the meeting at Sparta public
library w e r e Independence,
Galesville, Black River Falls,
Tomah, Elroy, Wonewoc, Hillsboro, Westby, Viroqua, New
Lisbon and La Crosse.
More adequate service is the
object of the sessions. Professional guidance within the Individual libraries, hook enrichment and other problems will
be studied.
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GREAT SECOND ACT!
*
Change ol It swings down like a tailgate to

Prestol The new Magic Docrgate-a Ford exclusive•wings open like a door for easy access by passengersl
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NO STAMPS NOTHING FREE
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Falcon Futura Wagon

Visit y OU r Ford Dealer's '66 Wagon
^
_
.A
,
,
4A
SnOW teatUTing 10 — COUnt em 10wonderful new wag o n s . . . all offering
a
"

Ford' S exclusive new 2-Way tailgate !

^^AJA
^SmmaamaW

What other attractions do Ford wagons have in '66? Spectacular new power for one thlng-up to a 345-hp V-81 As
mucn aa 103 cu. ft, of loadspace for another! Exciting
c n«
featur ,lkft Ford'8
9*
' !Z ^\r\
",
*Vl
bia
Dig
really
the
new
luxury!
See
new room,
new styling,
^

Wagon Show at your Ford Dealer ' s.

GASOLINE
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POWERED BY FORD — PRESENTED BY

OWL MOTOR CO.

4th & Main /

Winona, Minn,
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Why hang clothes in the cold outdoors or take hours to dry stiffly in the basement when you can have a famous Speed Queen Electric Dryer in your home
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PARKING

Central PTA _
Learns About
Modern. Math

Wa rmly Realistic Treatment
Seen in Henry 'Ma rsh's M

Sister M. Leontius from College of Saint Teresa was guest
speaker at the Monday night
meeting of Central PTA. Mrs.
John Breitlow discussed tbe
book fair, which will be held
at the school Dec. 3 from 1 to
8 p.m.
THE SCHOOL principal, Verdi Eiiies, who is leaving to
devote full time to his work
as principal of Madison. Elementary School, was presented
a gift from the parents and
teachers. Miss Elsie Sartell and
MISS SHARON LEE Mrs. Robert Krick made the
STEFFENHAGEN'S en- presentation, ' after which Mr.
Ellies gave a short farewell
gagement to James Mein- speech.
cke, son of Mr. and Mrs.
"What Is Going on in Today's
Richard Meincke, Lake ' Elementary
Mathematics?" was
City, Minn., is announced by the topic of Sister Leontius'
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. talk. She demonstrated some of
Donald F. Steffenhagen, ru- tbe teaching devices she and
ral Lake City. No date has her students at the college
been set for the wedding. made.
An accomplished speaker, SisMiss Steffenhagen is employed at Gould National ter Leontius gave her audience
understanding of math
Engine Parts Division, Lake aasbetter
it is taught in
City, and her fiance is at- schools today. She elementary
has spent
ting a Minneapolis business tbe last ten years preparing
school.
math teachers in elementary
and secondary schools.
The speaker was introduced
Area Education
by Edward Styba, program
chairman.
For Industry
During the social hour, lunch
was served by first grade mothOutlined at PTA
ers, with Mrs. Anthony Zittel as
Featured speakers at the Mon- chairman.
¦
day evening PTA meeting at
Lincoln School were Myron Christmas Walk
Findlay, assistant manager of
the Badger Division of Warner Slated at Mondovi
Swasey Company and Warren
Macemon, assistant director of MONDOVI, Ms. (Special) the Winona Area Vocational- Antique toys will be used to
carry out the theme of an "Old
Technical School.
Fashioned Christmas" at the
FOLLOWING a brief business home of Miss Isabel Schafer
meeting conducted by Gale Thursday during the annual
Hunn, the guest speakers talked Christmas Walk sponsored by
on the topic, "Education For women of the First CongregaIndustry."
tional Church.
Mr. Findlay answered the The 110-year-old Congregationquestion "What does industry al church organ, which has been
Alma Auxiliary
expect in the way of education?" purchased and restored by Miss
The young person who plans to Schafer, will be shown. Several
Purchases Items
enter industry should have all paintings by church artists will
For TLoan Closet
the education he can afford and be on display and for sale. Durabsorb, he said. He must famil- ing the afternoon, a variety of
ALMA, Wis. (Special) - The iarize himself with job opportun- home-baked goods will be sold.
American Legion Auxiliary vo- ities and then train himself for Homemade candy will be a special feature of the evening sested to purchase a wheelchair his chosen job.
sion.
and two walkerettes for the
loan closet when it met Nov. MR. MACEMON defined ed- On display at the John Wheucation as "that part of the per- lan home will be the boutique
8.
Coffee strips and coupons are son that enables that person to collection and the R o b e r t
to be left at Hermann's Super make a living." He said, the Wi- Stoughton h o m e will nouse
Market or at the Alma Locker nona Vocational School began in needlework.
Houses on the tour will be
Plant before Dec. 12. It was de- 1948 with an offering of threeopen'Thursday from 1 to 5 and
auto
shop,
courses
—
machine
YOU CAN PUT YOUR (HEAR?)
cided to send $25 to the Christ- shop and printing. Today the 7 to 9 p.m. Advance tickets
are
INTO...
^y
mas gift shop and $25 to Christ- school offers a wide variety of available from women
of
the
The wirmect, moet personal
mas cheer and to subscribe to courses, he stated. The pur- church or they can be purcard you can sand it
the Star magazine. A report on pose of .the school .is to meet chased at the houses the day of
a Photo-GreetingCard. You
the bi-county meeting was giv- the needs of young adults so that the ChristmasWalk.
probably have some snapshots
en by Mrs. Roy Salisbury, they may go out and serve inelreedy which would make
president. Mr. and Mrs. Andrew dustry.
a beautiful SUM-LINE Card.
Bring in your negative, end
Mueller showed color slides of Reports on the 1965 Minnesota Lake City Club
let us help you select
their recent European trip.
8$&e
*
PTA convention,, prepared by Holds Election
an appropriate design. ' j JfF0mn
va.
The hostess prize was won by Mrs. Robert Masyga and Miss
¦ 0t PHOTO- a
tetnmi » Miss Darlene Hopf.
$
Carol Clark, were distributed LAKE CITY,. Minn. (Special)
"Si cmn j a
as refreshments were served. — Mrs. Milton Pearson w**"
The sixth grade mothers were elected president of the Trillium Garden Club when it met
Stockton PTA
hostesses.
at the home of Mrs. N. E.
A.
Each
Sets Card Party
STOCKTON WSCS
Schwartz.
only OV (25 or more)
STOCKTON, Minn. -< The Others elected were Mrs. WilSTOCKTON, Minn. - The Woman's Society of Christian lard
Envelop** INCLUDED at
Brown, vice president;
first in a series of three card Service of Stockton Methodist Mrs. Arlan Johnson,
No Extra Charge!
secretary,
parties, sponsored by the Stock- Church will meet Thursday at and Mrs. J. R. Shively,
treaswill
be
held
Saturday
ton PTA,
OVER 50 STYLES
2 p.m. in the church social urer. Mis. B. J. Loss is in
at S p.m. at the Stockton school. room. Everyone will serve. charge of the
TO CHOOSE FROM
scrapbook.
Schafskopf, 500 and other Groups 1 and 2 will bring items Mrs. Not—an Hoist demongames will be played.* Prizes for the bake and produce sale. strated the making of Christwill-be awarded and lunchserv- Friends are welcome.
mas candles and greeting
ed. Tickets may be purchased
cards. Mrs. Roy Wittenborg
from the school children or at ST. MARTIN'S CIRCLE
was
assistant hostess.
LuSt.
Martin's
of
Circle M
the door.
Committee in charge is com- theran Church will meet at 7:SC FREMONT PTA
prised of the Mmes. Gilbert p.m. today at the home of Mrs. LEWISTON, Minn. (Special )
Hoesley, Harold Meyer and Ben C. Hadley, 271 E. Waba- —The meeting of Fremont PTA
sha St.
Paul Gehres.
has been postponed until Friday because of conflicting
events. Michael Tayzauer, German instructor, who is a native
of Czechoslovakia, will speak
on his experiences with Communism. Lunch will be served.
LEWISTON PTA
LEWISTON, Minn. (Special)
—Lewiston PTA will meet at
8:15 p.m. Thursday at the
school auditorium. The forthcoming science fair will be discussed. Mm. Jack Rainey is
chairman of the social committee.

By MRS WILLARD ADANK sha St., is a draftsman here in
The recent deluge of Pop art Winona, and a member of the
and .Op «it whlchkhas hit even Winona Art Grop.
the commercial setae, plus He first began painting, howmany wildly-spletthedpaintings ever, In England. Wounded in
that have appeared for some service. Marsh startedbis seritime in everything from maga- ous involvement with painting
zine covers to fabric prints and and art while in an English
are generally lumped together hospital. He later spent a year
under Ihe term, abstract art in England making a study of
might just possibly have made English architecture. ,
you want to yell resoundingly
"I like pictures that look like THE English influence seems
what7 they're supposed to be!" present in the Marsh paintings
today, especially in the faces
WELL, whether you're really which might
well have illustratthat frantic about what's been ed a tale of Charles Dickens
.A
getting headlines in art these touch of England extends into
days, or Vou simply enjoy view- Mr. Marsh's many bobbies, and
ing paintings with a warmly is predominant in tbe Marsh
realistic treatment, or both, the home particularly the TudorHenry Marsh exhibit now at styled rec-room which is patthe Williams Hotel is definitely terned after a typical English
something for you to see.
tavern and filled with intriguEach painting with .the Marsh ing articles of stone, wood and
signature has a special kind of wrought iron, all shaped with
charm, a fascinating blend of the same carefully realistic
tonal qualities, that brings light touch that sets aside the Marsh
reflection into full play. The col- paintings.
ors are warm, but that doesn't The artistic hand of Henry
seem to be the real secret. The Marsh doesn't stop at the conshades of brown, sienna, umber fines of framed canvas, nor do
and gold, the soft greens and the works stay
at home.
blues, arte pleasant in them- Rice Lake, Wis.,here
has a mural
selves.
which was done for tbe postal
But it Is the ever present building there, and Rhinelander,
touch of pale golden highlights Wis., commissioned Mr. Marsh
that give each Marsh painting to do a sculpture for the town
an ethereal glow even when the square.
subject matter is tragic. Show No need to
Boat, Sixteen, Skid Row. Fish- You can view travel, though.
the Henry Marsh
erman and Norway are all pic- talent in
paintings now, during
tures that will strike a sympa- his
current one-man show, with
thetic note with any who have a a visit
particular love of quietly beau- Teton to the Williams Hotel
Room. It's a visit well
tiful things.
worth the time.
HENRY MARSH himself proHenry Marsh sets
jects a quality of absorption in onWINONA'S
a serene, luminesall that is regulated with preci- centcanvas,
that is miles away
sion, and then enhanced by the fromquantity
hurrying, worrying, viexercise of skill. This is most olent, the
protesting 1960s. A n d ,
apparent when he paints with somehow,
unhurried touches, stopping oc- reassuringthere is something so
about paintings that
casionally to just as unhurried"look
like
what
they're supposly tamp and light his pipe.
He resides at 361 E. Waba- ed to be."
'•
¦
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School'
Topic at PTA

Vows" Repeated
At French Creek

"Your Vocational School" was
the topic of a talk heard Monday evening by Jefferson School
PTA.
Speaker was Thomas Raine,
director of the Winona Area Vocational-Technical School.
Harvey Ganong, president,
conducted a brief business meetingRefreshments were served by
first grade room mothers.
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EARLY GIFT BUYERS GET THE
GREATEST SELECTION WITH A

HUB
from $1095
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Winter Cobbles
outwit the weather
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The foreccut it for imartar walking with ligh'h'aarted ease when you'ra wearin g
your Winter Cobbioi I Chic In supple l e a t h e r s . . . on non-jkid iole» . . . your choice
of heals. And tha rninute you slip your foot Into their soft pile linings, you'll diicover

St, Martin 's School Auditorium

Thurs.. Nov. 18
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LAKE CITY', Minn. - First
Methodist C h u r c h was the
scene of the Oct. 30 marriage
of Miss Arlys Moechnig to Robert Flen. The Rev. Robert E.
Bollin officiated.
Parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Moechnig, Lake City,
and John Flen, Red Wing,
Minn.
The bride sister, Mrs. Gerald
Fick, Lake City, was matron of
honor and Howard Flen, Rochester, brother of the groom,
best man. A: reception for 100
guests was held in Fellowship
Hall.
Following a trip tc Wisconsin,
the newlyweds are at home in
Red Wing—The bride is a graduate of
Lincoln High School and has
been employed as a bookkeeper for West Publishing Co., St.
Paul. Her husband, & graduate
of Red Wing High School, is
employed at Red Wing Industries Co.

ETTRICK, Wis. - Miss Ramona Lebakken, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Lebakken, Galesville, Wis., and Dale
Habeck, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Habeck, Winona Rt. 2,
were married Nov. 6 at French
Creek Lutheran Church.
The Rev. Henry Lease received their vows. Mrs. Laurel
Thompson was organist a n d
m
Mrs. Paul Larson, soloist. The
v
latter is of Blair.
Mrs. Earl F. Ney
Miss Marilyn Bielefeldt, WinoOF 422 MEN'S, LADIES' OR
na, was the bride's personal at- Talks on Art at
YOUNGSTER'S
tendant. Mrs. Leonhard Duerst, Chautauaua Club
Lincoln, Neb., sister of the
bride, was matron of honor and Chautauqua Club members,
Miss Diane Lebakken, Gales- meeting Monday afternoon at
ville, sister of the bride, and the home of Mrs. T. W. Smeed,
Miss Darlene Habeck, Winona, heard a talk on "Art U.S.A.
sister of the groom, brides- Now," presented by Mrs. Earl
F. Ney.
maids.
Mrs. Ney described the JohnRICHARD Habeck , Winona, son Wax Co. collection of 102
brother of the groom, was best paintings now touring the Unitman; Ronald Habeck, Rush- ed States. It originally was
ford, Minn., another brother, shown in Milwaukee and then
and Bernard Rolfing, Winona, made an 18-month tour of Eugroomsmen, and Ralph Lebak- rope, Mrs. Ney said.
EACH FULLY JEWELED, GUARANTEED
ken, Galesville, and Wayne Ha- She pointed out that the travBY THE MAKER AND BACKED BY OUR
beck, Lamoille, Minn., brother eling exhibition is not a comof the groom, ushers.
mercial one, but is intended to
OWN SERVICE DEPARTMENT, TOO.
Beverly Lebakken, Winona, show the trend and expression
was flower girl and Kenneth of modern art. Every type of
McDonah, Trempealeau, Wis., style (except Pop art), from abring bearer.
stract to representations of evGiven in marriage by her fa- ery day life, is included in the
ther, the bride wore a floor- collection, she said. Many of the
length gown of lace over taffeta artists;represented are not wellwith long sleeves, fitted bodice known; selection of their works
and a scoop neckline accented was done deliberately, Mrs. Ney
with sequins. The A-line skirt said, to encourage new artists.
had a detachable chapel-length
train of lace,, edged With se- Odell and Lauretz Lebakken at
quin -' embroidered letce. .Her French Creek Church and by
FULL SERVICI JEWELERS /} / SINCE IM2
j
bouffant veil of silk illusionwas friends of the bride at Shorty's
|
held by a cluster oMace petals Cafe.
and she carried a cascade bouquet of white orchids, camel¦
lias and roses.
. AAAmAm mmmmmmmmwm
Her attendants wore gowns
with floor-length, sheath skirts
of powder-blue crepe /with sapphire-blue, brocaded bodices
featuring semi - empire waistlines and floating back panels.
Matching bow headdresses held I
69 West Third Street
'^JI
their bouffant silk illusion
¦
veils and they carried semi-cas- ¦
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cade bouquets of white mums
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and pink roses. The flower girl K '
was dressed like the bride and
she carried a basket of white
mums and roses.
THE BRIDE'S mother wore a
royal-blue, crepe dress and the
groom's mother a two-piece,
royal-blue knit dress. Both had
corsages of pink roses.
A reception for 950 guests was
j k. ^emamm\
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held in the church, dining room.
Hannah Circle served. Mr. and
' - ¦"**
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Mrs. Milton Thompson were
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hosts. Assisting were Mrs. Ronj
ald Habeck, Rushford; the
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Misses Jane Edel, Kjaren Rup%
precht and Becky Erdmann, all
r
^ +*'
r m m
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of Winona; Miss Carol Lebakken, Northfield, Minn.; MI M
Janice Lebakken, and Miss JoNoam
^MMMMMWL ' *^* A
ann Tappen, both of Galesvflie,
and the Misses Nancy and Sally Thompson, Lois and Lorna
-* maWZamn
a^^^^^^^^ V
Lebakken, Pauline Solberg, El
Jane Berg and Nellie Daffinson, all of Ettrick.
Following a wedding trip to
Chicago, the newlyweds will be
at home at Chester Heights, Rochester.
¦
The bride was graduated from
mmm WWW^ tf S&lzSwf l ^KBnGale-Ettrick High School, Gales**u
^mmmmmmmmll
ville, and was formerly an of^jL^hm
fice clerk at Marigold Dairies,
amWmammMam ll
Winona. Her husband was graduated from Winona Senior High
School and is a numerical-controlled machinist at IBM, Rochester. He served four years
in the Air Force.
Prenuptial parties were givIMMMMMMMWB/
en by the Mmes. Alvin, Lewis,

Sponsored By
St. Martln'a Guild
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SAVE NOW-ARENZ - WINONA

ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Stellflue
were honored by 100 friends and
relatives Sunday on their
30th wedding anniversary in the
dining room of St. Bridget's
Catholic Church.
Assisting were the Mmes.
James and Thomas Stellflue, Albert Gunderson and Richard
Teska and Miss Carole Stellflue. Group 3 of the Altar Society had charge of the lunch,
with Mrs. John Klimek, Town
of Gale, as chairman.
Mr. Stellflue and the former
Alice Gunderson were married
Nov. 20, 1935 in the rectory ol
St. Bartholomew's C a t h o l i c
Church.
Their seven children are:
Mrs. Arthur (Joanne) Kern,
¦ : <:?f <i*x:< :-:-<s ^mmmaamamammamimmaam ^aaaaa ^^mmi
WWHSKWS *
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Cudahy,
Wis.; Mrs. Richard
, CKiim Steele) (Susan) Teska, Galesville; BetMr. and Mrs. Dale Habeck
ty, La Crosse; Robert,.- Kenosha; Thomas, Ettrick, and Mary
Habeck-Lebakken
and Michael, both at home.
'Vocational

FALL FESTIVAL

J
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Joseph Stellflues
Flen-Moechnig
Feted on 30th Year Vows Exchanged

lhay fit famousl y ! VWnfer Cobbi'es, 13.99 fo 16.99

Beginning at lt a.m.
Hot and cold sandwiches, cako and coffee* sorvod
throughout tho sals. Price 30f.
Baked foods, candy, apron*, <ards and a variety
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Debut Concert of Winona School
Community Symphony Well Received
Opening with -the brisk overThe debut concert of the Winona School-Community Sym- ture to "The Marriage of Figphony Sunday evening in Som- aro," the orchestra continued
sen Auditorium , Winona State with the "Prague" symphony.
College, was attended by 300 Both of these difficult pieces
persons. They enthusiastically were played smoothly and comapplauded the performance of petently.
> The string section appears
the newly organized group.
! exceptionally strong for a comRICHMOND H. IMcCIuer •*•*?. j munity orchestra.
conductor.
I The all-Mozart concert con-

Freeburg Couple
Notes 59th Year

VFW Auxiliary
Inspected by
District Head

CALEDONIA, Minn. (Special)
— Mr. and Mrs. John Graf,
RUSHFORD , Minn. (Special)
Freeburg. Minn., observed their — Mrs. Alden Patten, Waseca,
59th wedding anniversary Nov. Minn., district vice president,
6.
inspected the VFW Auxiliary
The Rev. Joseph Cashman Nov. 8 following the viewing of
read the High Mass in St. Nicholas Church, Freeburg, and the the film. "Fair Today, FuturaRt. Rev. Msgr. Joseph Davy, ma Tomorrow. "
nephew ot the copple, was pres- The sewing group will meet
ent in the sanctuary. The Lo- Nov. 2!) at the home of Mrs .
retto High School Choir sang.
An open house was held in the George Himlie with Mrs . James
Humble as co-hostess, Scuffs
Freeburg School.
Mr, Graf and the former and amputee coats ore being
Margaret Davy , Brownsville, made. Persons that have old
were married Nov. 6 , 1906, at alarm clocks, watches or felt
St, Patrick's Catholic Church, hats are asked to contact Mrs.
Brownsville. For seven years George Himlie, mental health
they lived in Chaseburg, Wis,, chairman. Items will be sent to
where Mr, Graf operated a flour the. rehabilitation center for remill. They moved to Freebnrg pair.
in 1914 where they operated a
Mrs. Thomas Jensen announcgeneral store and the post of- ed that used magazines and
fice until 1958 when they re- pocket novels can be left at the
tired.
VFW. They will be sent to the
Their four children are: Mrs.
M. T. (Loretta) Houlihan. Ida Old Soldiers Home . Minneapolis.
Grove , Iowa; Col. Francis J. Twenty-eight members were reGraf , chaplain in the Air Force, ported by Mrs. Minar Himlie,
West Germany; Mrs. John membership chairman . Quota is
(Rose Rita) Klein, San Rafael, 32.
A motion was made lo pay the
Calif., and Mrs. Harold (Marv)
Ollnger, Freeburg. There are current dues for Mrs. Harvey
ten grandchildren and one great- Johnson, Gold Star Mother .
grandchild.
whose son, Jerry, died in Viet
¦
Nam of pneumonia in August.
Mrs. James Humble won the
Lambert Lillas
special prize.

Note Silver Year

cluded with the "Duo Concertanle" for violin , viola, and orchestra.
SOLOISTS WERE Vulclch
and Myrna Jansen. Miss Janzen came to Winona for the performance from . Bloomington,
Ind., where she is a graduate
studen t in the Indiana University School of Music. The double
concerto requires a thorough
sense of teamwork as well as
individual virtuosity — the two
soloists were outstanding. Their
performance showed a mastery
of technique and style coupled
with artistry and musicianship.
The orchestra tended to overplay the accompaniment, but
otherwise played capably. The
performance of the two French
horns in the exacting horn parts
of the concerto deserve special
commendation.
THE ORCHESTRA Is the outgrowth of an effort to pool the
performing talents of schools
and ccmv.'..'- ' 'y in order to establish a local symphony. Working together as organizers and
directors are Milton Davenport,
Winona Senior High School orchestra director and string instructor at Winoaa State College; Mr. McCIuer , head of the
WSC music department; Eugene Vuicich, orchestra director at the College of Saint Teresa; - and Paul Parthun of the
College of Saint Teresa music
department.

Ettrick Woman
Notes 81st Year
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) Mrs. Oline Reitzel, who lives
alone in a mobile home, observed her 81st birthday Sunday at
the home of her son-in-law and
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Raider
Martin , Lakes Coulee.
Her three daughters are, Mrs,
Emil (Myrtle ) Stutlien, rural
Independence; Mrs. Raider (Esther) Martin, Preston, and Mrs.
Ben (Zilpha) Erickson, rural Osseo, She lias seven grandchildren and a number of greatgrandchildren.

HOLIDAY FEST
DODGE, Wis. (Special) - TAYLOR, Wis. (Special) Mr. and Mrs. Lambert Lilla An estimated 500 attended the
were honored at a surprise par- Holiday Fest Saturday at Tayty Friday evening by friends lor Lutheran Church. Mrs. Roband neighbors on the occasion ert Salveson, Black River Falls,
of their silver wedding anniver- was first prize winner ; Mrs.
sary.
Harold Iverson, Taylor, second, Taylor There First
Cards were played and lunch and Stella H. Amborn, Black
served. The Lillas were present- River Falls, third.
TAYLOR, Wis. (Special) ed with a set of wedding rings
Taylor firemen were first on the
and a colored television set T6PIC ON FOOT CARE
scene at tbe Douglas Curran
from their children: Donald, LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special) barn fire Saturday night, arrivwith the Navy in the South Pa- —Dr. Keith W. Jorgenson, Red ing there within five minutes
cific: Mrs. David (Jackie) Ku- Wing, Minn., spoke on "Foot | after a call from Ronnie Curjak, Dodge, and La Donna and Care for the Aged" at the Nov. ran. Firemen stayed all night
10 meeting of the Lake City Mu- and returned Sunday to water
Kathy, both at home.
nicipal Hospital Nurses Aides the hay down after flames had
MORAVIAN SOCIETY
and Licensed Practical Nurses started again.
ALTURA, Minn. CSpeclal) - [ Club. A question and answer
Hebron Moravian Missionary period followed. He was intro- BAKE SALE
Society will meet at the home duced by Mrs. Arleigh SchafTAYLOR, Wis. (Special) of Mrs. Fred Krage Friday at er. Miss Janet Brunkhorst re- Debra Circle will sponsor a
8 p.m. There will be devotions ceived the special prize. Mrs. bake sale Saturday at the fire
and Bible and mission study. All Katherine Wiley was chairman station from 1 to 5 p.m. Barbewomen of the congregation are of the lunfch committee, Thirty cues and coffee also will be
welcome.
served.
attended.

Durand Wins
Eau Claire
Debate Meet

Rhinelander and lost to Aqui- Sumner, River Falls, reported lar8»
..
» v.
nas.
on the youth camp at the Wis- Clover and Hutchinson RockA third unit composed ol Bar- consin Association of Coopera- ets 4-H Clubs, Alma, and Westbara Heike and Mary Jean tives annual meeting at Eau way 4-H Club, Ettrick, receivSchlosser, affirmative, and Claire. C. Edward Hanson, Riv- ed awards. About 25C attended
Mary Schafer, Marie Duester- er Falls, was elected director at the event.
Sister M. Aquinette, Assist
beck and Randy Bauer, negaJuniorate, College of Saint Tetive, won and lost three.- The
affirmative defeated Regis and
resa, spoke on her last sumlost to Eau Claire Memorial and
mer's visit to Africa at the NoAquinas. The negative defeated
vember meeting of the CatheRhinelander and Aquinas, losdral Council of Catholic Women DURAND, Wis. — An all-soph- ing to Chippewa Falls High
Monday evening in Holy Fam- omore unit from Durand High School.
Mary Spindler led tbe Durand
ily hall.
School captured first place in squad by scoring 28 out of 30
ILLUSTRATING her t a l k the Eau Claire Memorial High possible speaker points, followwith slides of the wild animals, School invitational debate tour- ed by Nancy Morey, 27, and
; James Forster, 26.
the natural beauty of the nament Saturday.
i This week the squad attends
"bush" area and someNrf the With the varsity having the two tournaments. The varsity
schools and a hospital, Sister week off, Durand debaters kept will be at Rochester and two
will attend the Hopkins
commented on the differences moving toward a highly suc- units
invitational.
between the primitive life in cessful . season by capturing
the "bush" and the lavish lux- their second title of the young
debate season.
ury of some of the airports and
The sophomores emerged
The sure way to please the Lady of the
recently constructed governfrom the tourney with a perfect
ment buildings. There is absoHouse for Thanksg iving!
6-0 record. Mary Spindler and
lutely no middle and in-between James Forster, affirmative, dearea, she said.
SELECT FROM OUR COMPLETE ARRAY OF
feated Eau Claire Regis, Bar)
Commenting on the leadership ron and Fall Creek. The nega- ARCADIA, Wis. (Special Outstanding loans of Production
Cut Flowers • Plants • Center Pieces
of West Africa, she said she tive, Kathy Forslund and Credit Association of River
Flowers For All Occasions —•
felt the intellectuals of Africa Nancy Morey, won over Chip- Falls total more than $6 million,
are not interested in forming a pewa Falls McDonell, Chippewa it was revealed at the annual
High School, and La area stockholders meeting here.
black Europe, in developing Af- Falls
Crosse Aquinas.
Leonard N. Johnson, general
rica nor in a Europeanized Af- A second unit composed of
f
—
manager,
said net worth of the
rica.
Donna Schober and Gary Wek- PCA in the area is $900,000. He
Her travels were in West Af- kln, affirmative, and Mary Mc- pointed out as the margin of
Winona's Lergeal Combination Nursery,
Garden * Flower Center.
Christine
McNaughton
and
principally
Ghana,
in
the
rica,
Phone 7181 or 7114
Westgate Center
Naughton, negative, won four profit narrows, lenders need to
primitive bush area, where the and lost two, The affirmative look closer at tbe ability of loan
We Telephone and Telegraph Flower*
language barrier was overcome defeated Regis and Fall Creek applicants to produce because
by being in the company of her and lost to Eau Claire Memo- there is less margin for error.
throughout the U.S. and the World
sister, who is a medical mis- rial. The negative defeated Financing chicken b r o i l e r
sionary there and speaks the Chippewa Falls High School and units was discussed. Ronald
native language, and in East
Africa where a tour service is
in operation. Sister's party (her
personal family) met two other
American groups while in East
Africa.

Cathedral CCW
Hears Address
On African Tour

River Falls PCA
Loans $6 Million

WESTGATE
GARDENS
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AT THE business meeting
presided over by Mrs. A. J. Mc- :
I
Gill, president, committee reports were given. Mrs. Leonard
Slaggie reported on the Cathedral fair, evaluating its areas,
and gave a net financial report.
In his comments to the women
the Rev. James Lennon commended the women for their efforts on the fair, not only for
its monetary success, but more
importantly for the spirit of
"parish family" evident in the
participation by so many members of the parish.
St. Agnes Guild with Mrs.
Marvin Schultz and Mrs. August
Rick as chairmen served coffee
after the meeting.
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Alma Star Chapter
Holds Initiation
ALMA, Wis. (Special) — The
Alma Order of Eastern Star
held initiation services Friday
evening. Visitors were present \. Gok^Aaxm
from Pepin and Mondovi.
MR. AND MRS. Panl Borg* I FOUR BRANCH CANDELwardt, worthy patron and wor- 1 ABRA THAT HANGS OR
thy matron of Mondovi Chapter, 1 STANDS. C H R I S T M A S
and Mrs. Frances Breed, wor- § GREENS TRIM FOUR HURthy matron of Pepin Chapter,
G L O B E S , ' COMwere introduced. Mrs. Wallace 1 RICANE
PLETE WITH RED CANHaeussinger, worthy matron of
Alma Chapter, presented Mrs.
Harry Laufenbvrger with a gift
for the Laufenburger's 49th
wedding anniversary. Members
who were Initiated in the
months of October and November, of any year, were recogj
nized.
1
Mrs. Allen "Fiedler reported
en a visit that she and Mrs,
Haeussinger made to a chapter
|
jg.
meeting in Rushford. Thanksepgfe
giving will be observed at the I
Friday meeting with Mrs.
James Kirchner as program
chairman. The Mmes. Walter
Sierauer, George Ulrich, Allen
Wald and ArvLn Thompson will
serve.
A POTLUCK Innch was served with the Mmes. J. R. Mei)i,
B. H, Schlossteln and Oscar
Stirn In charge. Red roses and
candles were used on tbe tables, with a large decorated
cake which Mrs. Haeussinger
made in honor of the new
memhers.

w

12.95 ea.

JL

ARCADIA OPEN HOUSE
ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) Teachers and students of St,
Stanislaus S c h o o l observed
American Education Week by
conducting an open house for
parents and the public. Twentyminute classes were conducted
in three sessions, with five-minwte intervals. All demonstrated
the teaching of religion and
mathematics. In addition, Sister
Mary Dorotllle, principal and
first and second grade teacher,
presented the students in a
phonics class; Sister Mary Nathaniel, grades 3-4 , in geography ; Mrs. Everett Guse, grades
5-6, in reading basics, and Sistea* Mary Karen in music. A total of 95 percent of the parents
attended.
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WARMER CANDLE IS SURROUNDED

7.95 ea.

BY BERRIES AND GREENS .

FRAGRANT PINE SCENTED CANDLES

.^reMeHLeew
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PtTS CHRISTMAS IN THE AIR. A FAT

2W SHORTY MADE FROM IMPORTED
PINE OILS BURNS FOR HOURS.
CHOICE OF RED OR GREEN.
. .^, ^.- ^

CANDLE WITH HOLDER
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BAYBERRY WAX , EARLY AMERI-

CA -S FAVORITE , IN V HIGH GOB-

LET DECORATED WITH GREENS
-AND MERRY CHRISTMAS GREET-

M0-
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Cat Your Chriitmai Supply

N°w 19c o Yord

LOOK

Get

I
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^ SHOPPES tXS*? /

OK, MEN... GET YOUR
ORDER IN EARLY!

Sale .

.. New
Shipment

UPHOLSTERT

MATERIAL

Nmv llw l ""!,'sl •",,,, -l*"«" '" ,llls ««¦« • ¦ •
mid just about oil colors and puttcrns to
* i«mv w wui*.* ,

V\»H»>

$1.98 - -

Sew And Save At The Cinderella Shopnes

Call the

SHOP
for

Catering
For Your

HOLIDAY
PARTIES

Phone 3150

TINY T A P E R S . STUHDY
HALF-INCH TAPERED CANDLESGIVEASMUCH
LIGHT AS REGULA R TAI PERS, YET BURN a TO »
'! HOURS. 10" SIZE.
J
I
1
I

I 12 per box 1.00
\i

L, . ^"^ "C ' *- * 'i
THIS YEAR PARAGON PRESENTS
lrS NE\V GIANT B A Y B E R R Y
SCENTED CANDLE ON A METAL
»ASE, DECORATED IN GOLD
<*LITTEIt. OVER 3V4 INCHES

7ALL

2.00 ea.

CHRISTMAS APOTHECARY LITE A
GLASS ENCASED CANDLE SCENTED, DECORATIVE AND USFFUI 7*
HIGH JARS ARK KILLKD WITH
LONG - BURNING M 1 It A C L F AIR
FRESH FORMULA WAX

¦

2,00 ea

•
l

'
'

i
\

I ALSO . . . A NEW SELECTION OF WREATHS, SPRAYS AND CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS FOK THE '
ii HOME, IN OUR GIPr DEPARTMENT.
i

The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hospital

Winona Funerals

John K. Ciamiruki
Funeral services for John K.
Cieminski, 885 E. 5th St., will
be at 8:30 a.m. Wednesday at
Watkowski Funeral Home and
MONDAY
at 9 at St. Stanislaus Church, the
ADMISSIONS
Rev. Dennis Worealla, a nephew,
Sacred Heart Seminary, Oneida,
Larry Mundt, Utica, Minn.
576 E. Waba- Wis,, officiating. Burial will be
Joanne Rozek,
¦
in St. Mary's Cemetery.
sha St. . .
_.
Urban Shugart, 253 Grand St. Friends may call at the fuAdolph Henderson, 968 E. neral home after 3 pm. today.
A. Rosary will be recited at 8.
King St.
Mrs. Amanda Dora, Lewiston,
Mrs. Lydia Ives
Minn.
Alicia Langowski, 745 46th Funeral services for Mrs.
Lydia Ives, 483 E. Belleview St.,
Ave., Goodview.
Sula, 910 E. 5th were held this afternoon at WatMrs. James
¦ ¦
'
kowski Funeral Home, the Rev.
.
St.
Ambrose Johnson, Rushford, George Goodreid, St. Paul's
Episcopal Church, officiating.
Minn.
Burial was in Bush Cemetery,
Shelly Meier, 561 E. 4th St.
Ridgeway.
Boynton,
James
Lewiston,
Pallbearers were grandchilMinn.
dren, Ralph, Dale, Kenneth,
DISCHARGES
Chris Weifenbach, 564 E, Stanley and Richard Ives and
Lyle Loeding.
Belleview St.
Mrs. Arlene Kuri, Cochrane,
Mrs. John Considine
Wis.
Funeral services for Mrs. John
Vilas
Broberg
and
baby,
Mrs.
Considine, 468 W. Mark St., will
Utica, Minn.
be Thursday at 9:30 a.m. at
John Briscoe, 119 E. Broad- Burke's Funeral Home and
at 10
way.
a.m. at Cathedral oMhe SaPerry Armstrong, 475 W, cred Heart, the Rt. Rev.
Msgr.
Mark St.
Harold J. Dittman officiating.
Mrs. Gerald Serwa and baby, Burial will be in St. Mary's
816 E. Howard St.
Cemetery.
Baby girl Kramer, 264 E. 5th Friends may call this afterSt.
noon and evening at the funeral
Mrs. George Gonides and home. Rosary will be said at 8
baby, 717 E. 3rd St.
by Msgr. Dittman and the CathBIRTHS
olic Daughters. The Daughters
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Toulou, will furnish an honor guard at
Minneiska, Minn., a son.
the church.
Visiting heuret Mtdlcal end eurgfeei
oatltnte: J to 4 end 7 to 1:30 p.m. (No
5,lwren under IM
Maternity petlantei I te J:30 end 7 te
1,30 pm- (Adulti only.)

BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
KELLOGG, Minn. (Special)S. Sgt. and Mrs. Richard McNary, a daughter Nov. 7 at Ells<
worth Air Force Base Hospital,
Rapid City, S.D. Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas McNary, Kellogg, are
grandparents.
WHTTEHALfi, Wis. (Special)
— Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sluga,
Independence, a son Nov. 9 at
Tri-County Memorial Hospital.
TODAY'S BIRTHDAY
Lauri« Ann Bronk, Rollingstone, Minn.. 5.
Scott Leon Larsen, 767 E.
Mark St., 3.
MARRIAGE LICENSES

Mrs. Grace M. Barnes
Funeral services for Mrs.
Grace M. Barnes, 226 E. Howard St., will be Wednesday at 9
a.m. at Burke's Funeral Home,
the Rt. Rev. Msgr. Harold J.
Dittman officiating. Burial will
be in St. Mary's Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home this afternoon and
evening. Rosary will be said by
Msgr. Dittman at 8.
Carroll L. Fish
Funeral services for Carroll
L. Fish, 1625 W. 5th St., were
held this afternoon at Breitlow
Funeral Home, Glynn Colthrop,
La Crosse, Reorganized Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints, officiating. Burial was in
Woodlawn Cemetery..
Pallbearers were Clarence
"Wiegman, John Rau, H. M. McNeeley, Don Ender, Rueben Infield and Henry Grove.

Paul G. Kapustik. 22 Otis St.,
and Ida M. Borhauer, Hosmer,
S.D.
Ray G. Gady, Dakota, Minn.,
and Irene B. Larsen, Lamoille,
Minn.
Paul M. Mrachek, 617 E.
Broadway, and ' Dorothy P.
Kaehler, 4455 7th St., Goodview.
Edward J. Sagan, 450 E,
King St., and Carol L. Bell, 267
Carimona St.
Eugene J. Thesing, Lewiston
Rt. 1, Minn., and Judith A. Langowski, 565 W. 3rd St.
Frank J. Kunda, 1028 E. San- By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
born St., and Mary K. Leahy, Twin children and a teen-aged
Cochrane, Wis.
girl were killed Monday In Wisconsin traffic accidents.
FIRE CALLS
The state's 1965 toll rose to
887, compared with 949 one year
Today
10:01 a.m. — Montgomery ago.
Ward store in Miracle Mall, Seventeen - year - old Deny
sprinkler alarm accidentally Lynn Bacon of Oregon died
tripped by telephone company Monday night ia a car-truck collision on rain-glazed and foggy
crew, no fire.
Highway 12-18 in the Madison
suburb of Monona.
Municipal Court
Authorities said the car In
which Miss Bacon was riding
WINONA
collided with a semi - trailer
Forfeitures:
truck pulling onto the four-lane
John P. Dooley, Osseo, Minn., highway from a restaurant
$15 on a charge of driving a parking area. The driver of the
truck 6 feet, 2-inches over the
Kenneth Vasser, 20, was
legal length at U.S. 61-14 and car,
injured.
critically
•highway 43 Nov. 2 at 10:10 p.m.
Three-year-old
twins were killMinnesota H i g h w a y Patrol
their family 's car
ed
Monday
as
made the arrest.
pole in
Henry Sheridan, 1160 W. 4th crashed into a utility driver
St., $15 on a charge of driving Wauzeka after the
door
with no valid driver's license at reached to try to close a
the junction of U.S. 61 and 14 that one of the youngsters in
the back seat had opened.
Sunday at 5:05 a.m.
The viclimi were Brenda end
Brian DuCharme, the children
WINONA DAM LOCKAGE
of Mr. and Mrs. Clem DuCharFlow — 22,200 cubic feet per me of Wauzeka.
Seven members of the family
second today at 8 a.m.
were in the car, driven by the
Monday
8:55 p.m . — Arrowhead, 10 twins ' uncle, 18-year-old Kenbarges , up.
neth Kazda. Crawford County
9:05 p.m. — Fern, 1 barge, authorities said Kazda glanced
down.
into the back seat, saw the side
Today
door being opened, reached for
11:55 a.m. — David Vickers, it as the car veered off the
2 barges, down.
Bt-rnet and hit the pole.
¦
¦

Twin Children
Dead in Badger
Auto Smashup

Loitering Ordinance
Unconstitutional

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Minneapolis' so-called loitering ordinance , which was passed by
the city council to aid police in
arresting suspected prostitutes,
was ruled unconstitutional Monday.
The ordinance empowered
police to arrest anyone loitering
on the streets or in public places
tor "immoral purposes.'' Judge
0. Harold Odland of Hennepin
County Municipal Court agreed
with Ronald I. Meshbesher that
the ordinance was vague. Meshbesher appeared as attorney for
a 19-year-old woman twice arrested by morals squad officers.

Bus Drive rs fo
Vote on Proposal

MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) - Bus
drivers will vote Wednesday on
whether to accept a proposed
settlement with Twin City lines
Inc., which operates the public
bus system in Minneapolis and
St. Paul. Transit Employes Division 1005 has called membership meetings for 10 a.m. and
10 p.m.
Ratification will require a yes
vote by a majority ot union
members voting. It was anticipated that a strike would be
likely If the offer is rejected.
The last contract expired Oct.
31.

DR. C. R. KOLLOFSKI
n.»,
ncRni T
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children, and a number of nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be at
NOVEMBER 16, 1965
Thief River Falls Thursday.
Services will be conducted at
Methodist Church
Two-State Deaths Whitehall
Saturday at 1:30 p.m. by the
Rev. Ruwal Freese. Burial will
Mrs. Otto Richter
be in Old Whitehall Cemetery.
ST. CHARLES, Minn. (Special >-Mrs. Otto Richter, 77,
Halvor M. Wilson
died of a heart condition Mon- RUSHFORD, Minn. ( Special)
day morning at Methodist Hos- — Funeral services for Halvor
pital, Rochester.
M. Wilson, 87, a former RushThe former Ella Giese, she ford resident wjio died Monday
was born Aug. 26, 1888, in Olm- afternoon at the Green Lea
sted County and was married Manor, Mabel, will be held
at Dover Oct. 25, 1911. She and Friday at 2 p.m. at Grace Luthher husband farmed south ef eran Church, Peterson.
Dover until retiring to St. Mr. Wilson, a retired farmer,
Charles in 1943. She was a mem- had lived at the nursing home
ber of -St. Charles Methodint two years. He had been ill
Church.
two weeks.
Survivors are: Her husband- Born May 28, 1878, at Whaone son, Marvin, Patterson, lan, to Ole and Anna Wilson,
Calif. ; one daughter, Mrs. Har- he married Oleanna Himlie in
old (Irene) Riser, Eyota; four March 1911 in Max, N. D. The
grandchildren; one great-grand- couple farmed in North Dachild, and two brothers, Otto kota several years and returnand Gus, Dover. Two brothers ed to the Rushford area in
and two sisters have died.
1924.
Funeral services will be He waa a member of Grace
Thursday at 2:30 p.m. at the
Methodist Church, the Rev. Lutheran Church.
Dwight Hendricks officiating. He is survived by his wife;
Burial will be in Evergreen one son, Clifford, Whalan; one
daughter, Mrs. Marvin (Hazel )
Cemetery, Dover.
Peterson;, a brother,
Olson,
Pallbearers, all nephews, will
be Howard, TMilo and Charles Olaus, Lanesboro; six grandRichter, Clarence Giese, Fred children, and ten great-grandKrause and Clarence Carpen- children.
Burial will be in the church
ter.
Friends may call at Sellner cemetery. Pastor James Asp
Funeral Home after 2 p.m. Wed- will officiate. Friends may call
nesday and at the church after at the church Friday after 1
p.m. Jensen Funeral Home,
1:30 p.m. Thursday.
Rushford, is in charge.
Mrs, Floyd Seifert
Six grandsons will be pallPEPIN, Wis. (Special) - bearers.
Mrs. Floyd Seifert, 72, died
Herman J. Haines
Monday at 11 a.m. at St. Elizabeth's Hospital, Wabasha, after ARCADIA, Wis. (Special ) a short illness. She had been Funeral services for Herman
hospitalized since Friday.
J. Haines, 74, formerly of ArThe former Mabel Johnson, cadia who died last Tuesday
she was born March 7, 1893, in- morning at an Owatonna, Minn.,
Town of Nelson to Mr. and hospital of a heart attack, were
Mrs. Charles Johnson. She spent held at St. Joseph's Catholic
her entire life in the Nelson Church, Owatonna, Saturday,
and Pepin area and had lived the Rt. Rev. Msgr. Henry Speck
at Pepin 51 years. She was officiating,
married March 14, 1914, at Du- Burial was in Sacred Heart
rand and was a member of Cemetery there, with military
Pepin Methodist Church.
rites by the American Legion.
Survivors are: Three sons, He was born at Arcadia Dec.
Glen, Dale and Loren, Pepin; 3,. 1890, to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
two daughters, Mrs. Delbert W. Haines. He attended the
(Florence) Hogan, Pepin, and Cortland School and was gradMrs. Leonard (Vivian) Menthng, uated from Buffalo County
Nelson; 27 grandchildren; five
great - grandchildren; t h r e e Teachers College, Alma. He
schools m Trempealeau
brothers, Elmer, Nelson; Oscar, taught
counties; A World
and
Buffalo
Hager
Mondovi, and George,
War
I
veteran,
be was a memCity, and three sisters, Helen,
Minneapolis; Mrs. Joe Her- ber of the Owatonna Country
mundson, Prairie du Sac, and Club, American Legion. World
Mrs. Inga Flynn, Lansing,Mich. War I Barracks and Knights of
One son, one brother and one Columbus, He was a long-time
employe of Federated Insurance
sister have died.
Funeral services will be Wed- Co.
nesday at 2 p.m. at Pepin Meth- Surviving are: His wife, the
odist Church, tbe Rev. Robert former Marianne Kern, ManVara officiating. Burial will be kato, Minn.; two daughters,
in Oakwood Cemetery.
Mrs. Robert (Jeanette) Person,
Pallbearers wfll be Vera Sei- North Ridge, Calif., and Mrs.
fert, James Menting, Verle Robert (Joan) Melink, BrownsJohnson, Donald Seifert, Char- dale, Minn.; five grandchildren;
les Johnson and Duane Seval- five sisters, Mrs. Arnold Dittlius.
rich, Arcadia; Mrs. Herbert
Friends may call at Good- Lappley, Madison; Mrs. Lowell
rich Funeral Home, Durand, Nye, Harvard, 111., Mrs. John
Tuesday evening.
Ward, Seal Beach, Calif., and
Mrs. Virginia Lorenz, Long
Andrew Torgerton
HOUSTON, Minn. (Special)- Beach, Calif., and eight brothAndrew Torgerson, 82, died at ers, Christ, Arcadia ; Joseph,
6:30 p.m. Monday at his home. Seal Beach ; Clarence, Winona; the Rev. Jerome Haines
He had been ill one year .
Born Oct. 16, 1883, In Looney and the Rev. Arthur Haines, DaValley to Targe and Carrie vant, La. ; Norbert, San FranTorgerson, he married Martina cisco, Calif.; Frank, Evanston,
Nelson ln 1906 at Glenbtirn, HI., and Alfred, Chicago.
N.D. He lived in the area bis Five brothers have died.
entire life, fanned until 20 years
ago and retired and moved into
AIRPORT WEATHER
the community. He was a mem- (North Central Observations)
ber of Looney Valley Lutheran Max. temp. 43 Monday at 5
Church.
p.m., min. temp. 30 today at
Survivors include his wife; 1 p.m., overcast at 2,500 feet,
two brothers, Lud and Oscar, visibility 15 miles, west wind
Houston, and one sister, Mrs. at 25 m.p.h. with gusts to 45
Tilde Anderson, Houston.
m.p.h., barometer 29.71 and
Funeral services will be at 2 steady, humidity 60 percent.
p.m. Thursday at Looney Valley Church, the Rev. D. J.
Brake officiating. Burial will be
in Silver Creek Cemetery near
the church.
Friends may call Wednesday
afternoon and evening at Hill
Funeral Home, Houston, and at
the church Thursday after 1
p.m.
'

TUESDAY

Marvin H. Nixon
EYOTA, Minn. (Speclal)-Funeral services were held at
Seattle Wash., Nov. 1 for Marvin H. Nixon, 57, formerly of
Eyota, who died of a heart attack at his Seattle home Oct.
30. Burial was in Sunset Hills
Cemetery, Seattle.
He was a son of the late Ben
Nixon, Eyota, and was an Industrial agent for the Northern
Pacific Railroad.
Survivors are: His wife,
Mary; his mother, Mrs. William
Decker, and an uncle, Sterling
Nixon, Eyota.
Gustave Thompson
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
— Gustave Thompson, 90, native of this area, died Saturday
night at the Thief River Falls,
Minn, i hospital after a short
illness.
He was born April 23, 1875,
ln Plum Creek south of Whitehall to Oh and Thora Thompson. He spent his youth in this
area.
Following bis marriage to
Clara Solberg Anderson of Irvln Coulee, he farmed in the
Red River Valley near Donaldson, Minn., many years, later
owning and operating a lumber
and hardware business at Bernidji, Minn., and Thief River
Falls.
His first wife died. He married Clara Bretten, formerly
of Blair, In 1946.
Survivors are: His wife; one
son, George, Duluth; one dau?titer , Mrs. Gomer (Marie )
'inch, Madison; five grand-

Two-State Funerals
Elmer R. Rud
GILMANTON, Wis. (Special)
—. Funeral services for Elmer
R. Rud have been set tentatively for Thursday at 2 p.m. at
Gilmanton Evangelical United
Brethren Church, the Rev.
Lloyd C. Denzer officiating.
Burial will be in Gilmanton
Cemetery.
The family is awaiting the
arrival of his son, who is with
the U.S. Army in Germany.
Friends may call at Kjentvct
& Sons Funeral Home , Mondovi.
from Wednesday at 3 p.m. until
Thursday at 11 a.m., and at
the church after noon.
Tom Hidoff
WHALAN, Minn. (Special) Funeral services for Tom Hadoff, who died Sunday, will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m, at Whalan
Lutheran Church, the Rev. Jacob Enderson officiating. Burial will be in the church cemetery.
Friends may call at Johnson
Funeral Home, Lanesboro, this
afternoon and evening and Wednesday morning, and at the
church Wednesday after 1 p.m.
The name was incorrectly
spelled in the obituary Monday.

WEATHER

OTHER TEMPERATURES
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
High Low Pr.
Albany, rain .. . ... 40 35 T
Albuquerque, cloudy 72 37 ..
Atlanta, dear
. 69 50
Bismarck, snow .... 57 19 T
Boise, clear
58 40 ..
Boston, rain
40 37 .02
Chicago, clear .
59 52 .04
Cleveland, rain .... 59 ' 51 .46
Cincinnati , cloudy .. 61 58 .01
Denver, cloudy
68 34 7.
Des Moines, clear .. 66 44 ..
Detroit, cloudy
58 51 .23
Fairbanks, snow ... S3 20 .07
Fort Worth, cloudy . 83 67 ..
Helena, cloudy
55 22 .05
Honolulu, clear
82 75 .01
Indianapolis, cloudy 65 61 .04
Jacksonville, fog ... 76 58 ..
Kansas City, dear ,. 70 46 ;.
Los Angeles, rain .. 63 60 .90
Louisville, cloudy .. 64 61 ..
Memphis, cloudy ... 72 65
Miami, cloudy ..... 79 69 .31
Milwaukee, doudy . 4 8 46 .01
Mpls.-St.P., cloudy .. 43 35 ...
New Orleans, fog . , . 78 52
New York, cloudy ,. 45 44 ..
Okla. City, clear ... 80 54 ..
Omaha, clear
64 37 ..
Phoenix, cloudy .... 78 48 ..
Pittsburgh, rain ..,. 56 49 .05
Ptlnd, Me., rain . . . . 39 34 .09
Rapid City, clear ... 67 23
St. Louis, clear
71 59 ..
Salt Lk. City, cloudy 56 39 .09
San Fran., cloudy , . 6 7 59 .07
Seattle, cloudy
57 50 ..
Washington clear .. 54 17
Winnipeg, snow . . . . 27 18 ,38
(T—Trace)
¦

Springfield
Armory Will
Be Closed
WASHINGTON CAP) - Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara announced today that
the Springfield Armory ln Massachusetts will be dosed, as originally planned.
He reaffirmed a decision first
announced a year ago but held
up for further consideration.
All operations at the armory
will be phased out over the next
IV * years and lt will be turned
over to the General Services Administration by April 1968.
The Pentagon said all career
employes whose Jobs are eliminated will be offered other job
opportunities.

Parking Ban
City Attorney Says
Requested for
Ugly Junk Yard No
Street Cleaning
An ordinance providing for
towing cars from streets to be
cleaned will be drafted, the City
Council ruled Monday night
after hearing recommendations
by Arthur Brom, street commissioner.
Brom said such a law would
give police enforcement powers
to prohibit parking in cleaning
areas similar to those used to
clear downtown streets for
snow removal.

Reason for Fencing

Appearances alone are not complaints, Aid. Barry Nelson
enough justification for legal ac- asked what Robertson would
tion to force erection of fences suggest as remedial measures.
This yard presumably was in
around junk yards, the city at- existence prior to the passage
torney told the City Council of the fencing ordinance.
Monday night.
STREET and sidewalk lines
Enforcement of existing reg- have been surveyed and markulations — admittedly lax up to ed, Robertson said, since no
this point — might well correct curb or walks exist. Enforcemany conditions that have ment officials have been notibrought a demand for fencing, fied, including the fire marshal
HEAVY PARKING In streets said the attorney, George M. and building inspector who have
made inspections and recomaround Winona State College Robertson Jr.
mendations, said Robertson. Poand residential districts seriously hamper sweeping and clean- ROBERTSON'S remarke were lice have checked on compliup crews, Brom explained. The in reply to aldermen's sugges- ance with parking regulations;
•'
tions that a new ordinance he added. Aldermen had comdepart m en t
might be needed. Their criti- plained that vehicles were left
has attempted I
-,.
cisms a r o s e ¦
. on street areas, in various
to clear streets
City
from what
-*».,
stages of disrepair and in open
f o r cleanup
t h e y called
V.lty
by saturating /• m/.J |
violation of ordinances.
unsightly conthem with no- IQUnCU
ditions p r e - t T *\itr\*t \ Aid. James Stoltman asked
parking signs ,
about licensing procedures as a
been
have
among 1 VOUnCH
These
vailing
Brom said.
means
of exerting pressure for
police
some of t h e
universally ignored and
satisfactory operation. Robertson
Issue
to
powerless
'
city
junk
or
auto
wrecking
been
s
have
said licenses are issued by the
tickets because of no covering yards.
Only if the conditions at fire marshal but are designed
ordinance, he continued.
The snow removal ordinance such yards are considered haz- to regulate fire hazards inis effective, he explained, and ards to health or safety can an stead of appearances. The lithe street cleaning ordinance ordinance be drawn that will censing authority cannot be exBhotild operate equally as well, have legal standing, Robertson ercised to the point of elimination, he advised.
if adopted. He recommended a advised tbe council.
$10 fine for violators, plus au- The council must decide what Stoltman pointed out that the .thority for towing away of cars has to be prohibited, Robertson city reserves rights to demand
by police or the street depart- went on. Hazards include those removal of tank farms within .
ment at owners' expense.
related to fire, rodent infesta- SO days. While the city has no
Annual cleanups of leaves and tion or unhealthy conditions cre- intention of making such dedebris are highly important In ated by such operations, he mands, he said, the claus*
keeping catch basins and storm said.
helps assure satisfactory opera*
sewers from clogging and freeztions.
ing shut, the street department ROBERTSON explained the
IT'S principally a question of
head said.
theory of restrictions on newer
law enforcement, said Robertestablishments
as
opposed
to
BROM ALSO suggested an
son. He asked Stoltman on what
amendment to the ordinance retroactive regulations on those grounds the city might revoke
established
BEFORE
passage
which limits parking to 20 hours
a yard operator's license.
in any one place. If a car is of new zoning laws.
Stoltman said such things as
The
government
should
not
ticketed for the 20-hour violarepeatedly parking on bouletion, it should be removed with- regulate anyone so tightly that vards and streets or creating
it
forces
him
out
of
business,
its
owner
would
or
in four hours
nuisances would be justification.
be subject to an additional $10 Robertson argued.
fine, he said. This could aid in "The legislature says that If Parking provisions already
clearing residential streets for you advise a new business op- are in the law, Robertsonpointed
snow plowing, he said. Plowing erator of these requirements he out. It is difficult to classify
frequentlyis ineffective in some can prepare; he can incorporate the operation as a nuisance beareas because cars are left it into costs of doing business. cause it is in an appropriate
standing at curbs for long pe- Older businesses may not be zone, the attorney added.
flexible enough to cope with Aid. Harold Briesath suggested
riods, he said.
Aid. Henry Parks moved to this," he said.
application of the 20-hour parkdirect the city attorney to draft He doubts that courts will up- ing limit to vehicles,parked with*
an ordinance. The vote was un- hold laws that require fencing out tires, wheels or other parti
animous in support of the mo- of such yards on tie single ba- on city boulevards.
tion.
sis of appearance, said Robert- The discussion ended on an
son. If they do, he went on, "we inconclusive note, with no mowill have a new principle of tions offered, as Robertson again
law. This, of course, is not im- told aldermen that full and
possible, since the law is con- equall enforcement should be
stantly evolving and changing." their goal
There are ail sorts of uses
in the city, fully as objectionable as junk yards, said Robert- Kin of Lake Citians
NEW YORK (AP) - John J. son, depending on whose viewMcCloy, chairman of the board point one might accept If gov- Killed at Monticello
of the Ford Foundation, con- ernment could legislate on the
firmed Monday that he has basis of appearance alone, he LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special) '
asked presidential assistant Mc- suggested, it could conceivably — Douglas A. Freiheit, 19,
George Bundy if he would be pass a law requiring everyone Bloomington, Minn., who was
killed Sunday night in a colavailable for the presidency of to own a new car,
lision with a creamery truck,
tbe foundation next Jan. 1.
McCloy said Bundy has not ALD. HENRY Parks protest* was a grandson of Mr. and
replied.
ed that the alleged violations by Mrs. Albert Freiheit, Lake City.
Bundy, President Johnson's operators included parking on He was the son of the Rev.
special assistant for national city property. Robertson said and Mrs. Kenneth Freiheit,
security affairs, is among sev- present ordinances cover this Bloomington.
eral people whose availability but that they should be enforc- The collision occurred about
is being determined, McCloy ed impartially In al] parts of one mile north of Monticello.
said. He said the job has not the city.
The truck driver wasn't inbeen offered to anybody, and no Parks said one yard operator jured.
had
voluntarily
fenced
in
his
decision has been reached on
property, even though not re- Douglas' father, a native of
who williie asked.
The foundation is seeking a quired by law. How had this Lake City, is secretary-treassuccessor to Henry T. Heald. been brought about he won- urer of the Minnesota District
dered. The operator had re- Council of Assembly of God
who plans to retire Jan. 1.
In Washington, Bundy's office sponded to a suggestion by churches.
declined comment but it was re- officials and agreement was Survivors are : His parents,
ported he told McCloy he could thus reached, said Robertson. one brother, one sister, his
not reply until he bad conferred Referring to a single yard grandparents and great-uncles
which has aroused the most living in Lake City.
with President Johnson.

Ford Foundation
Invites Bundy
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Chicago Report: "D utch! Staying ... Finks: 'No Comment!
By LEW FERGUSON
Associated Press Sport* Writer
MINNEAPOLIS tfl - Norm
Van Brocklin, whose all-consuming drive to win made it
seemingly impossible for him to
accept defeat , decided Monday
that he could no longer stand
the frustrations of losing.
He told the Minnesota Vikings
he was quitting immediately as
head coach, with five games of
the National Football League

season remaining.
The Chicago Tribune reported
today that Van Brocklin asked
General Manager Jim Finks to
come to his home at midnight
Monday after earlier refusing to
meet with club officials.
In a dispatch from Minnesota,
the Tribune said Finks and Van
Brocklin had conferred early
today but both were unavailable
for comment.
The paper disclosed that "an

old football associate of Van
Brocklin told the Tribune the
coach had reconsidered his action and was ready to resume
charge Of the Viking drills Tuesday. "
Finks said today that he
knew nothing about a report that
Van Brocklin had reconsidered
his decision.
"There's nothing that I know
about it," Finks said.
The Vikings front office boss

said he had no comment on a
report by the Chicago Tribune
that Van Brocklin asked Finks
to come to his home at midnight after earlier refusing to
meet with club officials.
The Tribune said Finks and
Van Brocklin were in conference
early today. The paper said that
"an old football associate of Van
Brocklin, told the Tribune the
coach had reconsidered his action and was ready to resume

'BACK

Best Solution
To Get Dutch'
To Reconsider

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Fellow National Football
League coaches expressed surprise and regret Monday over
Norm Van Brocklin's decision to
quit as head coach of the Minnesota Vikings.
Blanton Collier of the NFL
champion Cleveland Browns
wrapped up much of the comment when he said:
"I was shocked and surprised
at. Dutch making this decision.
I'm sorry to see him leave. He
has been a credit to pro football
and football in general and I
wish he would reconsider.
"I've known him many years
as a college football player, and
again as a great pro quarter-

A MAJOR TASK

Without wasting any time, we'll swing
right into his picks for tonight.
Osseo over Gilmanton 64-56; Arkansaw
over Elk Mound 68-62; Alma over CochraneFountain City 71-64; Pepin over Prescott 5850; Blair over Taylor 61-56; Holmen over
Onalaska Luther 72-60; Cashton over Melrose-Mindoro 81-53; Whitehall over Trempealeau 58-54; Gale-Ettrick over Independence
58-56; Eleva-Strum over Durand 70458; Eau
Claire Memorial over Merrill 87-62; Fall
Creek over Augusta 66-52 and Alma Center
over Neillsville 67-63.
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VIKINGS WITH PROBLEMS . . . Minnesota Vikings
National Football league officials, president Max Winter
(top), and general manager Jim Finks ( bottom), were stunned
by Monday's announcement that head coach Norm Van Brocklin had suddenly resigned. Winter talks on phone with another
director while Finks talks with newsmen. (AP Photofax )

Irish Cry: 'Love
'Em to Death
SOUTH BEND, Ind. m~
"Love 'em to death" was
the sly Notre Dame football
war cry today after warning by the school's president
against unbridled campus
enthusiasm for Saturday's
big game against topranked Michigan State.
The Rev. Theodore M.
Hesburgh ln a letter to each
on-campus student last
week , asked students not to
exhibit jungle-like fervor
against invading Michigan
State lest it damage future
Irish sports relations with
other schools .

SMITH TO BOSS
CHICAGO CLUB?
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TOMORROW: SAYS HALAS

back and finally as an exceptional pro coach. He has been a
good one."
George Halas of the Chicago
Bears, however, expressed
some doubt.
"Van gets a little excited and
it wouldn't surprise me if he is
back tomorrow morning," Halas said.
Coach Harland Svare of the
Los Angeles Rams, a former
teammate of Van Brocklin, expressed regret but added: "He
should have called me. I could
have consoled him."
The Rams have lost seven
straight games.
Don Shula, whose Baltimore
team defeated the Vikings 41-21

to trigger Van Brocklin's decision; commented:
"Like everybody else, I was
really shocked to hear it. I can't
imagine Van Brocklin being
apart from football, knowing
how much the game has meant
to him and what he has meant
to it.
"Football is going to be losing
a top guy, if he sticks to his decision. I like him and admire
him, and have great respect for
him."
Shula said Van Brocklin had
given him no hint of his forthcoming decision Sunday, but
added, "He was really disappointed. He was really keyed to
this year."

Coach Bill McPeak of the
Washington Redskins said,
"There isn't a coach in the
league who hasn't at some time
wanted to quit A coach must
keep a check on his emotions
and maintain his perspective.
He must never go to the depths
of depression nor to the heights
of elation. "
And, Harry Gilmer of the Detroit Lions, who served as the
Dutchman's chief lieutenant
four years and is very close to
Van Brocklin, said:
"I just can't believe it. I'm
surprised, but I don't think the
directors (of the Vikings) or the
people of Minnesota will let him
go. They all think very highly of
him up there."

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Quarterback John Hankinson needs
to gain only 15 yards in Saturday's season finale with WisconMINNEAPOLIS (ffl - Every- Finks said. "I was shocked, myself. I dos t know what sin here to become the greatest
one from Minnesota Viking frankly. We feel he's the finest prompted his action, but he'll offensive vardage gainer in MinPresident Max Winter to the
be missed."
last rookie on the taxi squad football coach coaching today. And tackle Grady Alderman, nesota Gopher history.
He'
s
done
a
fantastic
job
here.
was shocked by Coach Norm
the only one of the original Vik- Going into the season windup
Van Brocklin's announcement "He's very upset, obviously, ings remaining with the club, with the Badgers, Hankinson
Monday that he is quitting.
and very disappointed with the added, "It was a shock, to say has gained 1,458 yards passing
Winter, General Manager Jim outcome of Sunday's game.1' the least. There had been no and rushing In nine games to
Finks and offensive line coach Defensive captain Rip Haw- hint. He's got to be considered
Walt Yowarsky, who was named kins said, "He's responsible for one of the better coaches in the stand within 15 yards of Paul
by Van Brocklin as his choice our success, whatever it is. I NFL. It's remarkable what he's Giel's 1951 Gopher record of
1,473.
of a successor, expressed dis- don't think we've done so bad, done here."
Hankinson has completed 106
may at the decision.
of 202 passes for 1,366 yards and
Yowarsky said, "Naturally,
has rushed for another 92 yards.
the coaching staff was stunned.
Giel rushed for 785—still the
We don't know what will be
Minnesota rushing record—and
done. Anything will have to
passed for 688 in '51.
come from the front office.
Hankinson already has broken
"The most logical thing is to
every Gopher passing record
get him to reconsider. It would
YMCA V. BALL
this year, except for Sandy Stebring back his logic to him. He
W. L—
W L
needs time."
AJCO
4 1 Setter Uppers S 1 phens' mark of 9 touchdown
Weltcltif Prod. 4 1 Net Hansen 1 A tosses In 1961.
Halfback Tommy Mason, who
Trl Banken
1 a Satan Ctiaiert 1 4
missed Sunday's game with the
Ken Last broke teammate
In YMCA Volleyball action Aaron Brown's 1964 pass recepColts because of torn ligaments
Yowarsky
Alderman
in his right knee, said:
Monday night, ASCO suffered tion record last Saturday against
"It s a tremendous shock. 1
its first defeat at the hands of Purdue. Last's 9 catches brought
don't know what to say. I don't
his season total to 29, or two
Watkins Products.
think anybody else could have
more than Brown caught last
Other action Saw the Net year to set the mark. ¦
done as good a job as he did
here in five years. All the playHangers score their first win The Gophers opened practice
ers have tremendous respect for
Monday for the Badger game
by defeating Tri-Bankers.
him. But I don't feel he's the
with three former regulars still
ASCO
fell
to
Watkins
by
the
kind to change his mind."
nursing injuries that could cause
scores of 15-10 and 15-9 while them to miss the game—end
"It knocked me off my chair,"
Net Hangers were clipping Tri- Kent Kramer and guard Barry
Winter said. "It means we're
losing the best coach in footBankers 15-11 and 15-12. Other Yagodich with bad ankles and
ball."
action saw Setter Uppers top defensive back Tom Sakal with
"I couldn't believe it at first,"
Hawkins
Mason
Satan Chasers 15-10 and 15-13. broken fingers.

ASCO Suffers
First Defeat

A GRBAT LOSS

for the season.

inability "to get this team over
the hump."
He is known to be bitterly disappointed over Viking failures
this season when he openly predicted — and felt in his heart -•
a championship year was possible.
The frustrations built until be
could no longer resolve them by
VAN BROCKLIN
(Continued on Page 17)

Yowarsky: 'L ogical Hankinson Can
Become Best
Thing to Get Him With 15 Yards
To Reconsider Move

This, no doubt, is going to be a major task. Tbe way
the Dutchman resigned makes one feel he wanted everything
public before a conference with the board. You get the idea
he was, as he said, extremely fed up. Going on record before
a meeting with the board was his way of assuring himself
he would be out of it.
Since we spent some time in the Viking locker room
following Sunday's loss to a good (not lucky) Baltimore team,
many have asked if there was any indication of his future
decision to quit.
There wsa none — although, as we remember it, he was
somewhat more composed — as if he knew he had had it and
was finished.
By the time we reached his office, he already had his coat
en and was drawing a cup of coffee. He spent several moments
with newsmen, then left.

•
•
•
IT IS TIME FOR THE Swaml to make Ms basketball debut

straw."
It lowered Minnesota's record <v
ln the Western Conference to 54 and virtually eliminated the
Vikings as championship contenders. In 4*4 years. Van
Brocklin directed Minnesota to
a 23-39-3record, but the Vikings
were regardedas a rising power
and tied Green Bay for second
in the West in 1964.
.Van Brocklin, his own worst .
critic, blamed himself for an

Coaching Fraternity Stunned

FOR THREE YEARS, we have watched Norm Van Brocklin conduct post-game meetings In the concrete bowels ot
Metropolitan Stadium.
Losing has always bothered the Dutchman. In fact , anytime the Vikings lost it was not uncommon to hear newsmen
¦peculating on the sight that would greet their eyes when
admitted to the locker room.
But this year, more than ever before, Van Brocklin was
disturbed. We recall vividly a red-faced Dutchman following
the Detroit game
(won by the Lions
31-29 on a 48-yard
pass f r o m Milt
P l u m to Amos
Marsh with 22 seconds remaining).
Norm felt he
had the team to
win it this year. Coming off a second-place tie with Green
and a good draft, the Vikings probably were
Bay last year'
justified to believe they had tbe tools for a championship.
But pro football is a funny game and the margin between
champion and also-rans is slight Then, too, at a five-year
club, sights might have been too high.
However, since general manager Jim Finks has said he
felt the team was four-men short of what it needed, it seems
funny that title rumors were allowed to circulate.
At any rate, it is shocking but not totally surprising that
Van Brocklin decided to throw in the towel. He is a man
accustomed to making snap decisions. But it is not like him
to quit in the middle of the season.
Now the problem will fall to the hands of Viking directors.
Since they, and most people in the state, believe Van Brocklin
is a great coach, they must try and convince him to stay.

If his decision remains final, it is safe to say the Vikings
have lost a dedicated and great coach.
If there must be a successor, it does not seem logical
that he will come from the present staff. Walt Yowarsky is
a fine man. But he does not seem to fit the image. Of course,
when Harry Gilmer, now Lion coach, was a member of the
staff, very few thought of him as head coaching material.
While many decisions must still be reached, it is the
opinion here that the only solution is to get Van Brocklin to
reconsider.
If his resignation remains final , it seems likely the club's
progression will be set back, for Van Brocklin engineered
all maneuvers concerned with fielding a team. And the NFL
draft is Just 12 short days away.

charge of the Viking drills Tuesday. *
Finks did not deny that he
had met with Van Brocklin, but
only said that he had no comment,
The volcanic Dutchman, who
was one of professional football's greatest quarterbacks for
12 years with the Los Angeles
Rams and Philadelphia Eagles,
said Sunday's 41-21 Viking loss
to Baltimore "was the last

Last year, after eight
consecutive defeats by the
Spartans, a "Hate State"
week culminated in a 34-7
Notre Dame victory and a
Sost-game mauling of some
lichigan State band members.
Reaction to Father Hesburg's letter ranged from
a reserved "amen" by
Irish Coach Ara Parseghlan
to this chant at a pep rally
Monday night :
"We don't hate State, we
love them to death. "
Coach Ara Parseghlan
sent his team to only -one
hour's review of Spartan
offensive and defensive formations Monday as a light
drizzle (ell.

CHICAGO un—The Chlcago San-Timea said today
that Mayo Smith, a former
National League baseball
manager and now a ecout
lor the New York Yankees,
¦will succeed Al I-opei is
manager of the Chicago
White Sox.
The Snn-Timrs snid It
learned that the official announcement ia expected to
be made within a week to
]0 daya, possibly sooner.
FETE GRIMM . SPAIIN
MILWAUKEE Ufi - Charlie
Grimm and Warren Spahn will
be honored by the Milwaukee
Chapter of the Baseball Writers
Association of America at its
annual dinner Jan. 23, it was
i
announced Monday.
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Too want performance, comfort,and lots of
glamour at a reasonable price? Well, mister,
meet Monaco... the most dazzling car in tht
-ft Dodge lineup of danlers. Here's a car
that's got everythlng-and we mean everythins—except a luxuriously sited price lag.
That's wherewa beconie wry aiodest
in addition to eM tt* plush appointments
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and fittings mat come standard on Monaco,
there're a whole lot at practical items that
are now Included ia the list price Instead of
costing extra. Things that makeyenfee) safer
at the wheel An outside, rear view mirror.
A padded dash. Variable-speed windshield
wipers and twheri Backup Igtits. Torn
signab. Seat bafts,two toot tad hut ms.

Come on and live a little. Step into any of
the new Monaco Series wagons,hardtop**,
er sedans. The Dodge Rebellion wants yoq.
•ggOOf/flB Monmra
¦*»"AMAAAI
=*
-.
;<W0M«vi8i0N ff% CHRYSLER
Yaaal "<nMsoc«M«unoi,

Frffe WINONA AUTO SALES

5rt» * Center
Winona,Minn.
^•^P§gt^7
tunrMIS ssjaa ou-rt) **.*• (STIMCO) ALBUM OFCHRISTMAS FAVOWTKS FOR JUST SIX*,FORDETAILSSU YOURIOCAI DODGE DEALER.

Record Ledger
Consolation
To Green Bay

GREEN BAY, Wis. Ml — The Green Bay
Packers have the record book for consolation as they try to fight their way out of
the deepest offensive slump of the Vince Lombard! era.
The current four-game scoring drought is
only the worst since 1958, the year before
Lombardi's arrival on the scene.
That year the Packers played four games
in which they scored just 29 points .
This year's hitless wonders have scored
86 points and three touchdowns in their last
four games.
The Packers reached the peak of scoring
futility in 1934. In a four-game stretch that
year; Green Bay failed to score a single
touchdown. The Packers did register two
field goals, one of them the margin of victory
over Detroit.
In 1922, the Packers scored only 80
points all season, an all-time negative team
statistic, going four games in which the offense was able to wangle a grand total of
nine points. The Packers succeeded in winning one of those four games and finished
the season with a winning record, as did the
1934 team.
The year 1925 was not an auspicious one
either for fans who love high scoring games.
Green Bay played five consecutive games
that season without scoring more than seven
points in any one of them. The total scoring
for that slump was 20 points.
The Packers also scored only 20 points
in a four-game stretch in 1926 before breaking loose against Racine for a 35-0 victory.

In 1928, the offense took a holiday in the
final six games. In three oT the outings
the Packers were blanked. They managed a
total of 20 points in the other three games.
It was another winning season in 1928.
A 28-point production over the final four
games of the 1932 season spoiled a championship bid. The Packers still finished with a
fine 11-M record.
The Packers had another slump in 1933,
scoring only. 27 points in one four-game
stretch. They broke out of it with a 21-0
victory over Stapleton,
That was just a buildup for the slump to
end all slumps in 1934. The Packers slid
slowly into it. After whipping Cincinnati 41-0,
they beat the Chicago Cardinals 154) , then got
14 points against the Chicago Bears , losing
27-14, The Packers managed only 10 against
Boston for a shutout victory, then the machinery stopped.
The New York Giants beat them 17-3,
the Cardinals beat them 9-0. A field goal
gave the Packers a 3-0 win over Detroit,
but the Cardinals blanked Green Bay again,
6-0.
A 21-0 victory over Detroit snapped the
spell.
It took the Packers until 1948 to run so low
on touchdowns again and that slump was
mild in comparison, although it lasted for
a longer stretch. ID six of the Packers' last
seven games, they scored 10 points or less.
The final four games produced just 26 points
for Green Bay. The Packers had a 3-9 record
that year , losing seven straight.

Second Time
Around No
Big Problem

IRENE BRONK FIFTH WITH 587

NEW YORK (AP) - When he
was a freshman at Georgetown
University, Eamon O'Reilly had
some trouble on the cross-country course at Van Cortlandt
Park just when he seemed on
the way to the IC4A frosh championship.
Monday afternoon, as a senior, the Hoya hairier had no
problems finding the finish line
and set a meet record of 24:24.2
in the University Division varsity run.
As a result, Georgetown successfully retained the team title
with 59 points. O'Reilly 's time
bettered the 24:41.8 posted by
another Hoy an, Joe Lynch, last
year.
"Let's get one thing straight
about that freshman race," said
O'Keilly, a 5-il, 142-pounder
from Irvington, N.J. "I did not
get lost.
"I came out of the hills leading and followed the directions
of an official. How was I to
know that he was wrong?
'Today, I made sure I was in
front all the way and I followed
my own directions. Now I know
the course."

Root River Loop
In Three-Way Tie
The Root River Dartball
league entered its third week
of competition. After three
weeks of play and nine games
the standings are as follows:
¦lackhammer
Rushford ....
Mabel
K.P. Twlna...

7
7
7
4

lCamera
1 Sprint Oroya
1 Highland . . . . .
I H.P. Aeai ....

4
4
J
l

I
I
t
I

VAN BROCKLIN
(Continued from Page 16)

lashing out at others as he did
frequently.
Once this season, he called his
defensive secondary stupid in
front of newsmen , which he
probably regretted later
But that is Van Brocklin, the
volatile personality which can
erupt at the slightest provocation.
His coaching staff at times
resembled a king and his court ,
with his assistants usually tightlipped about discussing the Vikings. His trainer refused to
make Statements about injured
players.
His players were not immune
to his biting sarcasm. Rookies
have been known to take something Van Brocklin said so personally, and seriously that they
sulked for days and dreaded
facing him.
Yet , the 39-year-old Dutchman
could be charming and pleasant
His moody personality, probably more than anything, is at
the root of Monday's impetuous
decision . As a player and coach,
Van Brocklin had a burning desire to win. He lost hard and
sometimes lapsed into moody
despair which spilled over Monday into, the decision to quit.
He could not rationalize his
despair and - In his mind — all
of tbe blame for the Viking failures were his.
The stunned Viking management, however, marshalled Tor
an all-oui effort to get Van
Brocklin to reconsider. General
Manager Jim Finks and the
club's ifive directors hoped to
arrange a meeting with him
today or Wednesday. In the
meantime, assistant coaches
Walt Yowarsky and Marion
Campbell ran the Viking practice.
'If we lone him, we'll lose the
best football coach in the country " Club President Max
Winter said, "We'll do anything
within reason to keep him. We'll
gladly teai up his contract and
write a new one. "
Van Brocklin has lVt years to
go on his current contract ,
which pays hirn an estimated
$40,000 annually .
Money most certainly is no
motive with Van Brocklin, however ; nor were opportunities
elsewhere
"I don't know what I'm going
t o do for a livin g " the father of
three teen-aged daughters said.
"But it won 't be in football. I
want to gel out of football now.
I'm not doing this to angle for
any other coaching job. I know
mv name has been mentioned
for the Atlanta job, but this Is it,
the end, in coaching for me. "
JONES TOP SCORER
CHICAGO Mi-Halfback Clinton Jones ol Michigan State remains in front In the all games
Big Ten football scoring race
with one mora game to play.
Jones has a total of 68 points.
George Blanda, .17, is playing
hi** 16th season of pro football.
He 's with the Houston Oilers.

MOTORCYCLE
• REPAIRS
• PARTS
• SERVICE

ROBB BROS.

Motorcycle Shop

.

in A. et!*, St
'.

Phone 4O07
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Coca-Cola Cla ims 2nd BreedloveMark
Spot in Game With 966 Will Stand for
liams Hotel pushed over 899 and
Mohan Window 2,506.
In the Westgate L a d l es
League, Esther Kelm came up
with 214—550 that led Grulkowski Beauty Shop to 891-2,616.
The quint also was helped by
518 from Mary Jo Grulkowski.
Topping the men was Rog

Coca-Cola, with Rollingstone
resident Irene Bronk paving the
way, moved into second place
in women's team game by
shooting 966 in the Westgate Pin
Topplers League Monday night.
Mrs. Bronk pounded 211 and
finished with 587 to pace her
team to a 2,687 series.

THE SERIES gave her fifth
place on the current listings.
During the 966, Les Krage
cracked 190, Nancy Gensmer
176, Jane Maschka 146, Gladys
Roetzler 162 and Mrs. Bronk
211. The group carried 81 pins
of handicap.
In other league activities , Irlene Trimmer clipped 222—524
for Watkins Mary King, Helen
Nelson 218—657, Yvonne Carpenter 201-201—552, Delores Wicka
207—526, Elsie Dorscb 524, Isa"belle Rozek 522, Les Krage 518,
Betty Englerth 200-524 and
Janice Tropple 200—503. Olga
Stever and Helen J-Jelson converted the 6-7-10 split.
< IT WAS a big night for the
women keglers of the city as
Arlene Kessler smashed 219—
573 for Fenske's in "the Westgate Alley Gaters League. Wil- I

IRENE! BRONK
Cops Fifth Place

Spartans (No. 1) Facing
Their Biggest Challenge
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS i also at 9-0, and risks a 21-game
Michi gan State , rolling along winning string against Texas
week after week as the nation 's Tech, which moved into the Top
No. 1 college football team,
faces its biggest challenge in a
decade Saturday against the
determined legions of Notre
Dame.
The game is one of three big
ones on tap this weekend, each
involving two members of the
Top Ten and each of national
importance. They are Notre
MADISON, Wis. (AP) -WoeDame - Michigan State , Arkansas-Texas Tech and Southern ful Wisconsin, smarting from
three successive Big Ten walCalifornia-UCLA .
lopings ,
resumed workouts
Michigan State, returned as Monday for Saturday's finale
the nation's No. 1 team in the against Minnesota,
Associated
regular
weekly
Chuck Burt and John BoyaPress poll of sports writers and jian shared the first string
broadcasters today , is 9-0 tor quarterbacking assignment as
the season and gunning for its tbe Badgers ran offensive plays
first
national
championship against simulated Gopher defenses.
since 1952.
i
Coach Milt Bruhn was pleased
Should the Spartans beat
Notre Dame in their last game after the 45 - minute session.
of the season, the national "Maybe we should play our
championship is almost as- games on Monday and Thursday ," he cracked; "We have
sured.
pretty good workouts then."
But Notre Dame, ranked
Despite a fearful 51-0 poundfourth in the nation and 7-1, also ing at the hands of Illinois , the
has national championship aspi- Badgers were in their best
rations and possibly could vault physical condition of the seato the No. 1 spot with a decisive son .
)
victory .
The squad's weekly "Savage
Award" for defensive play went
Michigan State whipped Indi- to sophomore guard Tom Domana 27-13 and Notre Dame took rer of Gladstone
, Mich. Domres
North Carolina 17-0 last week- wis credited with IS tackles
end.
and two assists against the DliArkansas remained second, ni.

Badgers' Need !s
Games Scheduled
Monday, Thursday

"MUDCAT" PITCHES A SONG . . . Jim
(Mudcat) Grant, the Minnesota Twins pitching star, a two-game winner in the 1965
World Series and a part time {.bowman , serenades the crowd during an impromptu performance at a St. Paul, Minn., night spot Mon-

day evening. Grant, who just finished a Montreal song and dance engagement , was taking the night off before starting his Midwest bookings. The free sample pleased
the St. Paul audience. (AP Photofax)

Coaching Job for Brown?
He Has Thought of That
CLEVELAND, Ohio (AP) Will Jim Brown stay in football
as a coach? Maybe.
"I've had thoughts about
many jobs, " Brown said. "I'm
keep ing an open mind. If anyone shows interest in me as a
coach I certainly would consider
the opportunity."
The Cleveland Browns ' full-

Valley Riders
Take Honors

Winona Valley Riders were
Reserve Champion
awarded
honors from the Wisconsin Quarter Horse Association Sunday at
an awards banquet In Milwaukee.
James J- Richtman of Fountain City won reserve champion
for 1963 halter stallions and reserve champion In Junior quarter horse western pleasure with
his stallion Foxy He Wolf.
Joe Ann C Johnson of Winona
was awarded reserve champion
for out of state members with
her horse Jim Bob Giant, The
points for these awards are
totaled from all of the 1965 Wisconsin Association approved
horse shows.

SPORTS SCORES
NBA

MONDAY'S MIULTS
Ian Pranciaeo IH, aalllmtre 111.
TODAY'* OAMBS
St Louie va. Phlledalphli el New
York.
Oafrelf et New Yerfc.
Stouten et lee Prenclice.

WSDNIIDAY'I 4AMII

PMlatftlehfa at ClncMnetl.
¦often el Lee Angalee.

NHL

MONDAVI miULTt
Na famea MheSuled.
TOOAY'I eUMBI
Na iimei ictiedulad.
Wei>N«IDAY'» OAMI
Chlcaae «l New Yerk.

back , who received a standing
ovation at the weekly Touchdown Club luncheon Monday,
has said he plana to play
through the 1966 season, then
retire,
Askcs} if he winted to go out
on ton, Brown answered, "I
guess everybody feels that way.
Thore are a lot of things In-

WINHAWK SPOR TS
DUCA TS ON SALE
Adult seaioo tickets for
Winona
High
all-winter
sports — (basketball, swimming and wrestling) will be
on sale this week.
Tickets will be told at
Holden s Drug, Ted Maier
Downtown Store, Graham
and McGuire and Senior
High School.

YMCA Forming
Cage Leagues

Tht YMCA will feature a basketball league for grade school,
high school, and college members announced Hank Mnly,
physical director.
Team rosters are being formed now. All boys who are interested may sign up at the 'V
and Join a team.
Games will be ns follows :
6th
Saturday — (th and
Graders, 9-10:00 a,m. ; 7th and
Bth Graders , 10-12:00 a.m. ; 0th
and 10th Graders , 12-2:00 p.m.
Thursday—Senior Men and College members, 8:30-9:00 p.m.
Last season four teams participated, but this y ear col l ege
membership ii up 40% and
Maly la hopeful that six teami
will play.

volved though. I d like to win it
this year and again next year,
then retire. "
The Browns stand a good
chance to win the Eastern Conference championship this season and defend their National
Football League title. Cleveland
( 7-2 ) has a two-game edge over
the St. Louis Cardinals (5-4)
with five games left.
Brown , who holds nine of 17
possible NFL rushing records
and is second in four others,
said he's enjoying his football
now more than ever.

Biltgen in the Hal-Rod City
League. Operating for Country
Kitchen , Biltgen parlayed a 246
game into a 618 series. The. series tied one by Erv Praxel of
Linahan 's for league honors.
Hotel Winona took team honors of 1,007—2,872 and Carl
Heitman tipped 531 errorless.
HAL-ROD LANES: VFW Hank Paskiewicz ripped 236—
589 for Teamsters. Abrams Furnace Co, clipped 1,012—2,897.
Park-Rec. Jr. Girls — Roadsiders laced 612—1,218 and Carol Lilla of All-Stars 158—310
two-game set .
WESTGATE Community Floyd Broker hit 218 and Vera
Senty 571 both for Schlitz Beer.
Schmitz tipped 1,012—2,796.
WINONA AC: Monday — Jim
Jumbeck 's 206—524 paced Home
Beverage to 2,738. Ahrens-Plait
Oil dumped 938.
Go - G e t t e r s — Sub Lois
Schact 'i 442 and Orvilla Cisewski's 175 paced E.B. 's Corner to
855-2.358.
RED MEN'S: Monday n 'te Roy Nelson clipped 200—512
for Sunbeam and Gerald Christopherson of Bub's 200. Doerer 's
took 927—2,704.

SPORTS
SHORTS

By THE ASSOCIATED PRE8S
ST. PAUL — A state income
tax case against Minnesota
Twins catcher Earl Battey was
continued in Municipal Court
Monday until Nov. 24.
Municipal Judge J. Clifford
Janes granted the delay in entering a plea at the request of
Battey 's attorney.
Battey is free under $200
bond. The state alleges that the
catcher did not file a state return for 1962 when his income
was placed at $27,091 and his
estimated tax and penalty at
"I'm a free ball player able to $2, 162, less $703 that had been
withheld.
utilize all my abilities," he said.
"I like to catch the football.
C O L U M B I A , Mo. "Mow I'm being used as a receivBranch
Rickey, 83-year-old
er. I'm able to talk to (owner)
baseball elder itateiman.
Art Modell and ( Coach) Blanton
clung te life May In the
Collier. Even do a little coachIntensive care section of
ing. I get a kick out of working
Boone
County
Hospital
with the offensive line. "
where he hai been In a
Brown has been an unofficial
coma tlnce suffering a
tutor on the Browns ' line thia
heart
attack
Saturday
season with line coach Fritz
night.
lieisler.
Tht hospital reported hie
If the Browns do win the concondition remained critical.
ference, who would Brown pre«
•
*
fer to play for the championNEW YORK - Manager Sam
ship?
Mele of the American League
"I suppose the opposition
champion Minnesota Twins will
would be either Green Bay or
be honored at a banquet in
Baltimore ," he fluid. "Both arc
his native Queens County Wedgood , so actually it makes no
nesday night .
difference. And the money is the
Borough President Mario Cttsame . "
rlello has proclaimed the day
Sam Mele Day and 1 ,500 Long
Islanders Including 39 members
OPENINGS IN
of the Mele famil y will toast the
BANTAM LOOP
Twins' skipper. Mele wan bom
in Queens and many of his re
The Park-R«cieation Delutivcs .still reside there.
today
announced
partment
that openings for 20 boys
MINNEAPOLIS — Some
nlne years of age remain
120
entrants from eight
Basketball
In the Bantam
mld-weetern
states are enLeague.
tered In the Upper Great
Any boyi Interested In
Lakei Figure S k a t i n g
competing »re asked to reChampionship* to he held
(o
entrance
of
the
weit
?ort
Friday and Saturday at the
entral Elementary gymMinneapolis Armory.
nasium Saturday at• a.m.

Ten with an 8-1 record. The
winner gets the host spot in the
Cotton Bowl. Tech will go to the
Gator Bowl if it loses.
An Arkansas victory will give
it the Southwest Conference title
outright — and perhaps a shot
at the national title ii Michigan
State • should stumble. Tech
gains a share of the conference
crown if it wins .
Arkansas beat SMU 24-3 and
Tech took Baylor 34-22 last
weekend.
Southern Cal and UCLA ate
ranked sixth and seventh, respectively , each with a 6-1-1
record, "The winner almost certainly gets the Rose Bowl spot
opposite Michigan State.

Winter Season

BONNEVILLE SALT FLATS,
Utah (AP) — Craig Breedlove
has won his duel with Art Arfons for the world land speed
record — at least for this year.
Neither man disputes it.
"I know we've got • the)
record ," the handsome Breedlove said Monday after recapturing the mark he has trader]
with Arfons the past year.
"There 's major damage (to
my car) . . . the repairs probably will take 30 to 40 days," Arfons said at his home in Akron,
Ohio. That means Christmaj
and Arfons said he would rather
wait until mid-January.
However, winter is moving In
over the western Utah raceway
and the Flats usually are covered by a snow blanket in Jam*
ary.
Breedlove and his Jet car,
Spirit of America Sonic I, compiled a two-way average speed
of 600.601 miles per hour
through the measured mile in
regaining the record. Tbe performance wiped out a 576.353
m.p.h. mark set by Arfons last
week.
Underlining the end of record
racing for 1965, chief timer Joe
Petrali of the U.S. Automobile
Club packed his gear and
headed home to Upland, Calif.
He said he wouldn't be back this
year.

NDSU Named
For Bowl

ABILENE, Tex. (AP) - Undefeated North Dakota Stats
University, the nation's No. 1
small college football team, was
named today to play in the
Pecan Bowl here Dec. 11.
NDSU's opponent is expected
to be named next week, said
Garvin Beauchamp of Abilene
Christian College, chairman of
the NCAA Midwest Selection
Committee.
The Pecan Bowl decides the
football championship of the
NCAA Midwest college division,
which comprises 60 colleges ia
14 states.

Warriors Even
With Los Angeles

Michigan State received 31 of
the 48 first-place votes cast and
gained 456 points on the basis of
10 for a first-place vote, nine for
By THE ASSOCIATED PRE64
second, eight for third, etc.
The San Francisco Warriors,
The Top Ten with first-place
by Guy Rodgers' shootpaced
votes in parentheses, season recing, have moved into a tie for
ords and total points:
the lead in the Western Division
1. MICH. STATE (31) 9-0 458 of the National Basketball Asso439 ciation.
2. ARKANSAS (15) 9-0
San Francisco moved even
378
3. NEBRASKA (2) »-0
with Los Angeles by beating the
4. NOTRE DAME 7-1
346 Baltimore Bullets 123-112 Mon.
268 day night in the only game
5. ALABAMA 7-1-1
2M scheduled.
«. SOUTH. CALIF. S-l-1
Rodgers, in his seventh sea180
7. UCLA 7-1-1
son as a professional, sparked
115 the victory with a career high
8. MISSOURI 6-2-1
9. TEXAS TECH 8-1
86 point total of 39 points ind 14
421 assists.
10. FLORIDA «-2

Biggest Draft War
Over Anderson Boys
NEW YORK (AP ) - Everybody is buzzing about tha pro
football draft with the AFL determined to jump the gun Nov.
20 and the NFL sticking to the
Nov . 27 Army-Navy date, but
the big battle may be for the
Anderson boys who were picked
last year as red shirts.
Donny Anderson, the Texas
Tech halfback whiz , can take
his pick and angle for the top
dollar after the Red Raiders
close their season, He knows he
is wanted.
Vince Lombardi had twe No. 1
Kicks last fall and he selected
onny aa one of them. Larry
Elkina of Baylor, picked by the
Packers as their other No. 1
draft choice, signed with Houston of the AFL. However, he
missed the year due to injuries.
When Lombardi thinks highly
enough of a boy to draft him No.
1 , knowing he has to wait a full
ye ar before he can try to sign
him, the young man must have
talent.
Houiton also picked Donny
Anderson No. 1 in their special
or red-shirt draft , which the
AFL holds separa tely from the

regular selection.
Bill Anderson, the Tulsa qnarterback who followed in Jerry
Rhome 's shoes and carried on
with the air circus for Glenn
Dobbs, also was drafted as a
future last fall. The Los Angeles
Rams picked Bill No. 19 in the
regular selection and the AFL
Oilers made him their No, 11
pick among the futures. The two
Andersons are not related.
Also Included among the collegians drafted In advance are
the sons of two coaches. George
Wilson, Jr., of Xavier , son of the
Washington Redskins' assistant
coach, was picked by Detroit ,
then coached by his father.
i

i

Charles Drulis , Duke end, was
selected by the St. Louis Cardinals for whom his father, Chuck
Drulis, is an assistant coach,
The NFL teams picked 71 futures but three ol them played
pro ball this year or were ruled
not eligible. . The AFL selected
96 players, 12 of whom played in
some pro league or tried out.
Under pro rules a collegian
cannot be drafted until his original college class has graduated. Some colleges keep a player
out of action lor one season and
thus get three years of eligibility even though It means keeping
the athlete in college for five
years. These players are known
as futures or red shirts.
il
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Dick Gregory
Goes to Jail

3 Hunters Rescued from River

Three Winona State College
students received a big scare
and a bigger chill this morning
when their duck boat sank about
6 a.m. during a sudden gust of
wind in Straight Slough near
Twin Lakes at Minnesota City.
North Central Airlines said
gusts were up to 62 m.p.h . at
that hour.
The trio — Jacob Dahl, 117V4
Main St.; Eugene Durand , 468
W. Mark St., and Henry James
Huettl . Lake City, all 19 — were
rescued in two trips after spending a chilly 15 minutes to an
hour in the water and on an isolated island. The combined efforts of Ihe Winona County
sheriff's office. Winona city police department , Dan Scharmer,
571 W. Mill St., and Harold Seeling. 219 N . Baker St., resulted in
the rescue of the three maroon
ed hunters

SCHARMER. hunting near
where the trio floundered, heard
their shouts on his return to the
Minnesota City boat harbor . He
took Dahl back to the harbor
with him, called the sheriff' s office and returned , with .Seeling,
for the other two youths.
"We were In the water only
two or three minutes," Dahl
said. "We were all wearing hip
boots, and wanted lo stay with
the boat. But when it sank we
swam to shore , Jim (Huettl ),
who was closer, swant only
about five feet and shouted that
he could touch bottom. Luckily.
Getting out of the water then
was no trouble, but that wind
sure was cold. "
The youths were returning to
shallow water after an unsuccessful stalk of a flock of snow
geese resting in the main channel.

CHICAGO Iff) - Negro comedian Dick Gregory has gone to
jail for refusing to pay a *400
fine for disorderly conduct.
Gregory, 33, was fined by
Magistrate William F. Patterson of Circuit Court Monday.
When he refused to pay the fine,
he was sent to the House of Correction to work the fine off at
the rate of $5 a day.
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of the three swamped duck hunters. The third
member of the party, Jacob Dahl, 117Va
Main St., had been rescued about one hour
earlier. (Daily News photo)

BACK SAFELY . . . Deputy Sheriff Helmer Weinmann and City Jailer Sylvan
(Dutch ) Thiel return to Minnesota City. Boat
Harbor with Henry James Huettl , Lake City,
and Eugene Durand , 468 W. Mark St., two
II
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Con tractor Testifies
( Continued from Page 3.)

was too cold for masonry work,
the contractor testified.
The plaintiff had completed
his direct testimony to Lindquist 's questions early Monday
afternoon.
Walchak said that the Borzyskowskis were to tell him where
the openings for doors and windows were to go after he had
begun construction. (This was
hot specified in the contract.)
He drew in the changes the
Borzyskowskis had asked for on
a diagram objected to Monday
morning by Brosnahan. The additional openings requested by
the Borzyskowskis made laying
blocks for the wall the slowest
part of the job, Walchak testified.

he wants to make out of it. He
expected to make $3,000 on the
Borzyskowski job, the contractor said. (Total price was about
$5 ,')0O. )
He added that he had lost
$100 when he had to provide
sand fill underneath the concrete garage floor at his own
expense. But he denied that
this made him think the job
"THE BOAT went down so might be a bad deal for him,
fast we didn 't even have time
Walchak said that he would
to turn it toward shore," Dahl have used wooden 2 by 10s
said.
spliced together to support the
Dahl estimated they sat on building 's roof, rather than
shore 10-15 minutes before steel beams.
He was not building to supScharmer came by.
They tried to start a fire, but port a second floor, although
they had no matches and Dahl's Jerome D. Borzyskowsk i had
cigarette lighter was wet. told him he might want to add
THE ELDER Borzyskowski
"There wasn 't much we could an apartment on top of the ori- (Jerome J.) had told Walchak
ginal building, Walchak said.
to determine the "grade'.' of the
do except wait. "
building's floor to conform with
Scharmer and Seeling rescued
the remaining two hunters about HOWEVER , Walchak main- the height of. the alley which
his walls are strong
10 a.m. They also picked up tained that support a second runs along the building's front
wall , Walchak said.
two of the three shotguns and enough to
part of the hunting gear the story.
He let the footings for the
hammered at a
partition
wall requested by the
trio had along. They met Dep- Brosnahan
not
Walchak would
uty Sheriff Helmer Weinmann question directly : Whether at defendants aire for several
answer
days, Walchak testified , over
and Sylvan (Dutch ) Thiel of the the
building 's rear wall there the defendants' objections at
Winona police department midplaces where th« the delay.
way on the return trip and are some
go as little as 13 infootings
transferred the two cold hunt- ches below ground level al
Walchak said that he doesn't
ers to the police boat, according though the contract calls for do masonry work when the
to Sheriff George L. Fort.
weather is below 32 degrees.
three feet?
This meant that the last piece
told
Brosnahan
that
Walchak
DEPUTY SHERIFF Lamar
of masonrywork — a "sill" of
Fort returned the three hunters the footings were built accord- special Waylite blocks on which
grade
at
the
front
of
ing
to
the
to their Winona residences.
the roof rests — was not done
Weinmann and Thiel returned to the building, It is not his con- until Dec. 27, according to Walthe scene of the accident to try cern that the lot slopes toward chak.
to recover the sunken boat, out- the rear, and it is not his resThe sill was put up at that
board motor, decoys, one shot- ponsibility to do any backfi ll- time when Walchak came on
be
necessary,
may
ing
that
gun and a full two-gallon gas
the Borzyskowskis measuring it
Walchak maintained.
can.
one day (Dec. 27) , he testified.
askwhen
Brosnahan
Later,
Dahl said his feet had swollen
WALCHAK said that he asked
ao quickly he couldn't immedi- ed whether the footings are
ately remove his hip boots when above or below ground level, them what they were doing.
they
are
They said that they were going
he returned to shore. None of Walchak said that
"three feet all around. " "Three to put up the sill. They said that
the three was hospitalized .
feet down in the ground?" Bros- they were anxious to get the
nahan asked, paraphrasing the roof on the building, so Walcontract's language. "Three chak went along with them and
feet down in the ground, " Wal- helped put up the sill , he told
chak replied.
the court.
On his way to get the neceshe
testified
that
WALCHAK
poured the concrete floor on sary equipment , he stopped and
top of the footings for the front called back to ask them if there
was going to be any trouble
wall.
over completion of the job, Walfor
floor
too
high
Was the
standard size doors? Brosna- chak testified.
"No. There was no trouble.
han asked. "No, " Walchak replied. But he admitted tho They just wanted to pour the
FELTON, Minn. (AP) — A doors on the Borzyskowski sills," Walchak said the Borzysfather and two of his six chil- building are not standard site. kowskis had told him.
dren died early today when an Walchak also admitted that
When Walchak said he would
explosion and fire destroyed he had to order more expensive come
back the next day to put
their farm home three miles solid doors because they had to
on
the
roof , the elder Borzyssouth of Felton in northwestern be cut down to size for the open- kowski told
him he was undeMinnesota.
ings. And he had to specially cided what material to use and
Dead are Joseph Rood, 44; a order a more expensive overson, Girard , 9 , and an 11 year- head door for the same reason, asked Walchak to wait , the
plaintiff said.
old daughter , Kathleen.
Walchak testified.
Mrs. Rood was taken to a The contractor said that he He waited two weeks , then
Moorhead, Minn., hospital where figured the job would take two called Borzyskowski , who told
she was liste-d in fair condition. months, according to the origi- him he was still undecided, acShe s u ff e r e d second degree nal contract. Changes request- cording to Walchak.
burns and .shock, hospital au- ed by the Borzyskowskis caused
THEN . Walchak said , he
thorities said,
him to up the estimate by two drove past the job and saw a
pile of lumber by the building.
Fonr other children were not weeks, Walchak said.
worked
the
He
said
that
he
Walchak said that he stopped
injured . They were being cured
whole month of October and and asked Borzyskowsk i what
for by relatives nearby.
Clay County Sheriff Adolph part of November on the job, was going tin. U was then that
Olson said Mrs. Rood was belore cold weather cut down Borzyskowski informed him
awakened by the explosion , ap- on tbe time he could spend that he had hired a new conthere . He got in only a couple tractor , Walchak stated.
parently in the furnace.
She and her husband report- of days work In December, When he was taken off the
job, Walchak said , the roof ,
prily carried four children out- Walchak said.
glass block windows and all
side into 20-degrce cold and 30that
he
had
laid
HE ADDED
mile-per-hour winds. The father off one week while the concrete doors remained to be put up.
then went back into the flam- footings were curing — normal He had completed all the maing house to get the two other procedure, he testified — and sonry anil concrete work , however , Walchak assertedchildren.
had been sick during one other
Borzyskowski had never givweek of the October-November en him notice of a desired
Ilr never came out.
com.
pletion dale ,
The concrete-block farm home period
said that he never testil 'ied. Wnlchnktbe saidcontractor
Walchak
that he
was destroyed , the sheriff said.
the Borzyskowskis doesn 't know how much the
The three bodies were found in promised
(hot he would have them in the
Borzyskowskis paid for materthe charred ruins,
new building by Thanksgiving , ials , but he said
Hint he hadn't
(First Pub . Tuesday, Nov . It, W*i |
or Christmas at the latest ,
paid anything
Lindquist object ed to BrnsnaMM« of AAlnnMolft ) is.
County ot Wlnoiie
) In Probsli Court
han 's questions along this line ,
tlq. I6.MI
pointing out that the (-outrun Gen. Hcintges Gets
in Km Estate ot
Arnold O. Kerttman, Decedent .
specifically set no time limit
Order for HeartaA on Final Ac<ount
Viet Nam Assignment
and Petllttn for Dlitrlbutlon .
for completion of the job.
The reprrsrnlilive ot Ihe above named
Brosnahan
answered
that
any
flMe having tiled her final account and
WASHINGTON (AP) — Lt.
pclllion Inr ivelllemeni and allowance contractor is required to finish
(It'll , John A. Heintgos will
iii<-f<of and (oi dli-litliution to the j iei
i
jot)
within
a
reasonable
time
H
son". Ilierimnlo rnlltled .
Judge HalfU 'ld move into his new ansiKnm/'iit
n If. ORDI IIED, That Ihe hearlnu however. And
tiii - ri-nt bi- iiad on December 10 , 196', ,
Linilnui.sl
'.s objection. ' as deputy commander of (he
overruled
i\l 10 4*. o ' l lnc k A M , belorr (His ( ciuil
j U.S. Military Assistance Comin the prohale (ourt room in the (om!
? .mi.,* in Winona . Mlnnrtola. arid thai
WAIXIIAK SAID that he hud mand in Vlel Nam about Dec.
nMtfr hef eot ht- cjlvrn hv publication ol worked on oilier , .smaller jobs J
, the Pentagon said today.
li.if , r.uici In H
Wlnnna Daily N«w»
ar, 'l hy mailed
from time to lime (hat full JeI * nv provided t>y law
He will succeed Lt. (Jen. John
Unlnd NovcmUr Vi. I«,*>
rome .1. Borzyskowski hud spe- L Throckmorton .
f t )
I IHfRA,
dfirfilly okayed lA'ulch 'ik'.s fuollcinlges presently i.s com('inhale Judge ,
(i' mhftte ffiull brah
posul thai lie work on another mander ol the 1st Corps in
M/ i n i e r , Muipiiv a\ f) ro a.hatian,
job during December when it South Korea.
AlKiineir s tor I'elltioner.

Father and 2
Children Dead
In Fellon Fire

ID

HII K

J,

Gregory and four other persons were convicted by a Circuit Court jury Friday. The disorderly conduct charges stemmed from a demonstration Aug.
2 near the South Side home of
Mayor Richard J. Daley.
The five were among a group
protesting the policies of school
Supt. Benjamin C. Willis.
Gregory said he would serve
three days in jail and would go
on a hunger strike, then-would
post an appeal bond.
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Plane With 5
Aboard Missing

SALT LAKE CITY, Utah (AP)
— The search for a twin engine
Beech Travelaire airplane with
five persons aboard was to continue over Central and Southern
Utah today.
Bob Walker, Utah aeronautics
director, said the plane was en
route from Los Angeles to Minneapolis Sunday when it was
last heard from.
The pilot was identified as
Herm Hemker, 26, of Minneapolis. Walker said the pilot's wife
said in Minneapolis that the four
others abbard the plane were
students at the University of
Minnesota, but she did not know
their names. Hemker is an interior designer.
Walker said Hemker was on
a flight plan from Las Vegas to
Salt Lake City Sunday and the
pilot reported over Milford , in
southwestern Utah , at 8:13 p.m.
that was the last word from the
plane.
The plane disappeared at the
time rain and gusty winds
swept into the area. Six planes
took part in the air search
Monday, Walker said.
Through acquaintances at
Minneapolis of some of those reported to be on the plane, two
were identified as:
Dr. Felix Ramirez, 37, formerly of Guayaquil, Ecuador, a
graduate student at the University of Minnesota.
Mary Lee Klesslg, MlnneapIis , a sophomore at the univer,
sity.
Ramirez, whose full name is
Ramirez-e-cheverria, got a doctor of law degree at the University of Cuenca in 1961 and had
attended the Northwestern Lutheran Theological Seminary in
Minneapolis last year.
One of the two others, believed to be aboard the plane
was a Miss Clancy Delaney but
further details were not available. The other passenger was
reported to be a young woman.

Girl Shot by
Hunter While
Sledding Dies

DULUTH, Minn. tm-A Michigan girl , accidentally wounded
by a deer hunter while sliding
on a sled near her home, died
Monday in a Duluth hospital.
St. Louis County Coroner Cyril M. Smith said Janice Edmark , 12, Wakefield , Mich,, was
grazed by one bullet and another entered her body. She was
hospitalized at Wakefield after
the shooting Saturday, on Michigan 's deer season opening, and
was transferred Inter to Duluth.
The sheriff's office for Gogebic County said Allan J . Whitburn, 20, West Allis . Wis., had
fired at what he thought was a
deer, Young Whitburn told authorities he and his father were
driving along a road three miles
east of Wakefield when they
spotted two deer.
They stopped the car and
tracked the animals into the
woods. Whitburn mistook the
sliding girl for a d*?er, he said,
Janice 's father, Edmund Ed>
mark , works for the Michigan
Conservation Department.

The others convicted and fined $400 each were Gregory's
brother, Gean, 34, of Detroit ;
Howard Barber, 46; William Dixon, 39, and Charles E.
Gent, 30, all of Chicago. All are
Negroes.

LIVESTOCK
CHICAOO
CHICAGO Wi— (USDM -Hogs 4,000;
butchers strong to mostly 25 higher;
1-2 190-225 lb butchers 25.25-25.50 ; few
lots 2-3 200-230 lbs 24.25-24.75; mixed 1-3
35O-400 Ib sows 2175-22.50; 2-3 450-500
lbs 20.75-21.50; boars I8.00-If.00.
Cattle 2,500; slaughter steers steady
to 25 lower; choice 1,100-1 350 Ib slaughter steers 26.25-27.25; mixed good and
choice 25.25-26.00; good 24.00-25.50; load
high choice and prime 1,000 Ib heifers
25.40 ; choice 800-1,000 lbs 24.50-25.25;
mixed good and choice 23.75-24.50; good
22.0O-23.75; utility and commercial cows
I3.JO-15.00; utility and commercial bulls
17.50-20 .00.
Sheep 300; wooled slaughter lambs
steady; couple lots choice and prime
90-105 Ib wooled slaughter lambs 25.0025.25; oood and choice 80-100 lbs 23.0024 .50; cull to good wooled slaughter
ewes 4 C0.fi (V)
SOUTH ST. PAUL
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. W-(USOA)
—Cattle 6,000; calves 1,800; slaughter
steers slow, prices steady with Monday 's low close or weak to 50 lower
than early Monday; slaughter heifers
moderately active, fully steady; cows
fully steady; bulls slow, not fully establshed; vealers and slaughter calves
steady to weak; feeders fully steady;
chclce 950-1,250 Ib slaughter steers 24.5025.50; mixed high good and choice
24.00-24.50; good 22.50-J4.00; choice 85010CO lb heifers 23.50-2'.S0; mixed high
good and choice 23.00-23.50; good 20.5023.00; utility and commercial cows 13.5015.00; canner and cutter
10.50-13.00;
choice vealers 25.00-2?.00; good 22.0025.00 ; choice slaughter calves 19 00-22 00; good 15.00-19.00; good 550-850 Ib
feeder steers 20.50-23.W; standard Holsielns 550-900 lbs t6.0C-17.50.
Hogs 8,000; fairly
active; barrows
and gilts 25-50 higher; weights over
240 lbs In best demand; sows steady
to strong; feeder pigs and boars steady :
feeder pigs and boars steady; U S
1-2 200-240 lb barrowi and gilts 23.75*
24.25; 1-3 190-260 lbs 23.50-23.75 ; medium 1 & 2 J8O-20O lbs 23.00-24.00; 1-3
280-400 Ib sows 21.0O-22.00; 2-3 400-500
lbs 20.50-21.25; choice 120-160 lb feeder
Piss 21.50-22.50
Sheep 3.500; trade mildly uneven on
slaughter lambs but mostly steady; other classes steady; choice and prime 95
lb wooled slaughter lambs with high
yield potential 24.50; other choice and
prime 24.25; most choice and prime 85110 lbs 23.50-24.00; utility and good
slaughter ewes 6.00-6.5O; cull 5.00-5 50;
choice and fancy feder lambs 60-80 lbs
23.00-24.00; good and choice 50-60 lbs
21.50-23.00; shipment SI lbs 21.00

PRODUCE

1 P.M. New York
Stock Prices
Allied Ch 46tt I B Mach 540%
Allis Chal 31% Intl Harv We
Amerada 73V* Intl Paper 31
Am Can 56% Jns & L 63ft
Am Mtr 10'/8 Jostens
17
AT&T
63% Kencott 126%
Am Th,
20'A Lorillard 45%
Anconda 82% Minn MM 64
Arch Dn 37M* Minn P&L 30%
Armco Stl 69% Mn Chm 82%
Armour 38% Mont Dak 39%
Avco Corp 24% Mont Wd 34^-i
Beth Sti 36% Nt Dairy 84V4
Boeing 122%NAm Av 573/i
Boise Cas 58% N N Gas 58%
Brunswk
9% Nor Pac 54V8
Catpillar 49% No St Pw 35M
Ch MSPP 43 Nw Air 119%
C&NW
109% Nw Banc 47^
Chrysler 54% Penney
67%
Cities Svc 41% Pepsi
78
Com Ed 33% Pips Dge 77%
ComSat 26 Phillips
59 V4
Con Coal 63% Pillsby
46
Cont Can 61% Polaroid 108%
Cont Oil 72% RCA
49%
Cntl Data 43 Red Owl 22%
Deere
46% Rep Sti
41%
Douglas 66% Rexall
48 3/*
Dow Cm
76% Rey Tb 48%
du Pont 238 Sears Roe 67%
East Kod 109 Shell Oil 65%
Ford Mtr 57% Sinclair
60%
Gen Elec 114% Socony
91"%
Gen Food 85% Sp Rand 18%
Gen Mills 61*4 St Brands 74%
Gen Mtr 105% St Oil Cal 78%
Gen Tel 46% St Oil Ind 48%
Gillett
40% St Oil NJ 83%
Goodrich 56% Swift
50
Goodyear 45M*/Texaco
80%
Gould
32 Texas Ins 172
Gt No Ry 58 Union Oil 51*%
Greyhnd 22 Un Pac
42
Gulf Oil 59% U S Steel 49%
Homestk 48Vi Wesg El 58%
Honeywell 73% Wlwth
27%

WINONA MARKETS
Swift & Company

West Highway «1
Buying hours are from B a.m . to S:JJ
p.m . Monday through Friday.
There will be no calf markets on Fridays.
These quotations apply as to noon 1»
day.
HOGS
The hog market Is 25 to 50 cents
higher.
Top butchers, 200-230 lbs. . . . . 53.00
Butchers, M-38
23.25-23.50
Top sows
20.25-21.25
CATTLE
The cattle market Is steers 25 cents
lower, cows steady to strong.
Prime
24.25-25.50
Choice .J.
23.50-24.50
Good . . :
21.00-23.00
Standard
19.00-21.00
Utility cows
12.00-13.50
Cutters
10.00-12.00
VEAL
The veal market is steady.
Top choice
27.00
Good and choice
18.00-25.00
Commercial
13.00-17.00
Boners
12.00-down

Bravo Foods

East end of 8th Street
Buying hours 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mon
day through Friday.
These quotations apply as to noon to
day on a yield (dressed) basis.
Canners and cutlers 26.25 .

Froedtert Malt Corporation

Hours: 8 a.m. to A p.m.; closed Saturdays. Submit sample before loading,
(New crop barley)
No. 1 barley
SI .If
No. 2 barley
1.08
No. 3 barley
.98
No. 4 barley
.91

Winona Egg Market

These quotations apply as of
10:30 a.m. today
Grade A dumbo)
42
Grade A (large)
.37
Grade A (medium) .
30
Grade A (small)
14
Grade a
;
30
Grade C
.14-

Bay State Milling Company

Elevator A Grain Prices
Starting Oct. 15, 1965, 100 bushels ot
grain will be the minimum loads ac
cepled at the elevator.
No . 1 northern spring wheat .... 1.62
No. 2 northern spring wheat .... 1.60
No. 3 northern spring wheat .... 1.56
No. 4 northern spring wheat .... 1.52
No. 1 hard winter whea t
1.52
No. 2 hard winter wheat '
I.SO
No. 3 hard winter wheat
1.44
No. 4 hard winter Wheat
1.42 '
No. 1 rye
1.13
No. 2 rye
1.11

Want Ads
Start Here
BLIrJD AD1 UNCALLED
•

E-4, 5. J, I, ».
__^-r

„

i

NOTICE
This newspaper will be retptmlble
for only ' one Incorrect Imertlon ot
any classified advertisement published In trie Want Ad section. Check
your ad and call 3321 If a correction
must be mads .

Stocks Hold
Fairly Even,
Industrials Up

...—

,

J

TREAT MOM to a Wed. nlght _ ewey from
kltchen duty. Take the whole family
to our famous chicken buffet. All you
can eat for $1.75. Children $1. Hotel
Winona.
NOW A typewriter that hai a memoryCharacter Sensory Memory for fast,
effortless, ERROR-FREE typing. It'i
GREAT I See It at WINONA TYPEWRITER SERVICE, 161 E. 3rd St., Winona. Minn.

^_________^____

*

ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER?—
Man or woman your di Inking create*
numerous problems. If you need and
want help, contact Alcoholics Anonymous, Pioneer G roup c/o Genera l Delivery, Winona, Minn.

TEMPO

K7

Jerry's Plumbing
E. 4th

Tel.

mt

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
For clogged sewers and drains
.Tel. 9509 or 6434. 1 year guarantee.

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

Septic Tank & Cesspool
Cleaning Service
Special

truck. Sanitary 8. Odorless
G, S. WOXLAND CO ,
Rushford, Minn.
Tel. 864-9245
COMPLETE PLUMBING
Hydronlc Heating System

SANITARY

CHICAGO (AP) - Chicago
Mercantile Exchange — Butter
steady; wholesale buying prices
unchanged ; 93 score AA 63; 92
A 63; 90 B 62'/4 ; 89 C 61; cars
90 B 63; 89 C 62.
Eggs firm ; wholesale buying
prices unchanged to 4 higher ;
70 per cent or better grade A
whites 44; mixed 44; mediums
3f> ; standards 37; dirties unquoted; checks 31.

^^^^ ___

ATTENTION COIN collectors, see page
71, Nov. Ml*. Issue Numlsnu|He News. I
have them. OKoins f. Supplies, 227 W.
2nd, Winona, Minn.

$12.99

Whites: extra fancy heavy
weight (47 lbs mia ) 47-48V4 ; fancy medium (41 lbs average)
41"ya-43; fancy heavy weight («
lbs min) 45Vi-46Vi ; medium (4C
lbs average) 40-41; smalls (36
lbs average ) 85te-36tt.

¦

MEMO TO GREG: How come you can't
keep our lights on? Ray Meyer. Inn.
,;- "
keeper, WILLIAMS HOTEL.

Brake Special!

PLUMBING (. HEATING
let E. 3rd St .
Tel, 273)
FIVE REASONS why Satin Glide bathroom appointments lead all others:
Cnblnets surface mounted, eliminate
wall cutting errors and extra work;
will not rust or corrode; doors qllda
satin smooth in premanently straight
tracks! Instant Incandescent lighting
more convenient for close work Ilka
shevlng and makeup application) all
mirrors copper backed, with heavy
duly anti-scratch backing. Satin Glide
products are available at

FRANK O'LAUGHLIN
PLUMBING * HEATING
207 B. 3rd
Tel. 3701

Help Wantod—Famale

* Isee THeYtfE TAKRIHQ TUB fttAo
t4 FfWNT Of WR HOUS&,AW.MrKH&l/
By Ed Dodd

...

'. . ' ¦'*

Personals

25c

CHICAGO (AP >— (USDA ) Live poultry : wholesale buying
proves unchanged to 2 higher;
roasters 23 Mt-25 ; special fed
White Rock fryers 18*A-19&;
young hen turkeys 28-29.
supplies light ; demand moderNEW YORKTAP) - (USDA) ate; market about steady ; car—Butter offerings adequate to- lot track sales: Idaho Russets
day. Demand good. Prices un- 4.25; Minnesota - North Dakota
Red River Valley round reds
changed.
2.90-3.10.
Cheese s t e a d y . Prices un~
changed.
NEW YORK (AP ) -Canadian
Wholesale egg efferings short. dollar .9303 today, .9300 MonDemand good.
day.
(Wholesale s e l l i n g prices
DENNIS THE MENACE
based on exchange and other
volume sales. )
New York spot quotations follow :
Standards 41-42^ ; checks,

CHICAGO (AP) -Wheat No 2
hard l.fiBn; No 2 red 1.6fin . Corn
No 2 yellow 1.16-17n ; No 4 yellow
1.06; No 5 yellow 1.00-03. Oats
Mo 2 heavy white 72%n. Soy*
beans No 1 yellow 2.55'/in.
Soybean oil 11 .25n.
CHICAGO (AP) - (USDA) Potatoes arrivals 70; on track
54; total U.S, shipments 299;

LOST-Medlum tin Week hewnd wHh
brown on legs, vicinity of- OitowUtej
Trempealeau, end MolmeM. f'«• *¦'•
KB
Louis Mllltr collect it Whitehall
- ¦ ¦ ¦¦ ' . • HM5.

NE*W YORK (AP )-The stock LET'S TALK TURKEY! The next financat
market was stalled on balance ing you require should be obtained,
MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK
early this afternoon even though the
Installment Loan Department, That way
a number of well-known high- you save money and receive the greatconvenience and friendly service
flyers were moving up vigorous- est
possible. You will also be building perly.
sonal credit with the largest financial
In Winona County. Drop in
Averages were dampened by Institution
and see Prank, Dick or Max, and be
the contrary action of some of convinced.
the biggest blue chip com- BETTER BREAKFASTS mean better
ponents.
days. Start the day right with ¦atop
RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 12* B. 3rd
The Associated Press average af
St. Open 24 hours every day, except
of 60 stocks at noon was un- Mon.
changed at 355.2 with industrials MAKE THAT NEW Chrlstmaa watch
up .4, rails off .1 and utilities one from the complete selection¦ at
RAINBOW JEWELRY, lie . W. 4th.
off .4.
Men's and ladles' Bulova, Caravelle.
Color televisions, other elec- Benrus and electric Tlmex. Put one
tronics, aerospace issues, office on layaway now l
equipments and other "science" KEEP your carpets beautiful despite
constant footsteps of a busy family.
stocks were in demand again.
Get Blue Lustre. Rent electric shamNonferrous metals, notably pooer, Jl. R. D. Cone Co.
coppers, also advanced amid THE FINAL EPISODE In our FEATURE
published reports of stepped-up story has been written. What Is It? If
you have not as yet asked about It at
defense demands for copper.
WINONA TYPEWRITER SERVICE, 161
The list was mixed from the E. 3rd, or have not guessed the answer,
read tomorrow night's 4d in Classified
start.
under 77.
The Dow Jones industrial avIF
you've something that needs doing,
erage at noon was up .11 at come
right away; we 're a little behind
956.01.
but we'll catch up some day. W.
Du Pont took a 2-point loss as BETSINGER, Tailor.
investors showed continued disTRUSSES-ABDOMINAL BELTS
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS
appointment over the dividend
action Monday and failure to GOLTZ PHARMACY
Tel. 2547
propose a stock split. General 274 E. 3rd
Motors, down about 1%, was another dampening factor to the Auto Service, Repairing 10
averages.
Stodebaher, up 2 continued
Magic Mist
outstanding in the auto section.
Among important key stocks,
Car Wash
fractional losses were shown by
Texaco, Standard Oil ( New Jersey ) , American Telephone and All enclosed, free heat,
U.S. Steel.
self service
Steels were mixed.
Boeing, United Aircraft and
Polaroid gained 2; Xerox about
4, IBM around 1%.
Sun Chemical rose 7% to 23
on a block of 70,000 shares. InCAR WASH
terest in the stock was prompted by news that it had develOpen 7:30 a.m. to 10 p.m.
oped a high-speed electrostatic
printing process.
Prices were generally higher
in heavy trading on the AmeriWe Will Install
can Stock Exchange.
¦
Corporate and U.S. Treasury •ft* BRAKE SHOES ON ALL
4 WHEELS
bonds were mostly unchanged.
*fr INSPECT WHEEL CYLINDERS AND DRUMS
GRA IN
•fr RE-PACK FRONT
WHEELS
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) -Wheat
receipts Mon. 363; year ago 320;
trading basis unchanged, prices
one-half lower; Cash spring
OFFER EXPIRES
wheat basis, No 1 dark northern
SAT., NOV. 20
11-17 per cent protein 1.71%Call Automotive
2.12%.
Dept. 8-3135
No 1 hard Montana winter
"Charge It"
1.54%-1.83%.
Minn. - S.D. No 1 hard winter 1.547/8 -1.827/g .
No 1 hard amber durum,
Miracle Mall
choice 1.75-h80; discounts, amHours 9-9 Mon. thru Sat.
ber 2-3; durum 4-7.
Sunday 1-6
Corn No 2 yellow i.l2te-l.i3%.
Oats No 2 white 62%-66; No 3
14
white 61-64; No 2 heavy white Business Services
66-67; No 3 heavy whit* 63-65%.
SMALL ENGINE
SERVICE & REPAIR
Barley, cars 171, year ago 174 ;
Fast - Economical
good to choice 1.16-1.44; low to
ROBB BROS. STORE
176 B. 4th
Tel. 4067
intermediate 1.10-1.36.
Rye No 2 1.09-1.15.
Plumbing,
Roofing
21
Flax No 1 3.00.
Soybeans No 1 yellow 2.49%.

MARK TRAIL
—,

FOR-

4

Lest and Pound

^___________ ^_____ J_.

.

.,.

__

.

.

....

__
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We now have a vacancy
in our Credit Reporting Division. Position requires
considerable amount of typing, filing and telephone
contacts from our custom- 7
ers. This is a full time,
permanent position. Applicants interested in part time
or short time work should
not apply.
Comfortable, modern office
in downtown location, Air
conditioned in summer. 40
hour week. Several fringe
benefits.
Apply in person between
8:U0 and 5 or call to arranfie for an interview after
5.
Contact Miss Bohn or Mr.
Gorsuch.

Credit Bureau
«8Vi E. 4th

H«lp W»nt«d—F»m«l»

26

Perm Implements

STRICTLY BUSINESS

48

i7jjT.Tl'A6 WAITRESS and kitchen HOMELITE CHAIN saw parts,
service
|fl
A8"1, UnC'* g '* 0l""*
wainted
to
eare
for
mWui>TURE tADY
"die-aged lady. Live In, full-time. Write
J.10 pelly News.

Houses for Sale

Ts, ^\TiL^ytrJ^

Women - Part-Time

THE fuller Brush Co. has openings for
1wo ladles to represent Fuller cosmetics end cleaning products In th*
winona area. 15 hours week, flexible
ichedule, 12.20 par hour. For Interview
W rit* JKry Johnson. Rt. S> Rochester,
v
,
Minn.

Halp Wantad—Male

27

wiTER SOFTINBR ROUtB rttiri, marrled, eg* 314$. Oood earnings, Apply
Cflndlflonlno, 214 w.
Cuillgan¦ Wattr
' ;" ¦' ¦ ' ' '
V,
Jrd.
./
MARRIED OK SIHGLB man en farm.
Modern 4-bedroomheme, oood starting
Spelt!,
wage- Tel. Altura 6794. Norbert
:¦
Minneiska , Minn. .
rtUCE PATROLMEN-4459 to start,
oood fringe benefits. Contact Chief ot
Police, Austin, . Minn.
MEN WANTEO-emcellent earnings. Tel.
285? between 1 p.m. and I p.m., Mem
and Tues.
^
^

MANAGER WANTED—we need e man
with a high sales Interest and some
mechanical background. He will be
menager of a retail out-let and should
be well versed In customer service.
Earnings are unjlmlted as he will be
ouaranteed a bese salary, plus cammission. Write E-l Dally News.

Part Time

car can earn' 'll.80^OUNO MAN with
J2 50 per hour. Write Warren D. Lee,
311 Losey Blvd. So, La Crosse, Wis.

Train for PRINTI NG

HOMES-PARMS-LOTS-ACREAOEI
CORNPORTH REALTY
La Crescent, Minn.
Tel. nt-2104

Inventory Reduction Sale
On All Hudson 'Hog

FOURTH W. 412-Near Madison 1 St.
Caslmlr schools. Modern 5-room bungalow, good condition, large lot, 2 car
oarage. New paint lob. Will arrange
long term loan.

Feeders and Waterers

1*75 Lafayette
Tel. 1140 or 4400 after hours

Frank West Agency

Wanted—Reel Estate

F. A. KRAUSE CO.
Breezy Acres
Hwy_, 14 and 61 East

"HANK" JEZEWSKI
(Winona's Only Reel Estate Buyer)
Tel. aiU or 7093
P.O. Rox J45

Rat and Mouse
Killer

"

Help—Male or Female

28

3 lbs.
Special . . . . . $1.89

Nearly New
Two 8.25x20 and two 5.50x16
tires, Heat houser for DC
Case tractor. Tank heater,
18 Inch, 18-ft, culvert.

We sell what we list . . .
or we don't list itl

"Of course my wife knows Iinvited you to dinner,
Argyle—she hasn't spoken to me since Itold her."
Musical Merchandise

Martin Hilke
Rollingstone, Minn.
49

70 Houses for Rent

We Service and Stock
Needles for all
RECORD PLAYERS

Hardt's Music Store
Sewing Machines

Call us and see.
95

THREE-BEDROOM unfurnished home in
Buffa lo City. Inquire at the Mississippi, Buffalo City Wis.
MODERN 3-bedroom house, In east central location, available Dec. 1, Tel.
S594.

73 Wanted to Rant

57

ROUND OAK kitchen rsnge, cheap. Rlcherd Dorn, Tel. Lewiston 2808.

Situations Wanted—Fem. 29

NORGE FREEZERS - $159, »1W, $219.
FRANK LILLA & SONS, 741 E. 8th.
CARING FOR ELDERLY. 1 or 2, light
Open evenings.
housework. Tel. tl-1836.
USED REFRIGERATORS, eleclrlc clothes
dryers and ranges. B&B Electric 155
E. 3rd.

Typewriters

77

TYPEWRITERS and adding machlnei
(or »ale or rent. Reasonable rates,
(res delivery. See us for all your office »upplle5, desks, files or office
chairs. Lund Typewriter Co. Tel. 5222.

AFTER HOURS
Pat Heise . . . 5709
Gordon Weishorn . . . 4884

96

TWO USED portable sewing machines, TWO WORKING gentlemen want J bedforward and reverse itllch. Your
room furnished apt., modern, wes t end
choice »35. WINONA SEWING CO.,
preferred! Tel. 2930 or 3547.
HI Hull. Tel. 9341.
EAR CORN OR shelled corn wanted.
MAN JOINING art dept. of local firm
Write stating moisture and test weight.
wants furnished room or efficiency apt.
Stoves, Furnaces, Parts
73 On 1st floor. Tel. 2833.
Nick Meisch, Minneiska, Minn.

FOR better cleaning, to keep colors UNIVERSAL gas range, 30" automatic
gleaming, use Blue Lustre carpet cleanpilot, used only 1 year. Reasonably
er. Rent electric shampooer, *1. H
priced. Tel. 7595.
Choate li Co.
STOKER WITH CONTROLS, large size,
GENERAL KITCHEN help wanted. Apply CEMENT MIXER and wood heater for
tultabl* tar commercial building. ABTS
to Mr. Collins, Chef, WILLIAMS
tor sale. Tel, 4379.
AGENCY INC., Tel. B-C45.
HOTEL.
MUSKRAT FUR STOLE-ln good condl- SIEOLER HEATERS, til or gas, InstallTHREE HOURS each day, for S days,
tlon. Tel. S-2455. 171 St. Charles St.
ed, sold serviced; Alsddln Blue Flame
you can earn $50 or more. Tel. 8-3248
portable heaters; alse oil burner Darts .
after 4 p.m.
SET OF TORCHES with cutting tip. Tel.
RANGE OIL BURNER CO., 907 E. Sth
8-2214 or 261 W. Belleview.
St. Tel. 7479, Adolph Afllchalowskl.

37

¦

WANT TO
SELL YOUR HOUSE
IN A HURRY?

Downtown .Miracle Moll

COO K—male or female, part time foi
about 6 weeks. Contact Mickey Meyer,
Ling's Bar, 17? E. 3rd.

Business Opportunities

, i

Realtors

TED MAIER DRUGS

Article* for Sale

i

The Gordon Agency

Wanted—Farm Produce 54

Approved for Veteran Training
1104 Currie Ave., Minneapolis

102

WILL PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICES
FOR YOUR CITY PROPERTY

GOOD BLACK DIRT, all top soil; also
fill dirt, sand, gravel, crushed rock .
Trenching, excavating, and back filling. DONALD VALENTINE, Mlnnesota City. Tel. Rollingstone B&SM366.

Technical Schooi
for Catalog.

STOCKTON, MlNN.-3-apt. building and
vaeent lot, Must be sold. AMfett hv
aulrles to the Merchants National Bank,
Trust Dept., Winona. Tel. its*.

40% Discount

& Hand Composition
Linecasting and Presswork Fertilizer, Sod
Write
GRAPHIC ARTS

991

Bus. Property for Sale

97

M. LIBERA SONS CO.
Store Building
FOR SALE
682-686 W. 5th St.
To Inquire Tel. 3134
or at

GORDON
SM
^Exchange Bldg.
Ttoona
Accessories, Tires, Parts 104

FREE
TURKEY!
WATCH for
FIRESTONE'S AD

M. LIBERA SONS CO.
DEALER for American-made lee^type
In WednesdayV
vehicle, will go almost anywhere, very LADIES' LIGHT blue winter coat, Up
lining, medium size. 517 W. tth.
small Investment will get you started.
Vacuum Cleaners
78
Daily News
WILSON STOR fcT. Tal. 80-2347.
Farms, Land for Sale
98
HAND EMBROIDERED pillow cases.
aprons and doll clothes for Barbie, ELECTROLUX SALES S. parts. Clarence ~
Money to Loan
40 Ken, Skipper, Scooter. Prices very Russell, 1570 W. King.
FARMS
FARMS
FARMS
reasonable, 25214 W. 4th. Tel, 2443.
We buy, wa sell, we trade.
MIDWEST
REALTY
CO.
Wanted
to
Buy
81
GAS RANGE 30-ln. Tel. «-13?*jT"
Osseo, Wis.
Res.
M5-3157
WANTED, 1960-1963, l'A or 2PIANO, first $25 fakes It; 50* of fencing, TRUCK
Tel. Office 597-3459
PLAIN NOTE-AUTO-FURNITURE
Ion, van box preferred. Ray 's Trading
4' high, with poles; small library table.
170 E. Jrd. Tel. 2915.
Post,
21o
E. 3rd. Tal. 4333.
510 Westdlle. Tel. 2442.
Hrs. • a.m. to 5 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m. te noon
Houses for Sale
99
USED HARDWOOD FLOORING; 245-gal. BASSWOO D and walnut wanted, green or
HAVE YOUR SNOW
42 fuel tank, complete; bathtub, etc. Art air dried A/4 sawn, mill run, RW-RL
Dogs, Pets, Supplies
truck and carload quantities on a con- FIFTH E.—2-bedroom house, largi lot
Jackman, Tel. (743.
TIRES MOUNTED
rent
terms.
C,
SHANK,
tlnulng
basis.
Writs
sell,
Priced
to
Nielsen
Millwork
GERMAN SHfjRTHAIRED Pointer*, AKC
& Mfg. Co., Mendola, Minn.
552 E. 3rd.
registered, 8 weeks old, excellent huntICE SKATE EXCHANGE
FREE!
ing dogs. Intelligent end good disposiKolter Bicycle Shot)
WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON & METAL TWO STUCCO HOUSES—I 2-bedroom, 1
tion. Will train. LeRoy woychlk, Ar400 Minketo Ave.
Tel. Mil
CO, pays highest prices for scrap
3-or 4-bedroom. Garages. West location.
Call For Appointment
cadia, Wis.
Iron, metals, and raw fur .
Carpeting. Will finance. Tel . 4059.
INSULATED HUNTING BOOTS
222
W.
2nd
Tel.
2M7
$4.95 Pr.
43
Horses, Cattle, Stock
CENTRAL LOCATION — 4 bedrooin
Closed Saturdays
BAMfiENEK'S, 9th a M-nkato
home, on good size lot, owners now
receive S90 monthly room rental, beSEE Us For Best Prices
Auto Service Center
FEEDER CATTLE, dairy-beef cross,
sides their own living quarters. The
Scrap Iron, Metal, Wool, Raw Furs
FREEZERS
Dean Halwlj, Ht. X Mondovi, Wis.
Miracle
Mall 7.TeI. 8-4301
W
8,
IRON
price
Is
right
and
can
be
-boughl
M
fc
METAL
CO.
IT COSTS ne more to own a Gibson.
with a io% down payment. Gate
201 W. 2nd St.
Tel. 3004
Come In and get our price* . WINONA
FEEDER PIOS - 40. Schwanke Bros.,
City Agency, Inc. Tel. 4812,
Cochrane, Wis. Tel. 248-2573.
FIRE & POWER CO., 54 E. 2nd. Tel
"
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
S06S.
Boats, Motors, Etc.
106
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides,
AT AUCTION—30x30 frame school house
PART QUARTE R HORSE and Ameribuilt In 1939. Located on about "i acre
raw furs and wool!
can saddle, hat good style lo trot and IT'S NEW l IT'S MAGICI A dark plastic
ALPEX
15'9"
"Ball"
Fiberglass
runor land overlooking the Mississippi
TV sit becomes a beautiful modern
walk. Lorren Holty, Mabel, Minn.
about; mi 75 h.p. Johnson outboard,
River. Has new Lennox oil furnace,
blond wood with Old Masters Liquid
all controls and accessories. Contact
vrell and electricity. Would make a
INCORPORATED
BRED EWES, _5j Chester White boars.
Wood.
Steve Allen, 328 Wilson St. Ttl. 7676.
good year around home or summer
4X W. Srd
Tel. SS47
Anton Patzner, Lewiston, Minn.
home. Located along Hwy. II behind
the Twin Bluff Motel, west ef Dakota . BOATS STORED In warm garage, reaHOLSTEIN FEEDER steers and heifers
1*7 Center St.
sonabls renf. Good used -furnace and
Auction will bt held on Sat., Nov .
for sale. Franklin Dowlasch, Alma,
refrlfleralor tor sale. Viola Ernst, Foun20th
at 10 A.M. Also selling 30x30
Wis.
tain City. Tel. 8687-4719,
frame school on Richmond Ridge that
. would make a good home. Open for
HEIFERS FOR SALE-20 Scotch ShortInspection al 8:30 A.M. day of sal* or Motorcycles, Bicycles
107
horns, 5 with calves at side, these hellfor inspection contact Harry Faust,
ers are from good quality breeding
Dakota, Minn, Tel . 643-3163.
HONDA-mJ CB 160, 4,000 miles, very
and are uniform In site and thrifty
good condition, S350 or taks over paydoers. Lorren Holty, Mabel, Minn.
ments. Tel. 6996.
Attractive
•
FEEDER PIGS, «0* 30 steer and heifer
3-BEDROOM rambler, attached oarage
MOTORCYCLE REPAIR
feeder calves. Hereford-Angus cross.
and breezeway, handy spacious kitchen,
Robb Bros.
(Pilot
Norval Johnson, ~ Lanesboro,
tiled bath, oak floors, drapes, landscapMotorcycle
Shop, 573 E. «th.
Mound). Tel. Peterson 875-6167,
yard,
TV
ed
signal.
FHA
approved.
Always Top Prices For
«¦
'
555 47th Ave. Tel. 1 3007. By appointHOLSTEIN COWS, 2, springers, ctiolce ot
ment.
Trucks, Tract's Trailers 108
12; 500 bales hay, no rain. Alvln Jorgenson, Rt, 2, La Crescent, Ttl. DaGMC PICKUP—1-ton, '54 model, good
kota 643-MM.
be fooled by ads you hear or
shape, Inquire at 1739 W. Slh.
We
just
resee
at
V
A
off.
MEAT TYPE Poland China boari, lergi
FLATBED—74' , with cattle rack . Tel.
selection. Reasonable, will deliver , F.
ceived 2 large loads of name
8-3341.
¦
W. Deters & Sons, Caledonia, Minn.
(Mattel , Marx,

Gr
LOANS *S,an r

DRIVE THROUGH
Winter 's Heavy
Snow W ith Ease.

Montgomery-Ward

Sam Weisman & Sons

PAINT DEPOT

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS

DON'T

HOLSTEIN AND ANGUS crossbred steers
and heifers, around 500 ' lbs, Nick
Meisch, Minneiska, Minn. Tel. Altura

im

HEREFORD HE1FERS-2, with CSIves St
side, calves Vh months old. Henry
Schultz, Alma, Wis., (Cream). Tel.
485-4424.

"

MEDIFURAN
Mastitis Ointment
6 tubes
Reg. Price tt

Our Price

RAY'S TRADING POST
Tel. 6333
216 E, 3rd
Coal, Wood, Other Fuel

$5.25

TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal Health Center
Downtown & Miracle Mall

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies

brand toys
Kenner) at 50% off and you
can check our catalog.
Large selection of tricycles ;
and tractors at 50% less
than anyone in* town .

44

63

DRY OAK block wood. Te l, HB7-477 1.
BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and enjoy the
comfort Of eutomatlc personal care.
Keep fvll service - complete burner
care, Budget plen and guaranteed price.
Order today from JOSWlcic-s FUEL t,
OIL CO., Ml E. «th . Tel. 33(19.

YEARLING LAVING hens for sale, 50c
64
•ach . Milton Buchll, Rt. 1, Indepen- Furn., Rugs, Linoleum
dence, (Waumandoe), Tel. Arcadia
J8 F-3 .
ANNIVE RSARY SALE Specl»ls-2-pc. living room suites, nylon Mere, team
YEAR-OLD HENS and soma pullets for
cushions, reg. $2W.»5, now $n».»5t »-pc .
iale . Eldon Boehmke, Rushford, Minn.
dinette suites, large table with I
Tel , M4-7467 after 4:30.
chelra, now only IW .9S. BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURB, 302 Menkato. Open
HYLINE YEARLING hem, about M0.
Evening*.
Bus Brothers. Lanesboro, Minn,, (Hwy.
50). Tel. Peterson 875-elM.
10" ASH TRAY on heevy brass stand,
shelf for books, comes In brown, black
BUY ARBOR ACRE QUEENS , excellent
or orange. $? at BURKE'S FURNIfor egg size. Interior quality end proTURB WART, Jrd a. Franklin Sis.
duction. 20 weeks pullets available all
year around. For qualify ask for Arbor COMPLETE LIVING ROO/M furnishings
Acre Queen pullets. Winona Chick
Including component stereo set and
Hstchery, M .
carpet, Ux22'. Mey be seen aftor 4. 644
¦ 2nd, Winona, Tel. 5514.
Clark's Lane.
_________
JANITATION . ISOLATION • Vaccinelion ¦ Ventilation - Perspiration are Good Things to E»t
68
all back ot the Dekalb 20-week pullets
produced by SPELTZ CHICK HATCHor dressed) also
ERY, Rollingstone, Minn. Tel. M»» CHOICE GEESB, live T_l. 7642,
dreised beef quarters.
"11. Available yeer-around,
GOOD HOMEGROWN rutibagas, SU0
Wanted—Livestock
40 bu. Laty-A russet potato"!, 20 lbs.
«5c, WINONA POTATO MARKET.
LEWISTON LIVBSTOCK MARKET
A real good auction market tor your
Buy Ftfod Wholesale
livestock. Ddry cattle on hand all
Canirol »oad Provision Co,, JM0
*«veek , hogs bought every day, Trucks
till St., Odvw. Tel. 7354.
available, Sale Thurs, Tel, 2M7.

F*rm Implements

Goods
48 Gum, Sporting

66

ATTENTION
TRAPPERS &
HUNTERS !
• RATS
• COON

Do You Want It
Sold . . .
Or J ust Listed??

• MINK
• RED FOX

• DEER HIDES
Yes, we buy rats
with carcass.

M &-W IRON
& METAL CO.

207 W. 2nd, Winona
Next door to Home Oil Co
Tel. 3004 or 4842
Rooms Without Metis

88

NICE LARGE sleeping room for working
lady or school girl, Inquire 31s Center .
ROOMS POR UEtN. with or without
housekeeping privileges. No dey sleepers, Tel. 4859.
ITHEPING ROOM Wllh Mn beds, study
area, private bath, tor 2 college boys.
Available Immediately. ?1\ W. 5th. Tel.
8-3213.

Telephone Your Want Ads
to The Winona Daily News
Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker.

_tn, Magnum 12 e»*Joe BB
Discount II oil
It gauge Super X
Discount 11,21
Many other discount
shall bargains

Neumann's
Bargain Center

A

©OB

W- Sefofcfc
T REALTOR

l20 ciMT!R-m.2$49~

GIRL TO SHARE double housekeeping
room. Tel. 82446.

Apartments, Flati

90

DELUXE GE. all electric 1 bedroom
apis., carpeted, air conditioned ind
garages. BOB SELOVER, REALTOR,
Tel. 2149.
THREE ROOMS, first floor. Lights, hist,
h»f and cold water furnfjned. Prlvaht
entrance. Immediate occupancy, Tel.
4)86.

Apartments, Furnished

91

ONE-ROOM apt,, wllh kitchenette , larger
Closet, suitable for 1 lady, available)
Dec. 1st. 151 W. Sth.

_

Business Pisces for Rent 92
LAW OFFICES occupied as such since
JB90 era now available In Ihe Meioan
ulWIng at mo_#it rental. See Steve
Morgan at Morgan's Jewelry,

Little Gem

assure you privacy on the large
screened porch at the rear «l this
well-kept brick horn* In Sugar Loaf
district. Lirj e living room, nlcu
kitchen, ) bedrooms, ell on one floor.
Reasonably
furnace.
Lennox
oil
priced.

Clean , Select

A front display room W' x l f ,
room, kitchen and bath on lr.1
Three rooms on second Pull
ment, gas hot weter heal, Wrill
ed In south central dist rict

living
Honr.
baie.
locat-

Neat - Compact

frame home lr» wast location cln^e lo
many schooli and ihurchm. The
kitchen, 11 X 10, has now cupboards
and tile Mock door, rioa^nt living
and dlnlnj rooms, 3 bedrooms, hill
balh, Lonnox gas furnace, ww combination windows. 110,400.
RISIDENCE PHONE!.:
E, J. Hartert . . , 3m
Mary Lautir . . . 4M:i
Bill 7lrhrll . . . »m

PRIME OOWNTOVVN LOCATION - R»
tail ami otllct apace. Available rtoiv.

SUrneman-Se lover Co.
toVi e. 3rrt.
Tel, tOU or 1149

YOU CAN
BE SURE . . .

Sh op Our Lot Now

Business and Home

491 Main It.

Tal. 2149

Ussd Cars

Late Models
Low Prices
'63 Cadillac Coupe
DeVille
$3495
'64 Ford Convertible . $2495
'64 Ford Sta. Wagon . $2395
'64 Mustang Hardtop . $2295
'64 Falcon Wagon .... $1795
'64 Ford Squire Wagon $2195
'64 Ford Galaxie 500
4-door
$1995
'62 Ford Galaxia ..... $1195
'63 Studebaker 4-door $1095
Many more to choose from.

1961 MERCURY Comet
Station Wagon, 6 cylinder ,
radio, heater, roof top lugfage rae*, ENGINE COM '
LETELtf OVERHAULED,
2 extra snow tires. Cle-an
as a whistle inside and out.
SPECIAL

$1095
W INON A UTO

«AM»LBR f~\ * BO_rJT"

£ SALES f t .

CgEMg)
^

109

Auction Ssl .a

FORD—1*54, In running order, 130. Can NOV. 17-Wed. II im, .1 mllei N. of
be seen at 673 E. Mark.
Houiton in Looney Vallty. Cerpentir _
,
i—_.
Sash, cwnerii Korinir J, Schroder,
BUICK — !Mf» LeSabra *door har-rttop,
»iucllon«rsi Minn. L«nd 4 Auction
standard transmission, real good condiSerV.. clerk.
tion, Reasonatla. Tel. 703J.

We Advertlii Our Prices .^

Open Mon. _ Fri. Eve .
3rd & Mankat o Tol. 8-3«"<W

41 Years In Winona
Lincoln-Mercury-Falcon
Comet-Fairlane
Open Mon., Fri. Eve.
and Saturday afternoons

1965
Corvair Monza

4-door hardtop, 110 h .p.,
automatic, r a d i o , tinted
windshield , C. & C. group,
$2800 new.
Very special

HARD
STARTING?

$1995

NYSTROM'S
and bay one of our

Both are dealer's

personal cars.
Very low mileage.

WINTERIZED
WORRY FREE

j

ONE FULL
YEAR WARRANTY

—RUSHFORD

MILLER

— MOTORS, INC.
• Buick Sales & Service) •
Kush/ord, Minn.
4
Phone.* UN 4-7711

CARS
For Example

NOV. 17-Wed . 11:30 «,m. 1 mile S. of
Humblrd on County Trunk "F" , then
*A mil * W. Frenk P«tMr»env owner/
Russell
C.
Schro«der, auctloneeri
Northern tnv. Co.. clerk.
NOV. ll-Thun. 11 a.m. 1 mile I. Of
Kellogg en Hwy. 61. Frank Spoor-er,
owmr; Peters _ Miller, . auctioneers'
Minn, Land _ Auction Sen/., clerk.
NOV . 1»-Thuri. 13:30 p.m. JM* rrllej
N E . ol Whitehall an U.S. Hwy. S3 to.
Coral City Store, thin 2 mllos R. on
town road, Gerald Anna*, clerki Alvln
Kohner, auctioneer ; Nnrthern Inv. Co.,
clerk .
NOV, 19-Frl. 1 p.m, 10 miles B. 8i
Winona, e miles E. of Homer. Ottt
Bnali Dairy Olsperuli Alvln Kohner,
auctioneer ,- Minn, Und 4 Auction
Scrv. , clerk.
20—Sat. io a.m. School House 1
Auctions . Dakota School District J409,
owners; Alvin Kohner , auctioneer.

MOV .

NOV, 2C—Sat. 2 p.m. Reel Eitato Auction, Dakota, Minn., on new eervlce
road. Katie Blumenlrltr Estate, owner; Alvln Kohner, auctioneer.
NOV. JO—Sat. l p.m. 3 mllei S. of
Ridoeway. Alvln Grolh, owner; Freddy
Frlckson. auctioneer) AAlnn. L»nd i
Auctlnn Serv., clerk.
NOV, 22—Mon. 12 noon. 1 mile W. el
M«bel on Hwy . A4. Lyle Narum & 6. R,
Chrlstopherson , own nrsj Knudeen *
Erickson, auctlnnem; Thorp Sails
Corp.. clurk.

FRANK SPOONER

Fully equipped including air
conditioning, electric windows, electric antenna ,
vinyl top covering, custom
cloth and vinyl bucket seats.
Very specially priced!

Stop Today At

Ettrick, Wis. Eddie Forieth, owner)
Waller Zeck. luctlonein Northern Inv,
Co,, clerk.

R EM I NDER

1 965
Buick Riviera

Don't Be Bothered
With Cold Weather
Starting Problems

Nov. 17-ww. i:jo p.m. in Vlllt«t et

AUCTION

1 mile south of Kellogg on
Hwy. 61.

Thurs , Nov. 18
Starting at 11 A.M .
Lunch on grounds.
TS cattle, dog, feed, machinery, miscellaneous, antiques,
household goods.
Harold Peters and
Charles Miller, Auctioneers
Minn. Land & Auction Serv.
Everett J. Kohner, Clerk

"GARAGE"

1963 CHRYSLER Newport 4-door sedan,
21,000 a tual miles

Mobil* HomeM, Trailers.l
l
I

3963 CHEVROLET Impala 4-door sedan

HWY. 6) AJobl/a Home Salts, atst of
Shangri-La Motel. We heve 12 wldas
on hand, also new 196i model I vvldes.
Tel. 8-362(.

1959 CHEVROLET Station Wagon

SEE OUR fine selection ot new and
used mobile homes, all sitai. Bank
financing. 7-year plan. COULEH MOBILE HOME SALES, Hwy. 14-sl %.,
Winona. Tel. 4276.

SAT., NOV. 20

Auction Sales

Sale will be held
wider cover.
CLOSING OUT TO THE
BARE WALLS. ENTIRE
GARAGE EQUIPMENT &
TOOLS.
THEILMAN GARAGE
A. J. Mischke, Owner,
Theilman, Minn.
First National Bank,
Plainview, Clerk
Mass & Mass, Auctioneers

Nystrom's

RENT OR SALE-Trallera and campers. Leahy's, Buffalo City, Wis, Tel.
Cochrane 248-2532 or 248-2670.-

CARL FANN JR.
AUCTIONEER. Bonded and Licensed.
Rushford, Minn.
Tel. W4-7I11.

Chrysler - Plymouth
Open Mon, A Fri. Nights

49

USED CARS

Household Goods Our Specialty
HIL H . DUELLMAN , Fountain City,
Wis. Ttl. 8687 .i
l or 8687-3176.
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, City and Hit* licensed
and bond*.. 252 Liberty St. (Corner
E. Sth and Liberty) Tel 4«0.

MINNESOTA

Land & Aucti on Sales

Everett J. Kohner
1JJ Wtlnut. Tal. 1-3710, after Modra 7114

To Choose From

24-CHEVR0LETS
12-F0RDS
13-OTHER . MAKES
Selection Is Excellent
Prices Are

AUCTION
Located in the Village
oi THEILMAN, Minn.
Starting at 1:00 P.M.

SCHOOL HOUSE

|

fI A U C T I O N Ill

I Saturday, November . 20 jj
n

i

^^Fmz^Zc

1 AUCTION |

Two-bedroom horns) wllh living room.
13x2e, dining traa, beautiful kltchrn
with formica counter tops flnd beamed calling, (amlly room, ceramic
bath. Lake area.

Many Trees

lOt

.h
10 A.M.
ug
,
west
of
Hwy.
1M1
en
Richmond School, located
LOW! LOW! LOW! PI Dakota, Minn., just behind the Tw in Bluffs Motel. School jH|
is a 30x30 frame building, built In 1939. Has new Lennox fi
^
I oil furnace, hardwood floors, full basement, electricity, r|
1 well , etc. This property would make someone a dandy %.
1 year around home or summer cottage as it is located jaj
I on about '/_ acre of land overlooking the Mississippi River. '*!
Used Cart
109 hwdS CHrVROlET ti^CO. i
Also selling the Richmond Bidge School, which Is a i
^
;
CORVAIR—1961 Monia, dark blue finish,
121 Huff Tel. 2396 or 9210 §r 30x30 frame building on about % acre of land. Building |
radio, heater, 4-speed transmission, exI will , be open for inspection at 8:30 a.m. day of auction, 1
cellent condition. Tel . 9482.
Open Mon. thru Fri.
0 or for special appointment contact Harry Faust, Dakota, 1
night until 9:00
MERCURY—1960 Monterey 2 door hard|
Minn. Tel. 643-3163.
§
top, full power, all white wllh red InMiscellaneous Items: Desks; school scale; slate black** 11
terior, a real beauty, wlnterlied, not
e give-away, but on A l car Inside
1 boards ; books; outhouses; globes ; water cooler; maps* »
and out, reasonably priced at $995.
k large oil heater; teacher's desk ; 300 gal. fuel tank, etc. |
SECON
D
CAR
See behind Bauer Electric on 3rd
Terms On Rear Estate : 25"Ji down day of sale and fj
St. Tel. 1-3734 .
TRANSPORTATION il|balance when deed is furnished .
$••
PLYMOUTH—1959 Belvsdtre 4-door hardDAKOTA SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 2609, OWNER
top, In good shape, red and very
I
$
1957 CHEVHOLET 4-door
sporty, V-8. J30O . 64 Lenox SI.
Alvin Kohner, Auctioneer
g
,
automatic
hardtop,
V-8
TEMPEST—1963 Sports Coupe, dark red,
transmission , specially pricclean body, floor shlll. Tel. 1-1509 evenings,
ed.
7- r <¦ « , rtdM&sraw!^^
Karmann
Ghla
conVOLKSWAGEN—1960
ALVIN GROTH
$495
vertible, radio, on' heater, good tires,
|
very good gas mileage. Tel. Fountain
city mr-tast.
I!)59 DODGE f> passenger
Station Wfljjon , automatic
PONTIAC—1945 LeMnns Sport Coupe, 3speed transmission. Imperial while,
transmission , V-8 motnr ,
blue Interior , till (3,100, tell JJ.JW),
some rust,
j;Located 3 miles south of Ridgeway .
Tel , 6M5*.
i;j

of finding the
BEST VALUES in
Used Cars,

Rooms for Housekeeping 87

Shop there Is still
DISC SHARPENING by longer lasting AT HUNH-IN- Gunscope
er peep s ght ARTS FOR RENT-automatlc heat, cetlmi t« have a
mtfel saving rolling. Fred Krani, St.
or shotgun. Modrlflo
put on your deer
ramic baths, all utilities furnished,
Charles, Mmu. Tel. 932-430J,
el 12 Winchester, like n»w, StOOi 30-06
available Oec. 1st, Suffalo City Resort,
wllh peep sight, tfM model 70
Snorter,
Cochrane,
Wli,
MILK HOUSE EQUIPMENT
Wlnchertar, 3WIA. vrilh Lyman 4X
Bath wash lanka, fans , air Intakes,
miles M. of Holmen, NEW 2-room furnished apt., suitable for
new
MOO.
3
scope,
nose parts, storage cahlneli.
Wl.„ on County Trunk "V". Tel. 516St, private balh end entrance. 214 VY,
.Ed' s Refrigeration a. Dairy Supplies
Mi.
m.
au a. 4th
TII. W3i
:

DISCOUNT
CLEARANCE
SALE

We don't Just list or tie up
your property for a bug
time nor throw it in the
hopper with many others.
When you list with us our
entire staff gives your property personal attention. To
us "SOLD" is a very necessary part of our business.
Phone us and see .

Jssd ears

-45 -

USED CARS
All Winterized

Great Snvings Await. You

— also —
ON DISPLAY
IQdfi Mwlcls of

$295

1956 CHEVROLET 2-door
hardtop, nutomatic transmission , V-fl motor , power
brakes .

$295

1957 OLDSMOBILE dfi 4door , power steering, power
brakes , Rood runner.

$295

19S7 RUICK 4-door hardtop, lull p ower, automatic
transmission.

$145
\%:\ BUICK 2-door, straight
B cylinder -engine, standnnl
transmission, good runner,
almost, mw tires.

$145

•ft BUICKS
i ( OLDSMOHILKS
f c GMC TRUCKS

1946 CHEVROLET 4-door ,
exceptions condition for nge
of this w.

milCK -OLDHM OniLE - GM C
Open Mon. A Fri. Night

Tel, B-27U
7ft W. 2nd
Open Mnn, tt Fri . Kvcninfis

W ALZ

$95

VENABLES

U

i-1

Starting at 1:00 P.M.
MACHINERY — John Dcerft corn binder ; steel hottorn hay loader; John Deere 4-bar side rake; hay bunchcr;
small lime spreader; dump rake; steel wagon box ;
elevator hopper; Cross power corn shellor; grain blower;
tractor saw rig; Tumble Bug scraper; Grain-o-vndor;
.lohn Deere potato digger ; Montgomery Ward 10-inch
hammcrmlll; 2-wheel trailer.
MISCELLANEOUS - Tire chains , 9x4fl; 50-ft . hammermill endless belt; side hill hitch; 2 greasers ; small
sprayer ; 700x1!) tire and wheel; pressure pump; grindstone ; Vi h.p. electric motor; 'l-i h.p. motor; crenm separater ; Stewart Warner tiheep shear machine; roll chicken
netting; wagon springs; wagon sent; 10x14 ft. brooder
f . house ; three (ixfi ft, brooder houses ; 4 electric brooders;
7 chicken feeders; scrap Iron .
HOUSEHOLD GOODS - Admiral electric stove; Fire?i stone refrigerator with large top freezer; chrome kitchen
V. table; cabinet sink ; chrome kitchen stool ; 2 kitchen
f: chairs; rollaway bwl ; upright Kirby vacuum cleaner; fi
t; round back chairs; combination radio nnd phonograph
cabinet; small record player; 9x12 rug, like new ; antique
^ dishes; antique filussware ; gas lantern ; hand churn; lard
p
|preBs; two lO-gallon jars ; two 4-gnllon jars; 5 hent lamps;
fij Bllverware ; pots and pans and miscellaneous; set of a
j$ glanHCS.
TERMS: Cash or finance with VA down and Ihe bnl|i
p . time In monthly installments.
Freddy Frlckson, Auctioneer
|.|
i,|
.Jim PnpenfuK K representing Minnesota Land
and Auction Service
l|

7
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By Roy Cran.

BUZ SAWYER

By Chester Gould

DICK TRACY

By Mori Walkor

BEETLE BAILEY

s

*»y CHe Young

BLONDIE

TIGER
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By Bud Blake

——I

By Hanna-Barbera

THE FLINTSTONES

U'L ABNER
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By Milton Canniff

STEVE CANYON
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By Ala* Kotiky

APARTMENT W*

BARGAINS
WOMEN
REX MORGAN, M.D.

By Dal Curtis
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CAR COATS
22 26 31
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values
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values
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WEEKEND
AND SEE THE MANY

New Arrivals!
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40 WIST THIRD STREET IN DOWNTOWN WINONA
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